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Local News

Local News

New officers

Champions

County's Humane Society
elects new slate on July 1

MCCH honors

Bank of Murray wins
upper division tourney

'Out of the Ordinary'
award goes to Wade
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Shopping center bridge opens

State chops
county road
maintenance
transfer plan

Industries are latest casualties
of Dixie drought; no relief seen
Atlanta is imposing its first water-use restrictions ever and industries are cutting operations in the Southeast, where a heat
wave and record drought have shriveled crops and killed 13 people, more than a half-million chickens and thousands of fish.
Only local relief was in sight today for the region, with highs
from the low 90s in North Carolina to the upper 90s from South
Carolina to northern Florida and in Alabama and Tennessee, the
National Weather Service said.
"Widely Scattered thunderstorms are not really expected to
punch any holes in the heat, or maybe a few tiny holes," said Pete
Reynolds of the National Severe Storms Forecast Center in Kansas City, Mo.
"They might be getting up to record territory again - 100 to
102, 103 by Friday - but mostly in the mid- to upper 90s,"
Reynolds said today.
Temperatures generally were in the 90s Wednesday despite
scattered thunderstorms. The University of.South Carolina at
Columbia reported a 103-degree reading, while Athens and
Waycross, Ga., reached 100 degrees
:

Elsewhere...
s Ft) the 4ssoelated t'ress
•

E4 PAZ, Bolivia - Operations may begin as early today in
160 U.S. troops and helicopter pilots ferrying Bolivian
anti-drug police to a secret jungle base camp to destroy dozens of
cocaine laboratories, U.S. officials say.
MANILA, Philippines - Moslem kidnappers freed unharmed
today 10 Filipino Roman Catholic nuns they abducted from a convent in southern Marawi city last weekend, a defense ministry
spokesman said.
WASHINGTON - Twenty-two House and Senate tax writers
drafting the final version of the most thorough tax code revision
In a generation are agreed on lower rates, but undecided on how
much to shift the tax burden from middle-Income people to
business.
WASHINGTON - Over half the nation's richest corporations
paid no federal income tax in at least one of the last five years
and many received refunds of taxes paid in previous years, a
labor-financed research group reported today.
HUNTSVILLE. Ala. - The former director of NASA's solid
rocket booster program, criticized in the Rogers commission
report on the Challenger disaster, has decided to leave the space
agency at the end of the week.

Today's highlight in history: Five years ago, a pair of
walkways above the lobby of Kansas City's Hyatt Regency Hotel
collapsed during a dance, killing 114 people and injuring more
than 200 others.

Heat Stress Warning Chart

23 CE‘Ts

The ribbon was cut at the opening of the access bridge
between Chestnut Hills Shopping Center and Central Center in Murray today. Present at the ribbon
-cutting were bridge construction contractor Bill
Adams,JCPeopey manager Dick Peyer,Calloway County
Judge-Executive George H. Weaks, Murray
City Clerk Jo Crass, CBL & Associates District
Manager David Hale, Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Executive Vice President Steve
Zea and K Mart manager Mike Baugher. The
bridge was funded by JCPenney, K Mart and CBL
& Associates of Chattanooga. Tenn., owners of
Chestnut Hills. The newly-opened bridge will provide
easy access between the two shopping centers
without forcing motorists back onto U.S. 641. Waiting to
cross are Mr. and Mrs. Joe Lassiter representing the Twin Lakes Antique Auto Club in their 1935
Studebaker Commander.
st.11! ph.,,.

The 26 miles of roads that the
county hoped to transfer to state
maintenance was cut to approximately 22 miles Wednesday by
the state Transportation
Cabinet.
The action came during a
meeting of state highway officials with county judge executive George Weaks and
Calloway County. magistrates at
the district highway department
office in Reidland.
The county had submitted
about 26 miles of roads to the
state seeking to have the
maintenance responsibilities
tr:ansierre
• d under a plan implemented by the.transportation
cabinet. Roads approvt,d for the
transfer include: •
• Bethel Church Road from Ky
94 to Elm.Grove Road.
• Dr. Douglas Road to Ky 280
POttertown Road
• old . Murray-Paris -Road
from Ky-. 121 to Ky. 8'93 --i State
- I.ine Road
• Coles Campground Road
from U.S. 641 N. to Carlton
Road.
• Butterworth Road-from Ky
121 to Ky. 94.
o(ont'd on.page 2)

4.410
Foundation for education excellence formed
Several local citizens have
recently formed the Murray Independent School District Foundation for Excellence in Public
Education.
One of the organizers. Clara
Humphrey, said the idea
originated the Murray School
Board. She said the board contacted 10 individuals to act as
trustees.
According to the articles of incorporation, the purposes of the

foundation are:
• to maintain, develop, increase and extend the facilities
and services of the Murray Independent School District and to
provide broader educational
services and opportunities to its
students, staff, faculty and the
residents of the area it serves.
• to solicit and administer
gifts, grants. devise or bequests
and to obtain property and to
manage and administer these

things.
• to make contributions.
grants. gifts and transfers or
property either outright or in
trust, to or for the benefit of the
Murray Independent School
District, or organizations
associated with the district.
The foundation is to be
operated exclusively for
charitable. scientific and educational purposes.
"We're all real exci-ted about

the possibilities." Humphrey
said.
Elected as the officers of the
foundation are: Melissa Easley,
chairman: Bill Wh,itaker, vice
chairman: Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey. secretary:
and Georgianna Moffitt,
treasurer.
Trustees for the foundation, in
addition t6-the officers. current(t'ont'd on page 2)

To find today's heat stress point, match the or temperature with the relative
humidity in the chart
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Fahrenbelt

The 'apparent temperature'is
DANGER ZONE:90 to 130 degrees
Working or playing in these temperatures, or lust being exposed for lengthy
periods,can cause sunstroke, heat cramps or heat exhaUstion Beware'

Today's Index
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Horoscope
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Murray Today
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Perspective
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Forecast
Tonight: Clear, muggy and
warm. Low in the mid to up, MISS
per 70s. Light wind.
YOUR PAM?
Friday: Continued mostly
Subscribers who hove not
suliny.
very hot and 'humid.
received their home-delivered
High in the upper 90s
• copy of The Murray Lodgor 6.
Extended Forecast -Times by 5:30 pm.Monday
The extended forecast calls
Friday or by 3.30 p m Saturday
for hot and humid days Satur- •
ore urged to call 733.1916 bet
ween 3:30 p.m. end 6 p.m., 'day through Monday Mrii
Monday • through Friday. or • warm and muggy nigil ts.
3:90 p.m. end 4 p.m. Stour- dog,. Office Hours - S a.m.-5
LAKE LEVELS
p.m. Monday thru Friday 8
Kentueky Lake
a.m.-12 p.m. Soturday.
Barkley Lake

Gander families authorized by Army to see belongings
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky. i AP
- Army Secretary John Marsh
has agreed to permit the
families of 248 Fort Campbell
soldiers killed in a 1985 plane
crash to view unclaimed belongings MA:Meted_ from...Gander.
Newfoundland.
Marsh made an exception to

the rules after some of the
of Hopkinsville. _ '1.'ve talked
widows and relatives had comwith several friends who don't
plained for months to Fort
want to see it. But I'd rather be
Campbell officials and to their
as depressed as I can right now
congressmen. No date-has been
than wish later- that I had not
set for the viewing.
seen it."
"It will be hard for us to look - ----- The Army-already has told her
at that stuff because it all brings an inscribed gold bracelet that
it all back," said Malinda Parris
her husband purchased for her

in the Surat probably isn't
among the things stored here,
hitt she wants to take a look
a nyw ay
After the chartered Arrow Air
PC-s crashed last Dec. 12 in
Gander while returning
(Cont'd on page 2)

Tax writers negotiating
in attempt
at final bill
W A S ti I N GToN i A P
Twenty-two House and Senate
tax writers drafting the final
version of the most thorough tax
code revision in a generation are
agreed on lower rates, but
undecided on how much to shift
the tax burden from middleincome people to business.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski, 1)ftt:,---lealltig-the TT House
bargainers. and Sen. Bob
Packwood, R-Ore.. heading the
11-member Senate delegation.
'have tried hiird to creath an atmosphere of bipartisanship,
goodwill and compromise
Yet-those good feelings could
disappear quickly as the
negotiators try to settle on a
compromise version of the land'mark tax legislAtion passed by
,each chamber.
The Senate bill compresses,
more than a dozen existing individual tax brackets - ranging
rum 11 percent to 30 percent
Into two brackets of 15 percent
and 27 percent.

=
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hat for the heat
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Stacey Wimberly, Cadiz, wore a straw hat this morning to provide
some portable shade(
as sheha
traffic for the four-laning constnuction along I .5. 641. Wimberly is an emplo”.
e of
cavating of Hopkinstille.
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Chairman Trevathan lauds program

Governor's Awards in Arts intitiated
FRANKFORT, Ky. — In an
ongoing effort to recognize and
honor outstanding artists and artistic support in the state, Gov.
Martha Layne Collins and -the
Department-of the Arts are initiating the "Governor's Awards
in the Arts" program.
Six new honor ,categories now
join the _prestigiops Milner
Award, which will remain the
Arts Council's top accolade in the
arts each year.
The 1986 Governor's Awards in
the Arts program is planned for
Dec. 11 in the Bomhard Theatre
of the Kentucky Center for the
Arts. It will feature Kentucky art
and an evening of live performances by Kentucky artists. The
deadline for submitting all award
nominations I including the
Milner Award nominees is Aug.
15.
Council
Chairman
'Arts
Margaret Trevathan of Murray
lauded the new art awards pro--

gram. "The personal involvement and support of the governor
will bring a much deserved
visibility to the Kentucky arts
community," she said. "This expanded award program will give
us' an opportunity to credit a
much bivader spectrum of the
Kentucky art world — to honor
artists..01divjduals and organizations that have contributed
significantly to the arts in this
state."
Governor's Award Categories
The Milner Award, given annually to an artist or individual
for outstanding contribution to
the arts. Named for the first Kentucky Arts Council Chairman, B.
Hudson Milner, the award began
in 198. Recipients_ have included.
former Gov. Julian Carroll,
Moritz Bomhard, Jon Jory-, •
James Still, Wendell Cherry,
Harriette Simpson . Arnow. Jean
Ritchie and Anna L. Huddleston.
Business Award,for significant

business support of the arts in a
Kentucky community or region
or for support of Kentucky
artists.
Education Award, for a school
or school system which has an
outstanding arts education program or to an individual or
organization which has made a
significant contribution to the advancement of arts education as a
priority in Kentucky.
Government Award, for a
local. regional or state agency or
individual in government, other
than the Kentucky Arts Council
or the Department of the Arts,
that has made significant contributions to supporting the arts
in Kentucky.
Community Award, to an individual or community organization for an outstanding community arts project or a contribution
that significantly advances the
arts in a community.
Media Award, for a media

organization or reporter that has
covered the arts,in Kentucky in
an exceptional way.
Artist Award, to an individual
Kentucky artist for lifetime
achievement.
Nominations for the governor's
awards program, including the
Milner Award, may be made by
individuals or Organiza:tions
within or outside of Kentucky: Those eligible for awards include
organizations in Kentucky or individuals living in or closely _
associated with Kentucky.
A selection committee, appointed by the chairman of the
Keniticky Arts Council, will
review all nominations and
recommended finalists and alternates to the council for final
approval.
For further -information or
nominations forms, contact the
Kentucky Arts Council, Berry
Hill Mansion, Frankfort, Ky.
40601. telephone (502) 564-3757.

New officers elected for
county's Humane Society;
C.B. Hunt new president

Wade MCCH's special employee
Kathy Wade. the out-patient
supervisor. has been named by
her fello‘k employees as the sixth
()fit -of -the -Ordinary
F:mployee
The recognition is made each
month as the employee, who, in
the eyes of his or her colleagues.
demonstrates outstanding commitment to their responsibilities
in helping to provide quality
health care at the medical center.
IS selected
Mrs. Wade has been with the

hospital tor 12 years, starting as
a switchboard operator and later
working in the admissions office
before assuming her out-patient
responsibilities.
The daughter of Kathryn
Glover and the late Verne Kyle of
Murray. she has been married 20
years to Larry Wade. who works
at the local Briggs & Stratton
born
in
Although
plant.
Mansfield. Ohio, she has lived in
Murray most of her life.

She and her husband have one
son. Tony, a senior -at Murray
High School. They make their
home in Sherwood Forest subdivision southwest of the city.
In selecting her for the award,
her fellow employees repeatedly
emphasized he?Ptvilling and
cooperative attitude in accepting
and carrying out last-moment
assignments and the "gracious
and unselfish" way in which she
meets and deals with the public
in her out-patient responsibilities.

Kathy Wade

Weber speaks out on subject

Seminar addresses anger barriers
Devon. Weber. professional
speaker. author. and management consultant, conducted an
Anger Is Your Choice'.
--erviinar recently.' sponsored by
!he Murray chapters of Business
and P
f ess lona I Woman
tonal
and Pro te
P
Secretaries International t PSI
Weber said: • anger is okay as
long as you don't hurt . anyone
- Its a natural emotion that needs
to be communicated.She has conducted seminars
for corporate, governmental
and professional organizations
on communications. self-esteem
and conflict management for
four years
1-1PW member Pam Shay at:
tended the meeting and said ''I

thought it was a fantastic
children. We deal with anger in
seminar.Shay added,-'1.
whatever way' we learned as
ed quite a bitichildren,"
Common barriers suth as low Weber spoke openly about her
self-esteem. fear of •hurting
own personal struggles which inothers, fear of rejection, fear of
cluded a. physically and emolosing control and fear of being.
tionally abusive childhood, a
hurt, prohibit a natural expresdivorce and a three-year
sion of anger, Weber said.
psychotic illness as a result of
An important step is to
severe personal lbsses.
understand anger and its
"My candid sharing of my
causes. Weber said. 'Anger is a
personal struggles inspires peosecondary emotion that comes
ple into action. I can tap into
from primary feelings such as - people's feeling, because I've
being threatened, scared or
felt them myself," she said.
hurt. You have to identify what
"I want to inspire hope in
you're feeling." she said.
others. I want to share my
She said many people were not
message with thousands," she
said.
taught how to express anger and
are now afraid to. She explainWeber was really honest and
sincere, Shay said.
ed."aduttS are merely grown-up

Pictured at a lunch meeting of the Humane Society is Newly.
elected president, C. B. Hunt (back row, far right). Other
board members pictured are front row left to right, Janet
Kenney; Jean Blankenship, and Kathy Cohen; back row
left-right Janis Hicks, Dr. Robert Salley, C. B. Hunt.

Shay said after leaving the'
seminar and thinking about
what Weber had said "it really
hit home."
Weber earned an associate
degree in mental health
technology at Sinclair Community Colleg in Dayton, Ohio.
Prior to her current position
as president of Inter Dynamics
Consulting in Kettering, Ohio.
she had eight years of clinical
experience, including being a
former coordinator and director
of an adult psychiatric program
for acute psychotics and running
her own private practice.
Shay said the BPW and PSI
hope the seminar will become an
annual event,

At its July 1 meeting, the
Humane Society of Calloway
County elected new officers for
the upcoming year. C. B. Hunt
will serve as the Society's new
President; Kathy Cohen as VicePresident; Kathy Hodge as
Recording Secretary; Peggy
Allgood as Treasurer; and Ann
as Corresponding'
Herron
Secretary. Newly elected Board
members are Martha Enix and
Yarborough. Other
Steve
members of the Board of Directors include Irma La Follette,
Janet Kenney, Dr. Robert Salley.

Murray State University
President Dr. Kala M. Stroup
will be the keynote speaker at
the Summer Institute of the
Academic Affairs Resource
Center (AARC) Ally 27-31 in
Sante Fe, New Mexico. .
Mrs. Stroup will open the conference Sunday evening, July 27,
with an address challenging the
pursuit of excellence in
academic affairs into the 21st
century.

Mrs. Stroup became active in
AARC while serving as vice
president for academic affairs
at Emporia (Kan. State
University. She has remained
involved with the group as a
member of the AARC_ Committee, made up of presidents of

Belongings...
(Cont'd from page 1)

$5 DOWN HOLDS PURCHASE
UNTIL OCTOBER 1st.

MAURICES

Following his election as President,C. B. Hunt said,"I am very
proud of what this group has.accomplished in the past, and am
learning as much as I can about
the society. I hope that in working with you, we'can do much to
contribute improvements for the
future."

MSU's Stroup to speak
at summer institute at
Sante Fe, New Mexico

--The remainder of the five-day
meeting will focus on the issues
raised in the speech.
The Summer Institute is the
annual meeting of AARC, the
branch of the American Association of State Colleges and
Universities 4 AASCU) made up
of vice presidents for academic
affairs.

NEW FALL
OUTERWEAR

and Marcia Dillon. Roxie Jones
serves on the Board as Honorary
member, and past presidents
Keith Heim, Janie Hicks and
Jean Blankenship also serve on
the Board of Directors.

members of the 101st Airborne
Division from a peacekeeping
mission in the Middle East, the
soldiers' periothil effectiThi4re
_brought back to the post.
Originally, the Army notified
each soldier's relatives that they
had less than a month to
describe in writing or by
telephone any items their
relatives might have had.
Ultimately, unclaimed items
would be auctioned and the proceeds given to a soldiers' retirement home in Washington, D.C.
Maj. Bruce Bell, an Army
spokesman in Washington, D.C.,
said the policy was designed to
ensure that people select property that Is really theirs, and to
shield relatives from a potentially harrowlogsxperience.
-The policy tries to protect the
emotions of the victims'families
from having to see so many of
these personal effects laid out in
a warehouse," Bell said.
Under Marsh's July 9 decision, if more than one family
claims an item, then the Army
will decide who, if anyone, gets
it.
Mrs. Parris Aid the Army
.cleaned up items found on the
soldiers' bodice, such as rings
and chins. After her husband's
body was identified, she received his wedding ring. It was
polished but bent. She said she
appreciated that the Army did

AASCU institutions.
She serves in several leadership roles with AASCU as
member of the Nominating *
Committee and as vice chairman of the Task Force on Ex:
cellence in Education.
In December 1985 she was
selected as the AASCU president
to deliver the President-toPresidents Lecture at the
universities' national conference in Bal Harbour, Fla.
She is a member of the
American Council on Education's
ACE) Leadershir
Development Commission, th(
Advisory Board of the National
Boy Scouts of America. the Kentucky Department of Education's committee, "New Directions in Education." and is a
panelist for the ACE National
Identification Program in
Kentucky.
The seventh president of Murray State University, Mrs.
Stroup is the first woman to
head a state university in
Kentucky.
-

not try to change the ring's
shape.
The items are stored in a
-small room next to the post's
Mortuary Affairs office.
Margaret Ferguson said.'1 just
want to go look and see what's
there — just what shape it's in.-"
'I just want to see for myself,"
said the-mother of Spec. 4 Mark
Ferguson from Kingsport. Tenn.

Maintenance...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Roads that had been put on the
list for transfer but were turned
down by the state were the State
Line Road from Crossland to
Foster Road; Nelson Road from
Ky. 1346 to the county line;
Shiloh Road from Ky. 94 to Ky.
1551; Workman Road from Ky.
280 to Ezell Road; and Ezell
Road from Wm Milan Road to
Dr. Douglas Road.

Foundation...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ly Include: Eli Alexander, assistant superintendent; Doris
Cella, school board chairman;
Walt • Apperson, Clegg Austin,
Jim Oarrison, Clara Humphrey,
Lonetta Jobs, Dewdrep--RewiettIand Margaret Trevathan.
An organizational meeting of
the Foundation for Excellence in
Public Education will be held
August 18.
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PERSPECTIVE
Don't forget:
Memory loss
is normal
The next time you feel like
a doddering fool, unable to recall the name of someone you
have known for years, try to
remember this: It happens to
all of us.
That reassuring conclusion
comes from research by
Ulric Neisser of Emory University, one of the leading investigators in the field of
memory. Studying more than
200 persons to determine
what kind of lapses in memory occur most often, Neisser
and his colleagues found that
momentary, forgetfulness
happens 4,n healthy people
more often than most of us
realize.
Even more comforting
may be the kinds of memory
loss that the researchers
found happen most often —
forgetting the name of someone you have just met at a
social gathering, being unable
to recall any details of a

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Garrott's Galley

dream -right after you wake
and forgetting that brilliant
observation you were just
about to make in a conversation.
For those at the stage in
life when having your mind
-go blank can be a real cause
for alarm, the researchers
provide this comforting
thought: Volunteers aged 65
to 75 were much better at remembering to make a telephone call at a certain time
than a group of college students.
Everyone's memory is different, of course, and sudden
or severe memory loss may
indicate the presence of a
real problem. But the researchers found that most
people's memories are really
much better than they give
themselves credit for, and
memory loss is only abnormal when it causes major disruptions in your life.

Letter To The Editor

How about that!
Come September 1 - give or
take a day or two - you folks out
there in the county who have
been getting your Murray
Ledger & Times by mail and a
day later will be able to have it
delivered to you the very afternoon it is printed.
Ted Delaney. the paper's circulation manager, tells me there
are approximately 2.200
subscribers who live out in the
county and who get the paper
the day after it is printed.
For some time now, he and
several of his helpers have been
busily canvassing these
Subscribers in an efforLto,sloter,
mine how many and which ones
want to be changed over to the
new same -day delivery
program.
The six-days-a-week delivery
will cost only $4 per month, the
same as the carrier delivery

• • •
couples both working in town or
in others nearby, this is not at all
Ted and his canvassers have a
uncommon, but it makes a job
tremendous job ahead of them in
converting all of the 2.200 mail like Ted and his folks are trying
subscribers across the county to to do most difficult.
• • •
the cheaper, same-day delivery
You can help them one of two
program.
ways. You can simply telephone
They have been threatened by
The Ledger & Times office.
folks who did not fully understand what they are trying to do. 753-1916 and ask for the circula-.
They have been bitten by dogs. tion _depa.rtment..
Tell them you want to be
One fellow said his dog already
changed over to the new, samehad bitten at least 20 people
day delivery program, and be
coming into his yard. several of
whom had to go to the hospital • sure to give them your name and
mailing address, so the taansifor treatment.
tion can be made smoothly and
They've explained . the
without a hitch. changeover to some in hospital
Or, you can fill .out one_of the
--beds--in- - their- hom-es. -and-to - changeover
coupons in the
others who have come to the
paper every day nowadays and
door in all kinds of attire - in
mail it in. That way, they won't
some cases very little. Bi.tl their
have to bother you by calling
biggest problem has been finyou at home.
ding people at home during the
Also, you will be given credit
day.
any payments you already
for
With so many of our county
may have made on the old mail
delivery program. Your same- .
day delivery charge will not
begin until the amount you
HE.GoTrEt-4
already paid runs out at the $4
SEE You It4
A STAY OF EXECUTION
SEpTEmBER
per month rate.
For example, if. on June 1 of
this year, you paid $32.50 for a
full year of the postal delivery..
you will, be converted to the
same-day delivery without having to pay anything until that
runs out May 31. 1987
- All Ted and his people need to •
know is that you want to be
changed over and that they have
SEE you IN
you -name and mailing address
NOVEMBER
correct.
2
Your paper also will be-kept
= X
nice and dry in all kinds of
weather. An attractive. yellaw
tube bearing the words. Ledger
& Times is beingfasteneø to the .
post holding the mail box at all
county subscribers, and your
route carrier will slip your
GUESS WHAT
SEE you IN
paper into it each day - and the
JANUARY
same day it is printed.
Currently. the city of Murray
and some outlying areas, such
as Hazel. are served by daily
delivery carriers, but most of
the. county subscribers have
been getting the newspaper by
mail the following day
Ted says they are anticipating
establishing eight new motor
routes to serve those areas not
being served presently by a carrier, and he's looking for people
to take them. If you are interested in one of them. give
them a call Same number 753-1916.
• • •
I owe Clara Humphrey an
Trust Co. of Oklahoma City was
market atmosphere.
apology.
closed in the second-largest U.S.
The market's gains, for examIt was Clara who compiled
commercial bank failure ever ple, were clearly outpacing and provided me with most of
exceeded only by Franklin Na- .gains • in the economy. Stocks. the information for this past
tional's demise in 1974 - but oilnevertheless, continued to gain. Tuesday's column on the. Ohio
loan losses had made the
impelled in part by continued Scout troop and its weeklong
likelihood clear.
rosey predictions for the Dow camp and activities in our
The U.S. budget director,
Jones and Standard lir Poor's county.
James Miller, conceded that the
averages.
Clara's step-son. Dr . Ben
deficit for fiscal 1986. which ends
Benjie Humphrey. and two of
Until the past week, few large
Sept. 30, might reach a recordhis sons were in the group.
"
brokers commented on the
high $220 billion, exceeding
Not explaining this in the colpossibility
that the proposed
forecasts. But when have such
umn was purely an oversight.
new tax bill would have a.
forecasts been accurate?
When she - checked i4 - out.
negative
impact
stock
on
prices.
A recent survey of purchasing
Cathryn noticed this and called
even though it would raise
agents revealed that corporate
it to my attention. and I fully incapital gains taxes to 27 percent.
buying would be Weak. But
tended toTedo part of it and give
from 20 percent.
repeated evidence of weakness
Clara the credit she was due.
in manufacturing had provided
By most standards, the
I have no explanation for-not
the same information_ much
economy isn't espectally strong. doing sd other- than forgetting to
earlier to anyone who wished to
but that doesn't say it might not do it before it was taken to the
listen.
become so. And, while the short- paper.
The events listed all occurred
term drop in the stock market is
Clara did a great job detailing
during the past week. But lots of
sharp. it doesn't preclude a later all-the-things'the Scouts did and
telltale evidence was ignored by
_.
rise tcrrecord-high levels.
the plact4s they went.- - It made
market letter writers, brokers,
But in recent weeks, it could writing the column a simple
traders and others whose opibe argued. the two have been out matter and I regret the
nions help to create the stock
on synchronization
oversight
rate to our homes here in
Murray.
Recent postal rate increases
make it more costly to mail the
paper than to deliver it out in the
county, he said, explaining that
the changeover had been foreseen and has been contemplated
for some time.
Until this year, he further explained, the in-county Mail
delivery rate was lower than
that charged for mailing the
paper to other areas, but that no
longer is tile case,
sTtnis far in 1986 alone, he said,
The Murray Ledger & Times has
experienced postal rate increases _of more than-60-pereent.
So, the $4 per month rate for
the same day, six-days-a-week
home delivery to county
subscribers will be less than
what the paper will have to
charge for continuing the mail
delivery.

CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT
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Stoess thanks Kentucky sheriffs
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By John Cunniff

Stock hopes and reality sometimes clash

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Jane Marie Wagar, I S ,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Jack Wagar, was crowned as the
new Miss Paducah and will compete in Miss Kentucky Pageant
of 1977.
Majorettes for the 1976-77
band at Murray High School are
Shawn Bake. Gina Jones Julie
Outland. Lori Rushing and Lori
Brandon. They received a first
place award at Heart of Dixie
Twirling Camp at Jackson,
Tenn.
Dan Watson and Billy Joe
Pyle are pictured with 32 pound
pound catfish they
and 171
caught on a trotline in Redd
Hollow area of Kentucky lake.
Mrs. A.C. La Follette, governor of First District of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
presided at a summer workshop
held at imnianue‘ Baptist
Chiircti. Pa ducaiE.'
Twenty years ago
Midshipman Stanley R.
Jewell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Floy
H. J-ewell of Murray. has completed three weeks of training
and orientation in Naval aviation at Naval Auxiliary Air Station. Saufley Field. Pensacola.
• Fla.
Boone Hill. president of
Western Dark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association, made his

By M.C. Garrott

Changing 2,220 mail subscribers to
same-day delivery a monumental task

YorRE DEAD 4.
MEM;RCCKy!

Dear Editor:
more other pleasureful hapCalloway County can be proud
piness. Yes. it jsn't just a camp
of ,their Sheriff or Deputy for . for recreation but a camp for a
;transporting 1.4eir boys or girls
great learning experience.
to the Kentucky Sheriffs Boys
Upon leaving, each youngster
and Girls Ranch in GilbertsvHle.
received a new free t-shirt coinKy. for the summer of 1986:
Mernorating the Ranch's Tenth
. Kentucky now has the largest
Year in existence and •.many
summer camp in the nation.. were -teary-eyed" 4?Il their
sponsored by. -Sheriffs. with
departure. .
almost 1.000 underprivileged
We want to express our ap• boys and girls ages nine through
preciation to the Calloway Coun13. being given a free weeks -ty Sheriff's Department and
vacation each surnnier.
look forward to another banner
Not only do they get all the
summer in 1987. We are proud of
recreation they can endure, but
our new Ky. Sheriffs' Associaalso are involved in drug abuse
tion and Ranch headquarters
programs to learn all the horriand 'hope that each county's
ble problems resulting with a
citizens will venture over to the
life of drugs: basketball clinics;
Ky. Sheriffs' Ranch and visit us
a visit to the famous Land Betat your pleasure in the near
ween the Lakes; a hiking trip to.. • future.- boot; ministers talking to the
Sincerely,
youngsters every Monday; a
Ray H. Stoess
free movie each week; roller
Executive Director
skating; a free water slide; learKentucky Sheriffs' Association
ning to swim by trained profes2367 Valley Vista Road
sional counselors; and many
Louisville, Ky. 40205
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annual report to members at a
recent meeting.
The MiDoDi Trio composed of
Mike Jones. Don Oliver and
Diane West wit perform at intermission of Murray-Calloway
County Jaycee Fair Contest on
-July 19.
PIA:- Joe Alan Ginn is serving
with U.S. Army at Fort Belvoir.
Va.
. Lake Riley is minister of
Friendship Church of Christ.
Thirty years ago
Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce will sponsor a Tennis
Tournament on July 23 at Murray City Park.
Recent births reported at
Murray- Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Max Keel, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. William
Howard, a girl to Mr.. and Mrs.
Charles- Simons, a boy to Mr:'
and Mrs Leonard Cory, a boy to.
Mr. and -Mrs. William Kinsolving and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. H.
Glenn Doran.
•
The Rev. James Tharp. pastor
of High Point Baptist Church,
Mayfield. will be speaker at a
revival at Elm Grow .Baptist
Church. July 22-29. acccirding to
the Rev. Leonard Cole. pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moore of
Hazel Park, Mich.. are the
guests of her parents. Mr. and
Mrs. C.A. Stewart.
/Mr
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NEW YORK 1AP -*The recent stock market decline coincides with some of the most
depressing economic and
business news of the year, some
of which was no surprise, even if
it was ignored by some stock
hucksters and traders.
IBM revealed that secondquarter proelts fell 7.7 percent,
causing a wave of selling in IBM
shares, but chairman John
Akers had earlier made it clear
that the company Wasn't likely
to perform up to expectations.
Reports circulated that
General Motors would spend
less for capital improvements in
the remaining years of the 1980s.
giving the impression of a new
decision. but GM executives had
all but said as much earlier.
General Electric reported that
it would cut 1.800 jobs in its turbine business, but losses--in that
area had, far earlier, foretold of
things to come.
The First National Hank

to raise the federal debt limit even further over the $2 trillion mark.
As early as August the Reagan Administration is expected to ask for
this added borrowing-authority. I oppose increasing the debt further.
However, the vote will likely be tied to legislation to modify the GrammRudman deficit reduction law. The changes still be needed because of
the recent Supreme Court ruling that part of the law is unconstitutional. Since the law is important in eliminating budget deficits, it is important that we find a way to make it more workable.
Congress recently approved a Fiscal Year 1987 Budget, which holds
FORD
SEN A TOR W EN DELI.
the federal budget deficit below the $144 billion mark. But there are
t S senate. IA •shinglon, 11 4. 2010
at least 13 additional appropriations bills that must be approved before October, the month in which the new fiscal year begins. These bills
are needed to keep the government in business. So far the House has
approved one of these spending bills, hut the Senate has yet to act- on
any of them.
Senate Majority Leader Robert Dole has said he hopes to see a
The clock is ticking on the 99th Congress, which ends in October,
trade bill debated in the Senate before adjournment. But Congress will
and many important issues have yet to be settled.
be-hard-pressed to,deal with many other legislative matters before OcEach Congress lasts two years, and, when it ends, bills which have
.tober 4, the adjournment date agreed upon by the leadership of both
not yet passed simply die on the vine. The whole process begins anew
houses. The time problem is aggravated by the fact that the leadership
with the next Congress,
has also scheduled several weeks of recess during the summer. Recess
Tax reform legislation is now in Congress, where a small group
periods are'important in allowing members of Congress to go home,
of House and Senate members will try to-agree on a final form. Once‘
and listen to our constituents. However, they do limit the amount of
they reach an agreement, both houses will have to approve it for pason iegislative mvers..sage-No,one can -predict what the final bill-will ineludre I. sup- ---time spent
it is ñi 'belief thal Congress'will succeed inotreaniliiiing the
pOrred pasialic-di the Senate bin, Trtr'rote fcirthe final package will
Gramm-Rudman law and in passage of tax reform before adjournment.
depend on bow key issues, such as the Individual Retirement Account
The new year will bring the 100th Session of Congress and whole new
provisions, are hammered out.
set of challenges for our government.
•
Another major hurdle faced by Congress is an upcoming request

Report
to Kentucky

Clock ticking on 99th Congress

•

•
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Cub Scout Day Camp held at the local park
Michael Mohler, Mark
Vandegrift. Chris
Woods and Michael
Boone explored the
creek during a morning
nature walk at Cub
Scout Day Camp.

4

ok•

ANNUAL CUB SCOUT Day Camp was held at Murray-Calloway County Park the last week of June.
Those involved included Mark Hendron, Chris Germann, Chris Woods, Tommy Richter, Michael
Boone, John McConnell, Michael Carroll, Andy McKeel, Ryan Cunningham, Chris F'uhrmann, Jared
Lencki, Jason McClure, Seth Allgood, Rob Carpenter, Patrick Delay, Eric Dye, Jeff Jachowicz, David
Graves, Michael Mohler, Mark Vandegritt, Jairney Erwin, Adam Seiber, Terry Williams, Matt
Westphal, Robert Davis, Eric Delay, Guido Bartalucci and Cager Thompson."Chipmunks" were Ellen
Carpenter, Aileen Williams, Mary Williams, Lexie Jachowicz, Kim Davis, Jonathan Graves, Claudio
Bartalucci and Tatiana Bartalucci.

Coming community events listed
Joey McKee! and Jonathan Graves practiced
their own version of a flag ceremony at MurrayCalloway County Park. The boys-older brothers
were participating in the Cub Scout Day Camp.

Cub Scouts Jared Lencki and Adam Seiber made
a tombstone "rubbing" at Cub Scout Day Camp.
The project was part of a cemetery study held to
make the boys more aware of local history.

Thursday,July 17
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of the
Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m at lodge
hall

URRAY
MOVES
Ends T0010..7:00. 9:40

Great P•iou"
Detective 0

e Dakota
"Quality Makes The Difference"

SACK;SCHOOL

Fabulous Friday Night
Seafood Buffet

Rodney
Dan9erfteldE.
1:30.3:20. 7:13.9:11'

Central Center 753-3314

Bargain
Matinee
DAILY

Now Features

All Seats $2.00

Crab Legs

1(

I 1'11

Salad Bar

I

Fcilitatie

Fried Oysters
Boiled Shrimp
Fried Shrimp
Oysters on the half shell
Frog Legs
Fried Clams
Egg Rolls
Ky. Lake Catfish
Fried Whitefish
Curley-0 Fries
Broiled Whitefish
French Bread
Crawfish
Baked Beans
Fried Scollops
White Beans
Broiled Scallops
Tne Dakota offers fresh, hot, lust-cooked seafood in self-service,
all-you-can-eat, buffet style dining.
Now includes crab legs at no extra charge.

}

Kid

I.al I11
I ill, 3 t.7 115. 9 111

sT AKTs TONIORROlt
Danny-DeV.to and
Judge Remhold in

"RUTHLESS PEOPLE"(R)
Moves To Cine Fri.
Running Scored(R)
I:30. 3:3.3. 7:20. 9:3.3
sItItTs 1.011010001%
ALIENS (R

The Dakota

\ 111 %UM% II •
NEW ARRIVALS
NIghtmer• On (Int St 2
lewd Edgo•Rocky IV
Bock To TN, Tutu,*

A full service family restaurant-

759-9755

( lilt.

End. Tonite•7: 10. 9:15
Trovtd• In LIN.* China

Special Senior Citizen and Children's Prices

1510 Chestnut St.

11
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Murray

MOW-SAT 11 ..,n..1O p.m.
SUN & NOL. 1 p.m. 10 p.m

•IdiT e

°VIES TO 60
.1••••

Chestnut Street 753-3314

TEN PIECE SHRIMP
DINNER

Ten delicious, hand-breaded
fried shrimp, with our
natural-cut french fries, fresh
cole slaw, Southern-style
hush puppies, cocktail sauce
and a lemon wedge. •

Fries and Choke of Medium Drink

Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
---Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Steakhouse at
Draffenville.
Friday,July 18
Industrial Development Task Force Committee of Purchase Area
Development District
will meet at 3 p.m. at
PADD office at
Mayfield.
---Twilight Golf is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club.
---Greater Paducah
Area Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. in Irvin
Cobb ballroom,
Paducah.
----

Games are scheduled
at 8 TS.m. at Murray
Moose Lodge. These are
for members only.
--light golf is
scheduled at 5:30 p.m.
at Murray Country
Club. Also Friday Night
Social is scheduled.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 5 p.m. at J.U.
Kevil Center, South 10th
Street Extended,
Mayfield.
--'A 'Midsummer
Night's Dream" will be
presented at 8 p.m. in
Playhouse in MurrayCalloway County Park.
---"Sing Out, Kentucky!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Kenlake State Resort
Park.
---Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
Events in Land Between the Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.
at The Homeplace-1850;
Skywalk at 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. at Golden Pond
Visitor Center; LBL
Wildlife at 1:30 p.m.,
Beaver's World at 2:30
p.m. and-Night Visual at
8:30 p.m., all at
Woodlands Nature
Center.
This is last day to advance register for 1986
fall semester classes at
Murray_S.Iale
University.
---Square and round
dancing with music by
Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink.
---Amvets Post 45 at
Paris Landing will have
a dance featuring music

Friday. July 18
by Rowdy starting at
8:30 p.m.
Saturday,July 19
Chapter M of P.E.O.
will have a noon luncheon at home of Mary
Lindsey. 1605 Olive St.
---Amvets Post 45 at
Paris Landing will have
a dance starting at 8:30
p.m.
---Auxiliary - of Amvets
Post 45_t Paris I -anding__.
will have a yard sale.
starting at 8 a.m.
---Second annual Kentucky Lake Gun. Knife
.and Fishing Show will
be at Kenlake State
Park.
---Oaks Country Club
will have its Men's Invitational Golf Tournament. Ladies should
have food for luncheon
at club by 10 a.m.
- -Murray Shrine Club
will have a social at
home of T.P. Farris. 509
South 11th St.
---Annual members'
meeting of West Kentucky Rural Telephone
Cooperative Corp.. Inc..
will be at 7 p.m. at new
Graves County High
School.
---Cuba's third annual
picnic for Cuba Fire
Department will begin
at 8 a.m.
--Annual Edwards' reunion will be at community building in H.H.
Lovett Park, Benton.
---Dance featuring
music by Nite Shift will
be from 8 p.m. to midnight at Murray Moose
Lodge. This is for
members only.
---Early Prenatal
Classes will begin at 9
a.m. in third floor
classroom of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital.
---AA and Al-Anon will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
(Coned on page 7)

Clothing

112

MONDAY & TUESDAY ALL DAY SPECIAL
Frertth

Mixed Tennis Doubles
is scheduled at Murray.
Country Club.
---Better Breathei's Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Western Ba_ptist
Hospital, Paducah.
---Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8
p.m. at lodge hall.
---_ Murray_ Single __Con,
nection will meet at 7
p.m. at First United
Methodist Church. For
information call Dick at
436-2174. Ruth at
753-3735 or Linda at
753-9414.
---AA and Al-Anon will
have closed -meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-0061,
762-3399. 753-7764 or
753-7663.
---"Sing Out, Kent uc k y!" will be
presented at 8 p.m. at
Lake Barkley State
Resort Park.
_

Friday, July 18
Home Remedy, local
folk music group, will
present a benefit concert for Lifehouse
Ministry at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public
Library.

All Spring & Summer

$3.29
;Giant Fish \Sandwich

Thursday, July 17
Men's Stag Night will
be at 6:30 p.m. at Murray Country Club. Winners in men's medal
play lournment will be
awarded their prizes.

$1.99

Southgate Shopping Center
U.S. 641 So. Benton 527-1083

;53-9383

Ogaptairi
DU
Wry A great little seafood place.
.

lic..tnut

mil'.

•

Shopping (.tr.

PRICE

Fall Merchandise •
Arriving Daily

kids
stuff

^
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Rainey's Day
By Rainey Apperson

Choices — life is filled with
choices, and 19-year-old Sara
Richmond has had to make important choices in her short life,
and thank goodness, she has
made the right choices."
When she graduated from
Model Lab School in Richmond.
Ky., just a year ago last May,
she decided to go to New York
for a.wonderful career in modeling, instead of the usual course
of going straight to college.
In case some of you don't
know who Sara Richmond is, let
me introduce you. For all of her
life she was Saka Stubblefield,
daughter of Vernon and Sharon
Outland Stubblefield, of Richmond, Ky., and former Murrayans, and granddaughter of
Charlotte and Vernon Stubblefield of Murray.
When the Faces Modeling
Agency of New York picked
Sara, they asked ber to take as
her professional name Richmond because Stubblefield was
a little harder to say, and Richmond is a little More flowing.
While Sara was in high school,
she attended Vogue Models, Inc.
School in Lexington, and at the
end of her senior year. Vogue
sent her to New York for some
testing in the "Big Apple" after
she had done so well in Vogue's
competition.
Sharon, her mother, laughed
and told me that from the time
that Sara turned 13, with her
glorious red hair and long legs,
(by.the way, she is 5'9"). people
insisted that Sara could model —
it seems that they Were right.
The Faces Agency Picked
Sara up and wanted her to start
to work immediately, but Sara

Sara
Richmond

said. "wait one minute. till I go
home and graduate from high
sehool —then I'll be back."
Her modeling assignments
have been fabulous — Italy for
three weeks. doing Italian
magazine covers, modeling fur
coats for Fur Parade, doing lay
outs for a French magazine in
Paris.
She has appeared several
times in Seventeen Magazine
and her favorite assignment has
been for Bride's magazine
where they did the photography
in the Poconos for a "honeymoon spread." She felt like she
was on vacation, horsebacking
and swimming. She also worked
in the Canary Islands.
Eddie Kohli, who is a wellknown New York photographer.
jusrdid a spread on Sara for a
couple of magazines. Sara ap-

peared recently in a Wella
Balsam ad and Sara pointed out
to me that advertisements are
model's "bread and butter."
Along her way she has met
many interesting celebrities including Brooke Shields, Bill
Cosby and Matt Dillion, star of
the "Flamingo Kid."
Besides modeling
assignments, Sara was an-extra
in the movie "Pick Up Artist"
with Warren Beatty. You can
pick her out — 5'9", perfect size
six.
Naturally I had to ask her if
she ever has time for any
private life and she says she
makes time for it, because family and friends are still the most
important-things in the world to
ker. She even finds time to be active in a young church group
there in New York. She has an
uptown Manhattan apartment
• •

Murrayin studying
in London, England
Brad McNutt, son of Dan and Frankie McNutt
of 1005 County Cork, Murray, arrived in London,
England, July 13 to study at the London School of
Economics for five weeks.
He will be taking courses in "Management in
the International Economy" and "International
Finance and the European Community."
McNutt received a partial scholarship from the
Southern College and University Union, an
association representing eight private southern
colleges and universities of which Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn., is one.
McNutt will be returning in late August to start
his senior year at Vanderbilt where he plans to
graduate in May 1-987 with a double major in civil
engineering and economics.

Vida Yohe attends
Harding Elderhostel
Vida Yohe of Murray
recently attended
Elderhostel at Harding
University, Searcy.
Ark. Elderhostel is a
program of classes for
those 60 years of age or
older.
In the Elderhostel
program, courses are
taught strictly for the
opportunity to learn,
just for the joy of learning. T-h-e-re is no
homework, no examinations and no grades for
Elderhostelers, only in. terest..-fun-and-sharing.
In this session,
students participated in
courses entitied,
"Memorabilia from
Nature's Attic," with
Bill Rushton, professor
of biology; -The Life of
Christ," taught by
Neale Pryor, chairman
of the Department of Bible and vice president
for academic affairs;
and "Painting" (oil or
acrylic) with Don
Robinson, chairman of
the Department of Art.
Harding University is
one of seven universities
In the state of Arkansas
participating in the
Elderhostel summer
programs.
The University .is nationally recognized for
Its outstanding business
and economic education
programs -arra the
American Studies Program and Lecture
Series. Harding has
been recognized for Its
free enterprise educational programs by the
Freedoms Foundation
of Valley Forge, Pa.

A leader in higher
education in Arkansas,
Harding has a graduate
program on the Searcy
campus, a graduate
school in Memphis.
Tenn.. and conducts a
foreign study program
each semester in
Florence, Italy.
Harding has an enrollment of approximately
2.800 students from 48
states and 20 foreign
countries.

Sara in a "Seventeen - layout
with another young girl in the
business.
Before her trip home to Kentucky, she finished a session at
Sarah Lawrence University, and
those pictures were beautiful.
Sara is proud of her family

which includes her younger
sister, Alicia, 13. and Dale. 16.
The entire family was thrilled
over Vernon Shaw and Dale
coming in second in the State
Father and Son Golf
Tournament.

This beautiful poised young
woman is something special and
we can look forward to seeing
her face many times on the
covers of our magazines — just
remember — she has roots in
Murray.
•

simurs
Open Every Friday
Until 8:30 p.m.
Open Every Sunday
1:00-5:00 p.m.

ere-ii births re,.
We are pleased
to announce that
Teresa Bibb, brideelect of Joseph
Harrison.
has
selected her china,
crystal
and
stainless from our
complete bridal
registry. Teresa
and Joseph will be
married August .71

The Shothase
7534541 121 Bv4lees
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WEEKEND SPECIAL

5 Movie Rentals'10 Non-Members
6 Movie Rentals $ 10 Members
Monday

1/4 Extra Off Clearance Prices

Pickup Friday Bring Back

VCR Rentals Only $8.95
This Weekend Only
With Over 50 to Rent
Choose from over 2000 movie
titles end growing Jolly.
Open till II Friday & 6 Set.
7334201

RENTAL SALES
•

1

CENTER
200 E. M.I. Murray 753-$201

'eNEMEM.1.011...111.1rEft

Thursday • Friday

DOWNTOWN 10,_

A

Saturday • Sunday

4
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July wedding is planned by couple

Keck and Jones vows solemnized

Mrs. Bcverly Colson
of Rt. 1. Dexter. and
Mike Overcast of
Lockhart, Texas. announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of -their oldest
daughter, Miss Lisa
Gayle Overcast, to
Micheal Wayne Pearson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Pearson of Rt. 1,
Almo.
Miss Overcast is the
granddaughter of Mrs.
Sue Haneline • and the
late W.L. (Skeet)
Haneline of Murray,
and of Mrs. Marie
Frakes and John Overcast, both of Alabama.
The bride-elect is a
1986 graduate of
Calloway County High
School.
Mr. Pearson is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Author Eugene
Pearson of Senath, Mo.,
and of Mrs. Mary G.
Trammell of Hayti. Mo.
The groom-elect is a
1981 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. He presently is
self-employed as a car
dealer.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday. July 26, at 6 p.m. at
Salem Baptist Church,
Lynn Grove.
A reception will follow
in the Fellowship Hall of
the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend. Only out-of-town
invitations will be sent.

Dr. Linda F. Keck and
Tarpley B. Jones were
married on Saturday.
June 21, in Carmel.
Calif.
The Rev. Robert Tarr
officiated.
- The bride is the
daughter of Forrest
Keck and the late Mrs.
Mourine Keck of New
Tazewell, Tenn.
The _groom is the son
of Mrs. Virginia Jones
of Nashville. Tenn.. and
the late Marshall P.
- Jones. formerly of
Murray.
The new Mrs. Jones
has a Doctor. of -Pharmacy and is presently
on staff at Vanderbilt
University Hospital.
Mr. Jones is a Certified Public Accountant
for Arthur Andersen &
----The couple is residing
in Nashville. Tenn.

Mr. and Mrs. Tarplev B. Jones

Recipe for brunch fare released
14 cup sugar
2 teaspoons baking
powder -BRUNCH FARE
12 teaspoon baking
Tomato Juice Plus,
soda
Skillet Ham, Apples.
34 teaspoon salt
- Corn • Bread and Coffee
1 cup-sour cream
Sour Cream
ki cup milk
Corn Bread
1 egg. beaten
yellow corn
4.
4 cup
2 tablespoons
meal
vegetable oil
1 cup plain flour.
Mix all ingredients
unsifted
Just enough' to blend
BKON %%UV% E
%,,moriated Press Food Editor

COUCH!
s a.)

OUCH IS RIGHT!
On Thurs., July 17th Lad & Lassie will begin
the incredible 'OUCH' Sale! Prices will be so
low, it hurts!
*JULY 17th—

'5-'10-'20 Racks(Summer Merchandise)
Nothing more than $20

Southside Shopping Center

JA' LOCKHART of
Tyler, Texas, will be
guest speaker at a
gospel meeting at Almo
Church of Christ at 11
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. services on Sunday, July
20, and at 7:30 p.m.,
Nionday through
Wednesday, July 23. A
native of Parkersburg.
W.Va.. he is minister of
West Erwin Church of
Christ, Tyler. He has
preached for Church of
Christ in Sugarland,
Texas, near Houston,
and was a former
minister of New Providence and Seventh
and Poplar Churches
here. The public is invited to attend, a
Cptikesman said.

753-3456

bristmas;
ip July ;

•

20-40%

off

Pulsar &
'Seiko
Watches

—

Colibri
Lighters
50% off
New Low
Price on Spode
Christmas
Tree
Dinnerware

14K
Pierced
Earrings

20%

Discontinued S
e
Crystal

50% off ;
Ladies Diamond
Cluster Rings in
White Gold
S

121 Bypass
Murray
753 6774

and baby boy. Rt. 1. Box ris Gene Pritchard. Rt. Ribber. Rt. 6. Box 155,
255. Paris, Tenn.; Ran- 1, Sedalia;
Murray:
dall Boyd. Rt. I. Box
Mrs. Johnnie Mae
Mrs. I.ottie Grubbs,
152, Sedalia;
GaminOns, 500 North
Rt. 2,k Hatel. Joe Curd,
. .
Mrs. Teresa George Cherry St.. Murray; • Rt. 2. Hazel: Mrs. Annie,
and bahy girl, 1808 B Miss Kaci Lane Greer. Williams. Rt
:t,
Monroe, Murray; Miss Rt. 2, Box 43, Murray;
Murray:
Stacy Wyatt. 518
Charles McKinney,
Pat Carraway, 313
Whitnell, Murray:
- Fit 1; Box 48, Dexter;
Eighth St., MurSouth
Mrs. Stephanie Mrs. Christine Beaver,
Watkins and baby girl. Lakeland Wesley ray: Mrs. Ruth Luton.
505-Walnut-St.; Murray:
603 Vine St., Murray:
Village. Benton;
• Jame.§ Harold Ezell.
James Cavitt, 404 North
Mrs. Modena
Rt.
1,Box 27, .Murray:
L.P. Miller, Murray,.
Latimer._Puryear NursDona-thy Hall. 732
Max Keel, Rt. 1, Box - ing Home, Puryear.
Nash
lir.. Murray:
139A, Farmington; Miss Tenn.:, Ms. Ann MorJennifer Johnson. Rt. 3, rison, Rt. 1, Box 101.
David Large I cxHickman; Mrs. Linda Almo;
piredi 108 Mott St..
Smotherman. Rt. 5, Box
Vander Green. Rt. 4, South Fulton,
Tenn.:
228, Murray;
Box 255. Paris. Tenn.: Mrs. .Juanita Spann
exPhillip Jones. Rt. 1, Ernest King. Box 104. pired Rt. 7.
Box 400.
Box 200C, Murray; Dor- Hickman: Mrs. Faye Murray.

Royal wedding gown remains secret
II) EDITH M.LEDERF:R
Associated Press %titer

tipped as "the hottest
society dressmaker"
earlier this year by the
high-society magazine
Tatler.
Working from her
modest house in London's blue-collar
Fulham district, the
34-year-old designer had
quietly built :up a
clientele that includes
the Duchess of Kent,
Queen Anne-Marie of
Greece and Miss
Ferguson's apartmentmate Carolyn BeckwithSmith, who was married
July 5.

Cynthia Menzies,
following a "Gone With
LONDON (AP) — In
The Wind" theme, had
the attic of her home.
an embroidered and
Lindka Cierach is putbeaded skirt with eight
ting the finishing
tiers over a crinoline.
touches on princess-to"A weaning day is
be Sarah Ferguson's
very
special for a girl,"
wedding gown — a dress
Miss Cierach was
that will be seen by
quoted as saying by the
millions around the
Daily Express.
globe and copied in a
"Because the whole day
department store for
is so important, they
sale five hours after the
have to feel total conroyal wedding.
fidence in what they are
The gown is one of the
wearing. So I never
few remaining secrets
push hard with what I
of Wednesday's exthink they should look
travaganza, when Miss
like."
Ferguson and Prince
Several British
Andrew are to marry.
Her wedding gowns. papers have predicted
Miss Cierach has con- which cost at least
Miss Ferguson's dress
sulted a security expert $7,500, are known .for
will be Edwardian in
and put special one-way their exquisite fabrics
style with a bustle. If
screens on her attic and beautiful detail. She
she follows royal tradidesign studio windows lets her clients decide
tion, Miss Ferguson will
to see that it remains so. the period, mood and
choose silk from the
Though she was little look they want.
Luilingstone Silk Farm,
known in London's
Jet-setter Pandora 120 miles southwest of
fashion circles -before Stevens had 60,000 handLondon, as did Queen
Miss Ferguson chose sewn pearls, crystals
Elizabeth II and
her, Miss Cierach was and sequins. Socialite
Princess Diana.

Miss Cierach has
refused to discuss
anything about the
dress but was quoted as
telling The Sunday
Times of her most
famous customer:
"Fergie is a most
delightful person with a
Terrific sense of humor.
She is smashing to work
with and could not be
nicer."
Whatever style Miss
Cierach comes- up with
for Miss Ferguson. garment manufacturer
Sidney Ellis said ,this
summer's brides will be
able to buy an exact
copy five hours later in
one of London's major
department stores for
$1.275.
Ellis said he did the
same fast copying at the
1981 wedding of Prince
Charles and Lady Diana
Spencer and at the weddings .of.Princess Anne
and Princess Margaret.

notta
50%40% Off

30% off

753-2835

firawAvralomotArr4wnwawnwnwww%

"New Image

Toning Tables

All Remaining Summer Merchandise

Starting Friday, July 18
Shorts
Swimsuits
Slacks

Tops
Sleepweor

Shape Up & Lose Inches Effortlessly!

Opening Monday, July 21st
8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Call Linnie Hooks now for
information and appointments

753-7737
session takes 48 r- nuteS
Opening Specials
1 session
$7.00
8 sessions
' $40.00
16 sessions
$75.00
Each

Yellow-Tagged Items

Furches Jewelry;
113 S. 4th

Country
Notions
& Antiques

Newborn admissions
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday. July 16. have been
released as follows:
•
Newborn admissions. ••
Wright baby buy,
parents. Brenda and
Kevin, 400 South _Sixth
*St.. Murray;
Tyler baby boy,
parents, Jackie and
George, 512 Gordon St.,
Paris, Term.
Dismissals
Mrs. Mary Evon Burt,
Rt. 7, Box 374. Murray;
Mrs. Judy Toombs and
baby boy. Box 1391,
Paris, Tenn.:
Mrs. Coweta Conger

off

Many Other Items Discounted In The Store
•

Newborns and dismissals are listed

well. Pour into a greased 8-inch square pan.
Bake at 425 degrees for
about 20 minutes.
Serves 6 to 8. From
"Tea-Time at the.
Masters" published by
the Junior League of Augusta. Ga. and
ayailable for $10.45 from
Tea -Time - a-T-11M
Masters, P.O. Box 3232.
Augusta, GA 30909.

Avrrr.7
.
77""
- "r"""
.1 a

Lisa Gayle OvercaSt and
Micheal Wayne Pearson to marry

60% Off
Visa and MasterCard Welcome •
No Layaways,'Please .

_Anita 3

West Side Court Square
• 247-4767
Mayfield, Ky.

Great therapeutic value as well is toning and tigliten
'rig muscles These tables provide exercise for healthy
individuals an those,with physical tirnitalions as wail

Dixieland Shopping Center next to the Green Door
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Outland-McNutt vows solemnized

THURSDAY, JULY 17, 1984

Your Individual Horoscope
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FrauesDrake
FOR FRIDAY,JULY 18, 1986

ARIES
Miss Kathryn Ann
ingenuity. Remember that you
what you set out to do. Watch your
(Mar.
21 to Apr. 19)
Outland and Gregory
needn't spend wildly to have a good facts tonight.
Travel
may
be impromptu. Some time.
Dan McNutt were marCAPRICORN
plans are likely to be changed now. VIRGO
ried on Saturday, June
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
There
may
be
extra
responsibilities
in (Aug.23 to Sept.22)
14, at the First United
You're in the mood to tackle
connection with offspring.
You may have to put off for now a unfinished tasks and should be
Methodist Church in
TAURUS
domestic change you've been con- successful at it. Later, you need to
Murray.
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
templating. Evening hours are best curb a tendency to boastfulness.
Fir
The bride is the
Some last-minute changes in busi- for mental work and other selfAQUARIUS
daughter of Mrs. Sue
ness may come up. If necessary, appointed tasks.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. lb)
Outland of Murray and
you'll come up with an alternative LIBRA
You're popular now and will have a
Stanley I. Outland of
plan which will prove successful.
(Sept.23to Oct.22)
rewarding day in the company of
Deerfield Beach, Fla.
GEMINI
Somebody you haven't heard from friends. You shine in group activities,
She is the grand(May 21 to June 20)
in a while may call you out of the but may be a trifle extravagant
daughter of Mr. and
You're learning about new facets of blue. You're able to give good advice tonight.
Mrs. Pogue Outland of
a close tie's personality. Heart-to- to a friend, but watch carelessness in PISCES
Oraler
North Palm Beach,
heart talks are favored. It's a time to the afternoon.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
44110(
share responsibility.
Fla., and the late Mr.
SCORPIO
A new business opportunity may
CANCER
and Mrs. E.L. Reynolds
drop into your lap.- Fired up, you'll
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
glE
(June 21 to July 22)
of Smithland.
You may be somewhat erratic in devote extra energy today to the
You find it necessary to work
Parents of the groom
the handling of money today. Though realization of your ambitions.
overtime. Your powers of concentraare Mr. and Mrs. Dan
shrewd in business, you tend to
tion are excellent now, but don't
McNutt of Murray. The
extravagance in seeking pleasure
YOU BORN TODAY have adminioverdo
when
relaxing
tonight. Accent tonight.
groom is the grandson
strative talents and would do well in
moderation.
of Mrs. Leila Erwin and
SAGITTARIUS
public service and politics. You're a
LEO
the late Stark Erwin and
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) •
bit of a perfectionist and are willing
(July 23 to Aug.22)
fee
In the morning hours you may be to study hard to become tops in your
the late Mr. and Mrs.
Now's the time, to do something
restless,
but later, seriousness of field. You're somewhat philosophical
Nuel McNutt, all of
new for entertainment. Exercise
purpose allows you to accomplish hut at times can be indecisive.
Murray.
The Rev. Nowell
Bingham officiated at
(Coned from page 4)
the double ring
ceremony. A program
Saturday,July 19
Sunday. July 20
Sunday,July 20
of nuptial music was
Sunday,July 20
Building, South Sixth from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
presented by Danny
Events in Land BetVisitor
Center: Basket.
and Maple Streets.
"The Unknown Scout" ween the Lakes will in- makingfrom
Vancil, vocalist,' Mark
Ito 4 p.m.
---will be performed at 11 clude Iron Industry-'6.t at
Hussung, pianist, and
Empire Farm; LBL
National
Museum
of
a.m. and 2 p.m.
Mrs. Richard Farrell,
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. Wildlife at 1:30 p.m. and
Boy Scouts will be open
---organist.
and Butter Churning at Summer Wildflower
from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
AA will have a closed 2 p.m. at The Slide
Mrs. Jo Crass
Prestnation at 2
"The Unknown Scout" meeting at 4 p.m. at
directed the wedding,
Homeplace-1850
p.m.. at Woodlands
will he performed at 11 American ,I..egion Miss Robyn Overbey of
SIS/Walk at 11 a.m. and 2 Nature- Center; Boat
a.m. and 2 p.m.
Building, South Sixth p.m. at Golden Pond races at Pisgah
Nashville, Tenn., kept
Bay.
---and Maple Streets. For
the register.
Fourth and final sum- information call
The vows were exmer orientation session 753--0061, 762-3399 or
changed at the altar
for new freshmen and 753-7764.
decorated with two
transfer students will'be
---seven -branch
at Murray State UniverRefresher Class for
candelabra and two
sity. For information parents who have atstanding baskets of
call 762-3741.
tended previous
white gladioli, white
prepared childbirth
spider mums and white
"A Midsummer classes will be at 7 p.m.
daisies. The family
Burkccn (-dal )r
Night's Dream" will be in third floor classroom
pews were decorated
presented at 8 p.m. at of Murray-Calloway
with greenery of ti two piece pink linen ray. Guests were served Kathyrine
Simms. Mrs. Playhouse in Murray- County Hospital.
leaves and bird of ensemble with _ hand- a light buffet and enter. Richard Dalton.
Union Calloway County Park.
---paradise leaves.
embroidered roses tamed by the Todd Hill City. Tenn::
Second day of Men's
The bride wore a across the bodice and Trio.
Tracy Alexander,
"Sing Out. Ken- Invitational Golf Tourdress,-of white taffeta—swassikbpeci• tea length
Following....a—hatateigarmithervivirw-14irr-iteffnah tucky!" will-11te"‘per:- nament
will be at Oaks
venice lace with beaded skirt.
moon to Islamorada. .Bowles, Madisonville; formed at8 p.m.at Lake
Country Club. Ladies
bodice and short pouffed
The mother of the Florida Keys and a Miss Debbie Lee, Barkley State Park.
should'have food for lunpleated- sleeves. A pic- groom chose a two piece c.ruise to Nassau.
Louisville: Wayne Rig---cheon at club by 10 a..nr.
ture hat with matching peach linen -ensemble--Bahamas. the couple is
gens,13oVer; Tenn.-; Mr.
Events in Land Bet---beads and lace, pleated that Was embellished now residing in West
and Mrs. Wayne Henry, ween the Lakes will inCouples Bridge with
brim with pouff and at- with pearls and stones Palm Beach. Fla.
Ricky and Tommy, ..clude_iron_ Industry at Joe and Mary-Graves-as tached veil completed outlining the cutwork on
Out-of-town guests ,Troy, Mich.; Miss Mary 10:30 a.m. and 130 p.m.
hosts is scheduled at
her ensemble.
the bodice and points of included:
JO Crihfield, Chicago, and Evening at the 7:30 p.m. at Oaks CounHer bridal boucitiet the tea length skill..
Mr. and Mrs. John Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Steve Homeplace at 8 p.m. at
try Club.
was a cascade of white
Both mothers wore Malhame. Darren and Story. Angie and The Homeplace-18
50;
---rose buds, gardenias corsages of white Kevin, Demarest.
N.J.: Stephanie, Mayfield; Skywalk at 11 and 2p.m.
Second annual Kenand stephanotis.
camellias and baby's Mrs. Bob Jackson, Mike Mr. and Mrs. Jim Car- and Kids Day at the
tucky Lake Gun, Knife
Mrs. Scott Studer of breath accents.
and Jon, Waukegan, roll. McKenzie, Tenn.: Planetarium at noon, 1
and Fishing Show will
Biloxi. Miss., served as
The-grandmother of III.; Mr. and Mrs.-Loyd- Roy Wicker. Atlanta, and 3 p.m., at Golden
C9Dttrnie, At, Kenlake,
matron of honor. the bride. Mrs. Pogue Reid, Rennand; Mr. and
ela:
Pond Visitor Center; State Park.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Outland, wore a white Mrs. Randall Reid and
- Mr. and Mrs. Dan Home Canning and
---Mike Hendrix of Mt. and pink silk dress with Brad, Mr. and Mrs. T.H.
McNutt, parents of the Pickling at 1 p.m. at
U.S. Congressman
Sterling. Mrs. Roy a white linen shawl col- McNutt. Mrs.
Ann groom, hosted the Empire Farm; LBL Carroll Hubbard will
Wicker of Atlanta, •Ga., lar. Mrs. Stark Erwin, Stooksbury, Paducah'.
rehearsal dinner at the Wildlife at 1:30 p.m., honored at a reception
Miss Starr Jones of grandmother of the Mr. and Mrs. John B.
Brass Lan t ern Summer Fishing and
at 6 p.m. at Bethesda
Murray";-and Miss Dinah groom, chose a silk tea Outland. Anne Marie
Restaurant. Covers Smoking Fish at 2:30 Ministries office. 115
Hook of West Palm length dress of azure and Mary. Tallahassee,
were laid for 45 p.m. and Moonlight South Fourth St.
Beach, Fla.
blue accented by a drop- Fla.:
members of the wed- Discovery Walk at 8:30
The bridal attendants ped inset waistline of
Mr. and Mrs. ('lendt ding party and guests.
p.m.. at Woodlands
Churchwide potluck
wore off-the-shoulder matching blue satin. Ellis, Miss Nan ey
A coffee was given in Nature Center: Boat luncheon will be at noon
gowns of peach tafetta Both grandmothers McNutt. Lexington;
honor of the couple at races at Pisgah Bay.
at Seventh and Poplar
with short pouffed wore corsages of white Mrs. Bill Bates. Murthe Murray Woman's
---Church of Christ.
sleeves embellished cymbidium orchids.
freesboro, Tenn.; Mr. Club House. Hostesses
---Sunday,July 20
with rosebuds. They . A reception followed and Mrs. Gene Baker
were Dean Poston, coorYouth Birthday
"A Midsummer
carried long stem white at the Murray Country and Virginia, David Erdinator. Peggy BillBreakfast for all youth
roses and peach silk club.
win. Arlington. Texas: ington. Joni Billington, Night's Dream" will be
with July birthdays at
gypsophila.
It was hosted and Miss Glada Vaughn. Emmy Edwards, Glen- presented at 8 p.m. at
Memorial Baptist
Playhouse in MurrayThe groom chose his coordinated by Mary Des Plaines, Ill.; Mr. da
Crisp. Marcia EdChurch will be at 8:30
Calloway County Park.
brother. Brad McNutt, Jane Jackson and and Mrs. Ken Falkner,
mundson, Donna Keller,
a.m. at The Boston Tea
---as best man. Lanette Hunt. Other River Forest. Ill.: Mrs.
Olivia Marshall, Nancy
National Museum of Party. Holiday Inn.
Groomsmen were Barry hostesses were: Peggy Ida Bell Vaughn, Maury
'W al s to n, J erlene
---Boy Scouts will be open
Doherty of Paducah. Hook. Sue Overbey. Jen- City, Tenn.:
Sullivan. Dot McNabb,
Lynn Sullivan of Mur- ny Sue'Smock, Jeannie
Mr. and Mrs. Don Dot Erwin, Jo Elkins.
ray, Victor Marshall of Harrison, J an n a Miller. Hopkinsville:
Alice Purdom, Gela
Nashville. Tenn., and Hughes, Ila Brown, Mr. and Mrs. A.W. SimEllis and Jo Ellis.H.G. Baker of Arl- Jane Sisk, Jean Hurt, mons. J r . and
A luncheon was given
ington, Texas. Ron Anne Kelly Bolin. Wan- Catherine, 'Memphis,
in honor of the couple in
England of Murray and da Dick, Mary Frank Tenn.: Mrs. Gene Hen- West
Palm Beach. Fla..
Michael Malhame of Valentine, Kaye don. Biloxi, Miss.: Mr.
by the bride's fellow
Demurest, N.J., served Peebles. Sharon Wells and Mrs. Greg Karl,
He s the Carrier Man
workers of the Risk
is now employed
as ushers.
and Sally Crass.
Bowling Green: Miss Management Dept..
A Cedleed CouleeAlt Conditioning Specialist The groomsmen wore
trained ov tne worlds rri our concl •
Serving at the recep- Susie Imes, Nashville. Palm Beach County.
single-breasted black tion were Misses Tenn.:, Mr. and Mrs.
heating manufacturer
Doris'
Mrs. Sue Outland.
at
shadow weave tux- Catherine and Carol Rick Williams,
VOU re looking for on ai• conol•Ione•
mother of the bride,
Beauty Shop
edoes. The groom wore Dick of Atlanta, Ga., Princeton; Mr. and
cmcl you wont
entertained with a •Value a full dress tuxedo.
•'Super Qu,..•
Mrs. Toth Rhodes of Tommy Crisp and bridesmaids' brunch at
•Dependable performance •Superior
The mother of the Florrisant. Mo.. and Stephanie. Mr. and
Mrs. her home on the mornTalk to our Cip411ed Cotrier Alf Conditioning
bride was attired in a Mrs. Joe Bolin of Mur- Tom Edmundson.
642 Broad Ext.
Mrs. ing of the wedding.
Speckilial - on duty now'

sit

A

Ifk

Events...

MURRAY
TODAY

Mr. and Mrs. Gregory Dan McNutt

GOSPEL MEETING
Almo
Church of Christ
July 20-23 (Sun.-Wed.)
Sunday 11:00
Each Night 7:30
Speaker:
Jay Lockhart,
Tyler, Texas

.•
.....

•

......

He's Here!

He's Looking To Help You

Christy
Hinton

'Marrying Tom' busy.
ELIZABETH. N.J. she's on the phone call(AP) - "Marrying ing her girlfriends to tell
Tom." Mayor Thomas
G. Dunn, will tie the
Happy Birthday
knot anywhere,
anytime, he says.
from
In 22 years as mayor.
Cl
/
Dunn has performed 367
weddings, and says he is
going to write a book
ArmeAwtii
about some of the zanier
*ceremonies.
•

with 30% off

"There was an old
Irish couple who
couldn't find their marriage certificate,
although they'd been
married for 40 years.
They were embarrassed
and they pleaded for no
publicity and I said,
'Fine,',
"Dunn said.
The 'twit initited the
mayor to join them and
their c.hrldren for lunch
at a restaurant after the
wedding.
The bride was drinking Manhattans
and
the next thing you know

on 14 Kt. Gold
jewelry and
a special
birthday gift

them about the wedding," Dunn said. "Her
husband sees her doing
this. - so he calls his
friends and before you

Downtown !Norm •
ahoy': English Sok
'
\
1

The CARRIER MAN is looking to heir. vo,.

SYearWarranty
1st YEAR Full Warranty-All Parts and Labor'
2nd thru 5th YEAR Limited Warranty
All Parts With a Labor Atlowancro
. .

WE'RE MOVING!

CIA
Two

We Are Moving Our -Dixieland Store to the Northside Shopping Center
(next to Murray Home & Auto) the 1st week In August.

2

All Summer Merchandise 1
/
Men's — Ladies' — Boy's

(Both

Stores)

• "--*

S.

,ftwamMon.,

Oval Assurance

Now on Sale
BTU to 18,200 BTU

6200,

Rules. to qualify
17-mum show prooi ti
birthday.
2. 3 days before or 3
days after
3. Can't. he used with
\ other. promotion.
4 Under 18 musts hi:
accompanied
try
guardian.

On Thurs. & Fri.
Call 753-6474
for your appointment

know it, what had been a
luncheon for five or six
people turned into a swinging wedding of 40 or
50 people."

995

Starting at $27g
Exclusive 5 Year Warranty

Taus Doltcenter
Bel Air Shopping 'Center Murray, KY
759-1390

?iuckingigun Rag CO
Dixieland Center

Court Square

open 7 Dive A Week
At

Your Complut• Hama Ilutaling Supply Oaram
*Oar.Imams — Dental k l*la* City KY*
aal.wri
tali

-.

PtiCIPS 0144 at Murray Stara Oily
farm ban NW Fri Inas pm fat 41 a• Spa ha IS

a

5.
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Masters night Monday

461

Past Masters Night by Murray Lodge No. 105
Free and Accepted Masons will be Monday, July
21, at the lodge hall on Highway 121 North at
Johnny Robertson Road. A potluck meal will be
served at 6:30 p.m. and the meeting will follow at
7:30 p.m. All past masters and Master Masons
are invited and urged to attend, according to
Cecil Dodds, master.

Am vets plan sale
Amvets Auxiliary of Post 45 at Paris Landing
will have a yard sale on Saturday, July 19, starting at 8a.m. Lots of items will be on sale at the
post, located
mile west of Paris Landing State
Park.

Show planned at park
The second annual Kentucky Lake Gun, Knife
and Fishing Show will be held at Kenlake State
Park at Aurora on Saturday and Sunday, July 19
and 20. This show will include about 300 tables of

items.

Church plans school
Vacation Bible School at Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church will start Monday, July
21, and continue through Friday, July 25. Classes
for children, age two through the sixth grade will
be from 1 to 3:30 p.m. All children of the community are invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.

BPW to meet Tuesday

llurrav buqness and prok-ssional men of Murray in 1895
pi, titre of business and professional men taken in the spring of 1895
ti % I os c studio, llurray, will be included in the special book of old
,ptiotm.traphs heing published by Calloway Public Library. The picture is
f root the file of Nirs. Max ( Frances) Olson of Atlanta. Ga.. daughter of the
late Mr.- and Mrs. Harry I. Sledd of Murray. The picture was supplied to
the Mum') ledger & Times by Auburn Wells. Shown by numbers are: 1.
1) 1 schroader; 2, Tip Wilcox; 3, Charles Frazier; 4..1.W. Gilbert; 5, Jim
si,o(
W.'S. Banks; 7, H. Valentine; 8, E.S. Diuguid; 9, Ira Harris;
( %lien; II. Dr..1.H. Sale; 12..John LaFever: 13. Henry Dees; 14, K.
R4,iiertson; IS. Dr. Charlie Morris; 16, Jim Cole; 17, Hardin Cole; 18. W.T.
sle(1(1. 19. H. Valentine; 20. Edwin Etourland; 21. D. Slaughter; 22, Vewell
11
23. Square Harris; 24, Clarence Martin; 25, Lee Lucas:- 26.
I .51. 0.erhey ; 27. T. Shipley; 28. Morgan Martin; 29. Dr. Dick Williams;
tar R
Grogan; 31. Capt. T.A. Miller; 32. George Derrington; 33, J.Z.

Sledd; 34, J.A. Ellison; 35, John Reavis; 36, John Mills; 37, C.F. Dale; 38,
W.M. Whitnell; 39, Butler Keys; 40, Andrew Utterback; 41, L.C.
Linn; 42,
Will Harris; 43, Burrel Linn; 44, Bark Swann; 45, Lonnie A.
Curd; 46,
Noah Parks; 47, Mazie Utterback; 48, J.C. McElrath;
49, Barber
McElrath; 50, unknown; 51, Corm Linn; 52, Judge Brooks; 53,
Will
Graham; 54, Thomas R. Jones; 55, William Hay; 56, Gus Veale; 57, Eld.
W.J. Beale; 58, Solon Higgins; 59, Rufe Veale; 60, Ab McLaurins;
61,
George Stubblefield; 62, Zeph Conner; 63, Thomas Covington; 64,
J.H.
Coleman; 65, T.P. Cook; 66, H.P. Wear; 67, Bob Smith; 68, Joe Grogan;
69. Jim Marshall; 70, Andrew Slaughter; 71, Charlie Skaggs; 72,
Will
Foster; 73, Orlando Dodd; 74, Leon Blythe; 75, Dr. W.P. Vongus; 76,
J.W.
McDonald; 77, unknown; 78, J.N. Williams; 79, Beef Jackson, 80,
Tom
Miller; and 81, J.M. Radford.

Murray Business and Professional Women will
meet Tuesday, July 22, at noon at The Boston
Tea Party, Holiday Inn. BPW scholarship winners - Amberly Moss, a 1986 graduate of
Calloway County High School, and Mitzi
McDougal, a 1986 graduate of Murray High
School - will be honored. All members and other
interested persons should make reservations by
Monday noon by calling Pam Shay at 753-5171 or
Jo Beth Robertson at 759-4641.

Pap clinic on Monday
A free pap smear clinic at Calloway County
Health Center, North Seventh and Olive Streets,
will be Monday, July 21, from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
This is open to all women who should call the
center at 753-3381, for an appointment.

Transportation offered
2302 KEKTUCKY AVE

PALCAH KY - HWY 148 SO OF HERRN

SUMMER

CLEARANCE

Calloway 4-H Day Camp
scheduled here Tuesday

Workshop at PlayhbuSe

SALE
Now

301050% Off
Sizes 36-54 - 30-48
Pants
Shorts
Blazers
Handbags
Shirts
Jewelry
Dresses
Swimwear

a-

Jackets
Blouses
Lingerie
Sweaters

The Calloway County 4-H Day Camp will be held Tuesday, July 22, from
9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the pavilion by the old courthouse in Murray-Calloway
County Park. The cost will be $2.25 per person. Each one should bring a sack
lunch and ice chests will be provided to keep your drinks cold. Recreation,
crafts, food, fun and swimming will be for youth, ages 9 to 13. Members are
urged to attend and bring a friend. If anyone does not wish to go swimming,
have someone pick you up at I p.m. To pre-register call 753-1452 before noon
on Monday, July 21. Also please complete the following form and bring it with
you on Tuesday. This signed form by a parent or guardian is necessary for
'any youth to take part in the day camp, according to Jane H. Steely, county
extension agent for 4-H.
DAY CAMP APPLICATION
Name

Age

Phone

Lights up the.
Sky with this *
Low Price!*

School
Parents:
Sign below if you agree for your child to attend 4-H Day Camp. By signing
below you agree for your child to have emergency treatment if needed. Camp
staff, volunteer leaders, the University of Kentucky or its employees will not
be liable for accidental injury.
Signed
(Parents or Guardian)

Phone
If your child will be staying at the pool after 3:00, please sign below. Day Camp
volunteers will not be responsible after 3:00 p.m.
(Parent or Guardian)

wh, , .
•40ME

at REFRMERATOR

Sinking Spring Baptist Church will hear the
Rev. Don Pippin, pastor of Western Avenue Baptist Church, Connersville, Ind., speak at revival
services starting Monday. July 21, and continuing through Sunday. July 27. Services will be at
7:30 p.m. nightly. The revival will conclude with
the 155th anniversary homecoming on Sunday,
July 27, which will include worship services,
basket dinner, and gospel singing featuring Past
Reflections and The Seekers Quartet. The Rev.
Eddie Young, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Concert at library

Family Physician

Signed

Murray's Playhouse in the Park will sponsor a
theatre workshop for members of the Young Actor's Guild from July 21 through Aug. 1. YAG
members will spend two weeks developing basic
acting skills. Topics of study will include voice
and movement, improvisation, scene study and
some technical theatre. The workshop is open to
students who will be in grades 7 through 12 in the
fall. New YAG members are welcome. The
workshop is offered free of charge, in return for
the contribution that members of the Young Actor's Guild make to the Playhouse during the
year. For more information call the Playhouse
at 759-1752.

Church plans revival

Address

Rudolph Goodyear-Whirlpool

Murray-Calloway Transit Authority is now
scheduling for children of Robertson
Kindergarten. Any parent having a child needing
transportation for morning or afternoon
kindergarten may call Sue Morris, phone
753-9725•at the Transit office for information.

A special benefit concert by Home Remedy, a
folk singing group composed of Dr. Charles
Smith, Molly Ross, Jeanie Jarret and Anne
Lough, for Life House Crisis Pregnancy Center
will be Friday, July 18, at 7 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library. There will be no admission
charge but' a freewill offering will be taken. In
addition, baked goos will be offered for sale with
proceeds going to Life House.

A PPt iANCES

Model ET1EINKXR
18.0 Cu. Ft, total
refrigerated
volume

Provision for o
tional
ICEMAGIC•
Automatic
Ice Maker

No fingerprint
Textured Steel
Doors
luxuriousrthlotOhke
of leather

Whitl

1
See through Meat
Pan and Covers

ONLY

$599
DELIVERED

See-through
Vegetable
Crispers and
Covers

LAST YEAR'S MOST POPULAR MODEL
SALE PRICED $1

•16cc -2 cycle engine
•48" shaft for trimming ease
•tap cutting head to
advance line

995

Ca'

-Rudolph Goodyear-Whirlpool
US 641S.
"Business Is Good-

Murray, Ky.

(502)753-0595

-Wo Move A Winning Teent-Quelity, Quenity A Price-

1985 List Price
S159.95 •
SUPPLIES 1
ARE
LIMITED!
••

•

NIB
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Mrs. Juanita Spann,
61, of Rt. 7, Murray,
died Wednesday at 6:40
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital. Her death
followed an extended
illness.
She as a member of
Williams Chapel Church
of Christ.
Born Jan. 19, 1925, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late George Arnett and
Ruby Douglas Arnett.
She is survived by her
husband, Harlan Spann,
to whom she was married on June 18, 1944;
one daughter. Mrs.

The funeral for Alford
Downing will be Friday
at 3 p.m. in the chapel of
Collier Funeral Home,
Benton. The Rev. Bill
gray and the Rev. W.R.
Johnson will officiate.
Burial will follow in
Bethel Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Friends may call at
the funeral home.
Mr. Downing, 66, of
Rt. 2, Gilbertsville, died
Tuesday at 8:20 a.m. at
Marshall County
Hospital, Benton.
He was a member of

the church cemetery
with arrangements by
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
Mrs. McDaniel. 100,
formerly of Rt. 3. Murray. died Tuesday at 6
p.m. at Parkview Convalescent Center,
Paducah,where shehad
been a patient for 18
days.
She is survived by one
niece. Mrs. Tate
Meunier, Paducah, with
whom she had resided
for past nine years; four
great-nephews. Bobby
Tatum, Charles Tate
Meunier, Graves Morris
and C.D.-Morris.

The memorial serSurvivors are his vices for Fred W. Fairwife, Mrs. Margaret field will be conducted
Downing; four sons, by Dr. David Roos at 4
Allen Downing, p.m. on Friday in the
Paducah, Joseph Down- chapel of Blalock ing, Morganton, N.C., Coleman Funeral
Lewis Downing, Calvert Home. Mrs. Otto Erwin
City, and Paul Downing, will be organist.
The family requests
Ogden, Utah; two
that
expressions of symsisters, Mrs. Henrietta
Johnson, Benton,and pathy take the form of
Mrs. Lorene Timmons, donations to Hospice
Hardin; one brother, Program at MurrayVirgil Downing.
Klamath Falls, Ore.;
six grandchildren.

Gary Don Chambers

About 12,000 members
of District Council 33 of
the American Federation of State; County and
Municipal Employees
walked out July 1. Some'
2,400 of them are sanitation workers. ,

Market listed
Federal.State Market News Service
July Ii, INS
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market.
Report Includes 11 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1140 Est. 1000 Banows
& Gilts 2.00 2.50 higher Sows steady
to 1.00 higher
US 14 210440 Lb..
US I 200-210 Lb..
L'S 2-3 210-250 Lb..
I'S 3-4 250-270 Lb..
Sows
US 1-2 270 350 Lb..
LS 1-3 300-450 Lb..
US 1.3 450.300 Lb..
L'S I 3 Over 500 Ltva.
US 2-5 505-500 Lb..
Boars 031.0041.00

145.00-47.50
146.00-48.00
145.0048.00
145.00-48.00
few 48.50
143.00-45.00

Gary Don Chambers.
27. of Rt. 1, Sedalia, died
today at 12:25 a.m. at
Lourdes Hospital.
Paducah. ( An account
of the accident story is
on page 11).
-He was a machinist at
Briggs & Stratton Co.,
Murray..
•
Born July 15. 1959. in
GraVes County, he was
the son .of'Hullon
Chambers and
Elizabeth Lindsey
Chambers.
He is Survived by his
wife, Mrs. Brenda
Sellars Chambers, and
two soils, Timothy
Chambers and Jeffrey
Chambers, Rt. 1.
Sedalia; his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Hullon
Chambers. and a grandmother. Mrs. Bertha
Lindsey, all of
Farmington.
Also surviving are
three sisters. Mrs. Lin-

By H.C. Chiles

Ezekiel
18:1-13.25.30
•
Desirous of blaming
their ancestors for all of
the calamities which
had befallen them,these
captives kept repeating
an old and familiat:proverb: "The fathers have
eaten sour grapes, and
the children's teeth are
set on edge." That was
an attempt to place the
blame for their plight on
the sins of their
forebears and thereby
justify themselves.
Believing that they were
being punished for the
sins of their fathers,
they thought that God_
was dealing unjustly
with them. Through
Calloway .County 'Ezekiel God._ refuted
their charge, and taught
Hospital.
Mr. Fairfield, 67, of them that every in2103 Edinborough. died dividual is: answerable
Sunday at 10:40 a.m. at unto God for his own
Murray-Calloway Coun- thoughts, words and
deeds. The people had
ty Hospital.
suffered strictly
Survivors include his because of their own
wife. Lois. one son, sins, so God rebuked
Peter H. Fairfield, one them severely for atsister. Mrs. Richard tempting to
shift the
Ashenden, and one blame to others
when
brother, John Fairfield. they were
entirely
responsible for their
predicament. It is
riciculous for one to
blame others in order to
da Walker and Mrs. Anna Reed, Sedalia, and
Mrs. Darlene Greer,
Farmington; five
brothers. Charles
Chambers. - Cottage
Grove, Tenn., Jerry
Chamber's. Sedalia,
You just" won't 'find a better value for your inDavid Chambers. Watc+- surance
premium dollar than a Homeowners
Valley. and Joe Ben
pblicy
from
the Stale Auto Companies As an inChambers and Johnny
dependent agency'reprsenting Slate Auto, we
Chambers. Farmington.
offer truly outstanding proThe funeral will be
State Auto
teCtion packages for house's,
Friday at 3 p.m. in the
J-17 Insurance
Companies
chapel of Byrn Funeral
apartments - and
con,
.
Home. Mayfieftl. The
dominium units.
Rev. David GOSSIlM will
officiate.
_Pallbearers will _ be
Agents
John Beard. Joe
Dan McNutt
407 Maple
Chambers. Jackie LindBill Thurman
Southside of the Ct. Square
sey, Dan Boyd; Larry
Pete Purdom
753-4451
Wiggins and Tom

Fred H. Fairfield

Bethel Baptist Church.

Garbage collectors ordered
back to work in Philadelphia
Striking Philadelphia
garbage collectors were
ordered back to work today while 10,000 other
workers continued a
2-week-old walkout, and
Detroit's mayor planned to seek a court ogder
against 7,000
iérs
whose leader vowed "to
shut the city down."
Philadelphia Common
Pleas Judge Edward J.
Blake said Wednesda
.y
he agreed with city officials that the 35,000
tons of garbage piling
up on streets were a
"clear and present
danger or threat to the
health, safety and
welfare of the public."
He ordered the garbage
collectors back to work
this morning.

- Mrs. Myrtle :McDaniel

James (Meleial Burton,
Services for Mrs
Murray; two sons, Myrtie McDaniel are toRichrd Dale Spann, day at 1 p.m. at
Malta, Ill., and Ronald Palestine United
Lane Spann, Rt. 1. Methodist Church.
Sedalia; one sister, Mrs.
The Rev. Marvin
Glen I Moyna I Sims,and Napier is officiating.
one brother. Hugh The music is by a
Arnett, Rt. 7, Murray:. quartet composed. of
Stanley Duncan. Estelle
five grandchildren.
Services will be Fri- Duncan, Rafe Brooks
day at 2 p.m. in the and Mary Conner with
chapel of Blalock - Gary McClure as
Coleman Funeral pianist.
Home.
Pallbearers— are
Burial will follow in Thomas Lovett. Ralph
Lovett, C.D.Morris,
Young Cemetery.
Friends may call at Thomas McDaniel,
the funeral home after 6 Homer Burkeen and
p.m. tonight Rafe Brooks.
Burial will follow in
(Thursday).

Alford Downing

PAGE 9
from oppressing or tak- those who branded God
ing advantage of the un- as being unfair. Conyetunate. and from sidering.the evil ways of
•"—dealing unfairly with men and the conseanybody. When a quence thereof, in verse
righteous man is' called thirty God called for a
upon to, administer national repentance
justice to others he has a which would avert
exonerate himself for no
genuine concern for nalonal ruin, and urged
one can evade personal
what is right being done the people to;,clo right.
responsibility. Any atapart from any excer- For them the right Way
tempt to shift the blame
cise of favoritism. When out was through casting
for our sins to others, or
called upon to sit in away their transgresto our circumstances, is
judgment on a matter of sions and adopting a
foolish and sure to fail.
difference between two new attitude toward and
At God's direction.
-individuals, the godly a new manner- of -life. without fear of favor.
person strives to be fair God never derives
Ezekiel challenged the
in his decision. Ezekiel pleasure from the
people to acknowledge
made it clear that the punishment of sinners.
their sins and to repent
of them. to turn from all wickedness of an ungod- but He does - rejoice
ly son is not excusable when people turn from
of their wicked ways, to
because of the godliness their wicked ways and
get right with God, to
of his father. Each must abide by His will and
trust God for the supply
give an account for teachings. He longs for
of all their needs, to be
himself. and God will all to turn to Him in
faithful in their obejudge each fairly and penitence and faith and
dience to God in all
justly.
thereafter to enjoy liicthings, to let God do for
Ezekial reprimanded torious living.
them what they were
unable to do for
themselves, and, to rest
assured...that God would
fulfill His purpose in and
through them.
Ezekiel taught those
to whom he ministered
that the best way for
them to avoid incare
see
dulgence in sill was to
live in accordance with
God's will. He portrayed
the godly person as living righteously. He
declared that those who
live righteously refrain
from feasting with the
worshipers of idols in
the groves and on the
mountains, from indulgence in immorality.

Sunday
School Lesson

OBITUARIES

Mrs. Juanita Spann

THURSDAY,JULY 17, 1988

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

We'll take extra
to
that all
prescriptions are filled exactly to
your doctor's orders. You can
depend on us for all your health
care needs...because we care.

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY

!Er

PURDOM THURMAN'
& MCNUTT

Visit our card
& gift center!

•

•Cards for all occasions
.Wall Plaques •Picture Frames
•Decorative Rugs
GREAT SELECTION;

Burial will follow in
Pentecostal Cemetery
at Lynnville.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today lThursdayi.

Ingersoll HYDRIV will operate five
hydraulic, labor saving,
attachments.
R

HYTILL'-HYSPLIT'-HYDRABAGGER HYDRAVAC --HYDRACUTTER
match-up one or more of these
hydraulically driven attachments to
your Ingersoll HYDRIV" garden tractor.
Enjoy these benefits:
• No additional outside power
source to buy, service, refuel.
and maintain.
•Convenience—All, except
logsplitter are controlled
from the tractor seat.
•Less effort, less noise, less
weight less vibration, and no
exhaust fumes
•Easily connected or
• disconnected to thelyDRIV*
Ingersoll garden tractor

INGERSOLL...
The .Vetr Name lb Say
For rase Garden Thaetors

•

Darrell Gibson

On A mou-nt
to no F.ItinCIPCI
S

Typical Monthly
PayTOMS III 79 APR

800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600

2503 .
37 55
50 07
6256
7510
8761
10013
11265

HYTILL' - Hydraulic Tiller

Michael Dee,

formerly of WSJP
now at WNBS 6am tolOam

The long awaited transfer to new owners,
Murray Broadcasting Co: Inc. has been
completed.. the newest "state of -the art"
transmitting equipment has been installed for
a more powerful clearer sound...experienced new announcers with great voices have
been employed...the News Department has
been expanded with six local newscast
daily with Chuck Shuffett and others. The
World famous PAUL HARVEY continues
three times daily...the popular "Call Us" Program is now heard at 11:45 a.m. to 12
noon...National and international news from
the ABC Information Network is heard every

Examples el atosetty Isystiottt• et 7.0 APR finanotrig far 30
months aft*,•25% down payment

formerly at WCBLf
now at WNBS 10am to3 p

hour on the hour... ABC News updates are
heard at 27 minutes after the hour many
hours.. Most favorite Religious and farm programs are being continued, however some
are at different time...Bob Kingsleys' Nationally honored "Country Countdown" program continues on Sunday afternoons. .and
The Silver Eagle continues On Saturday
nights.. it all adds together that WNBS.,a
friend of the family for more than 38 years
is now the most tnteresting and
informative Radio Station to listen to in the
entire area So don't miss a single hour...

7

HYDAABAGGER - Hydraulic Collection System

HYSPLIT' — Hydraulic Logsplitter

Summer Clearance Sale
Lowest Sale Price In A Long Time
-o Financing
Plus 7.95
Yard Tractor
with 44" Deck
Reu S200

'1750*

Set Your AM Radio on 1340 And Leave
It There...So You Won't Miss A Thing...

/1.

- *hoe `i,r. Last
• Cash ni.cti

HYDRACUTTER — Hydraulic Brush Cutter
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Brother's Keeper
Could Find He's'
Lost His Wife
By Abigail Van Buren

Staff photos by David Tut k

Yards of the month named
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club has selected the yards of the month. Selected as
the residential yard of the month was the home of Justice and Judy Fortenbery,919 Johnny Robertson
Rd.. top photo. Selected as the business yard of the month was the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition Center. College Farm Road. bottom photo. Members of the Garden Department select these
ards each month to give recognition to residents and businesses for their special care of their yards.

DEAR ABBY: "Rob” and I have he's compounding the problem
been married for two-years. Lie's 26 by providing him food, lodging
and I am 27. Eight months ago his. and money for drugs.
brother, "Russ," (he's 24) got into
Russ needs professional help,
financial trouble,. and asked if he and you need counseling in
could stay with us for a while. Well, order to be firm enough to help
he's still here, and that's why I'm him.
writing. I wouldn't mind, but Russ
Write to: NAR-ANON Family
makes no effort to find a job. Group Headquarters Inc., P.O.
Instead he keeps borrowing money Box 2562, Palos Verdes Peninfrom Rob and spends it on drugs. sula, Calif. 90274. Enclose a
I've told Russ I didn't want him long, stamped, self-addressed
doing drugs-and smoking pot in our envelope for a reply.
house, but I've come home from
work to find him getting high with
•* *
a bunch of strangers. He's even
DEAR ABBY: I am writing about
brought home women from the
"Arf Arf," who rented nudie tapes
streets to sleep with him.
When I tell Rob I am tired of his while his wife was out of town and
brother freeloading on us and I it got around to his wife, which put
want him out of our house so we can him in the doghouse. He said clerks
have our privacy, all I get is a in video stores should be just as
lecture on "brotherly love," and we discreet as doctors and lawyers, so
he complained to the store manager
end up in a fight.
Abby, my brother-in-law is des- and the clerk who blabbed got fired.
troying our marriage. I'm considerYour comment stated he was
ing leaving my husband, but I don't justified in reporting the clerk, and
want to give his brother this adults are free to choose their own
triumph. Please help me.
entertainment.
My comment: In deciding to
MISERABLE
purchase nudie magazines or tapes,
DEAR MISERABLE: First, attending a "girlie" show or patronyou and your husband must izing a prostitute, one runs the risk
realize that his brother has a of being found out. I think this
drug problem, and the kindest gentleman was seeking to find
expression. of brotherly love someone to blame,instead of acceptwould be to stop feeding his ing the consequences of his own
habit and get him into a treat- actions.
ment facility. Your husband is
If I rented a nudie tape, the
doing Russ no favors; in fact, consequences are that people may

find out, including my spouse. The
issue here really isn't renting a
nudie tape; it's being honest and
aboveboard with your spouse and
accepting responsibility for your
own behavior.
MAR! NELSON,
ST. PAUL, MINN.

DEAR ABBY: In response to the
letter signed "Arf Arfin Arkansas":
He shouldn't have watched, let
alone rented the nudie tape in the
first place.
In computer language it's called
"garbage in, garbage out."
In spiritual law what is digested
and stored in one's heart is what
will come out through the mouth
(Matthew 12:33-37). We speak what
we think, and we think what has
been filed in our minds through
what we see, hear and do.
For a truly happy and rewarding
marriage, social and business life,
man should be careful of what he
allows his mind to dwell on -even
for a fraction of a second.
CONCERNED IN ALASKA
(Every teen-ager should know the
truth about sex, drugs and how to be
happy. For Abby's booklet, send your
name and address clearly printed with
•check or money order for $2.50 and
a long. stamped (39 cents) self-addressed envelope to: Dear Abby,Teen
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923, Hollywood,
Calif. 90038.)

Doctor serves rock meal to Letterman
LEXINGTON.• Ky.
(AP) - Dr. Joe
Daugherty had quite a
-spread to serve David
-- 8— Letterman and nation-'
dvsamaarin"smitisto..: wide television audience.
early this morning.

Isigierray Ledger & Times

Hot Off The Press!
Subscribers of the Murray Ledger & Times who now
receive the paper by mail in Calloway County will be
able to get delivery Hot Off The Press the afternoon
we publish, six days a week for only
$400
per month Starting Sept. 1, 1986

Only. $4
Per Month Includes Same Day Delivery
Pays for your six day per week subscription
including delivery to your home.
For current mail subscribers, the $4 per month rate
will not be effective until the mail subscription expires.

Register to win a
FREE

There was Kentucky
country ham. block
Cheese made from
yellow quartzite. slices
of bread that were sandstone slabs, bacon of
ribbon agate with
parsley garnish (coral
dyed green). To wash it
down, a goblet of winecolored amethyst
crystals perhaps. or a
rock Coke.
The Lexington oral
surgeon shared his
stone food array with
the sardonic television
show host, who admitted it was the most

unusual rock collection
he had seen.
-Officials with the
"Late Night with David
Letterman" show learned of Daugherty's
bizarre hobby last
month after a freelance
photographer sold a color picture of him,end his
food to the National Enquirer. One of Letterman's staffers called
Daugherty on Friday,
and he packed up part of
his 3 0 0 -pound
smorgasbord and left
for New York.
"It's- -really kind of
shocking,- Daughterty
said.
Daugherty has been a
rockhound for more
than 55 years. since
third grade. But his fixation with rock food
began in 1969, with his

first "baked potato." He
cradled the oval-shaped
flint nodule in foil and
then started searching
for more tasty tidbits.
§ome of the rock food.
has come from the
Powell County farm
that he and two other
rock hunters brought
about a decade ago.
They bought it solely
because of the rocks.
Other pieces have
come from other parts
of Kentucky and from
trips he and his family
have taken- to other
states.
There's one exception
- the nuts he took to
New York were produced by humans.
The glass "mixed
nut" container actually
contained unpolished

PIKEVILLE, Ky.
I AP - A l•niversity of
Kentucky geophysicist
says seismic exploration could cut down on
money and time spent
drilling test holes in coal

seams in eastern
Kentucky.
And a coal industry
leader in the region says
if an operator can "bang
on the ground a few
times" with the same

GOSPEL
MEETING
Antioch
Church of Christ
July 20 - 25
7:30 p.m.
Speaker: Mike Tanaro,
Hodgensyille, Ky..
-Song
Song. Leader: Dwain Rogers
EVERYONE WELCOME

results as drilling, savings would indeed be
substantial.
Banging on the
ground is only part of
the technique being
refined by Rene
Rodriguez, an assistant
professor of geology at
UK.
In experiments at
Mountain Coal Co.'s
Starfire Mine near
Hazard, Rodriguez set
up a multiple-channel
seismograph to detect
ground vibrations.
He created calculated
impacts - dropping a
200-pound weight to the

ground and setting off
small explosive
charges..
The seismograph
recorded the vibrations
reflected back to the
surface from mineral

layers below-.
comparing the results
with those of conventional core drilling,
Rodriguez said seismic
tests measured the
depth of a coal seam
within 10 percent of the
accuracy of direct

RCA

Name
Address
„

Box • No. •

City
Zip
For Moro Information Call 753-1916

State
Phone(

'
P.O Box 1040 Murray. KY 42071

'aund the house," the
comic host commented.
'Daugherty shrugs off
questions about why an
established dentist and
his wife, Elizabeth,
choose to live their kind
of low-key life in an unpretentious house filled
with rocks rather than
decorator furniture.
"We have our thing:
we're doing our thing."
he said. "What do we
have to prove?"
The basement of the
house is crammed with
rock' displays, interspersed with the products of his newest hobby, basket weaving.

Seismic exploration could save time and money

19"
Color Television

The first 1000 subscribers to
apply for Daily Delivery are eligible
in a drawing to win a FREE 19"
RCA Color TV from Ward-Elkins.

gallstones. "I have doctor friends." Daugherty
explained.
"It's nice to have a
snifter of gallstones

Stock Market
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1
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/
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BETTY BOSTON
JACK UDDBERG
753-3366

measurement, and its
thickness within 15
percent.
He also analyzed coal
quality - ash and sulfur
content - by measuring
seismic wave velocities
through exposed seams,
and reported results
within 5 percent of the
accuracy of chemical
analysis.
Seismic exploration is
used in European,
Australian and western
U.S. 'coalfields.
Operators have relied
on boreholes in the
eastern United States.
where seams are thinner and nearer the surface, Rodriguez said.

But he said seismic
tests are substantially
less expensive, and his
continuing work to
reduce the size and cost
of the equipment.

Rebels receive
encouragement
from nation's
policym
makers
ow
WASHINGTON
)
- Guerrilla_ leaders
sporting "I'm a Contra,
too" buttons at a
"freedom fighters summit'' received encouragement for their
anti-communist insurgencies from some of
the nation's top policymakers.
The rebels gathered
Wednesday for a
meeting sponsored by
the American Security

Council, a conservative
group that promotes
defense issues.
Rebels from
Nicaragua,
Afghanistan, Angora.
Cambodia, Ethiopia and
Laos were given a boost
by officials including
Defense S-e-cretary
Caspar Weinberger,
Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, R-Kan ,-and
Rep. Jack Kemp,
R.N.Y.
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Explorers plan to examine damage done to luxury liner
By BART ZIEGLER
Associated Press Writer
WOODS HOLE, Mass.(AP)—
Deep-sea explorers plan to examine the damage done to the
Titanic when it rammed an
iceberg on its maiden voyage 74
years ago and slipped to the bottvm of the Atlantic, taking 1,513
people to their deaths.
Robert Ballard, leader of the
return voyage to the remains of
the "unsinkable" steamship,
told reporters Wednesday night
in a ship-to-shore news conference that he wanted to examine the tear caused when the
Titanic hit the sea bottom two
miles down, nearly splitting
itself in half.
"We have never really seen
whether we can enter at the
tear," Ballard said after four

days of diving to the site in a tiny
submarine from a research
vessel above. "We will land
there and see if we can see
Inside."
Ballard said he and his colleagues from the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution were
confident they had taken enough
pictures of that area of the huge
ship to safely land their threeman sub today on debris near
the fissure and send their
remote-controlled robot camera
inside for a look.
Ballard, who discovered the
Titanic's grave in September as
head of a French-American
team, said he also wanted to examine the bow of the liner to see
whether he could find the spot
where the ship's front hit the
Iceberg.

Gary D. Chambers, 27, of
Sedalia, was fatally injured in a
car-motorcycle accident near
Lynnville Wednesday according
to Kentucky State Police.
Chambers, a machinist at
Briggs and Stratton in Murray,
was west bound on Ky. 94 about
two miles west of Lynnville
when the accident occurred
about 8:45 p.m..
Chambers' motorcycle collided with a car driven by Terry
Workman, 26, of Murray, which
was making a left turn onto Watson Road, KSP public information officer Chuck Robertson
said.
According to the report filed
by investigating KSP Trooper
Gary West, Workman was stopped.in,the east bound lane of Ky.
94 waiting on west bound traffic
to clear so he could make the
turn onto Watson Road.
'After the vehicles had
cleared, he failed to see
Chambers on a motorcycle and
turned left into the path of the
motorcycle,',: Robertson said.
Chambers, who was thrown
from the motorcycle by the impact, was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital by
local ambulance and later
transferred to Lourdes Hospital
in Paducah. He died at 12:25

a.m. today. (Obituary on page
9.)
A second auto-motorcycle collision investigated by state
police Wednesday resulted in a
Paducah man being
hospitalized.
Robertson said that accident
happened at 5:33 p.m. on Ky. 994
about 4 miles south of Paducah.
Darrell Babb, 21, of Paducah,
was riding his motorcycle south
bound on the highway and collided with a car driven by Clayton
Wyatt, 26, also of Paducah. The
Wyatt car was attempting to
turn into a driveway, Robertson
said.
Babb was taken to Lourdes
Hospital. The accident was investigated by Trooper Roger
Simons.
State police also today released information on two arrests
that were made in Illinois last
Monday in connection with the
robbery of a west McCracken
County convenience store.
Robertson said Farrin Cunningham, 30, was arrested at the
Centralia.Correction Center and
Ricky Jerrell, 27, was arrested
at the Vienna Correction Center.
The pair, each charged with
first degree robbery, were arrested by KSP Detective Paul
Lane.

Shotgun blasts
reportedly fired
at Dexter home
Two shotgun blasts were fired
at a house in Dexter Wednesday
night, according to Calloway
County Sheriff J. D. Williams.
Williams said the blasts shattered the front door of the home
of Marty Story in the north
Calloway County community
about 10:15 last night.
The sheriff said Story
repgrted a man got out of his car
in fron,t of the house, fired the
two shots, and then sped away in
the car. Two spent shells were
recovered during investigation
of the incident. Williams
reported.
A motive for the shooting is
not known, the sheriff said.
Also Wednesday, the sheriff's
departgant confiscated their second Wch of marijuana this
week. Williams said 114 plants
were fciund under cultivation In
ttke Lynn Grove area.
_Monday._ the sheriff and his
deputies pulled Up 48 plants near
clark's River in the eastern portion of the county.
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33 Cushion
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35 Fuss
36 Follows Feb.
37 Out of date
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44 Warble
45 Similar
47 High
mountain
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freed
The robot encountered
another problem when Ballard
realized the lawnmower-size
device, developed by the institute for the Navy to map the
sea bottom, was too large to fit
through portholes to Titanic's
promenade deck.

16 Imitated
17 Nobleman
20 Stalk
22 Myself
25 Dart
26 Succor
27 Plague
28 Japanese
outcast
29 Paddle
31 Diocese
33 Opportune
34 Long tooth
36 "— Vice"
37 Himalayan
mammal
39 Alcohol
radical
40 Handle with
•
Skill
41 Weakens
42 Level
44 Stupefy
45 Pilaster
46 Declares
48 In favor of
50 High card
51 Refresh
53 Symbol for
tantalum
54 Concerning

Jellies Shoes

1.99'

Reg. 4.99—

Summer Handbags

5.00

Reg. 11.99

Printed Tank Tops

51
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3.99

Reg. 7.99

54

58

Printed Knit Tops

6.99

Reg. To 21.99

12th Street worker
injured when grader
accidentally hits him
A construction worker on the
12th Street widening project was
seriously injured Wednesday
when he was run over by a piece
of earth moving equipment.
Donald Burgess of Mayfield,
was checking the grade level on
a portion of the new roadway
near the intersection of Utterback Road when he was struck a
grader.
According to Murray Police
reports, the grader operator. Orville Ramage of Tiline. Ky.. said
he did not see Burgess. Ramage
was backing the grader at the
time of the accident. Police said
the rear wheels of the grader
rolled over Burgess.
He was taken to MurrayCalloway County Hospital with
injuries to the abdomen, legs
and feet.
The grader is owned by Jim
Smith Construction Co., general
contractor on the road
improvements.

The camera-equipped robot,
Jason Jr., had a close call when
its control line, which is attached to the submarine Alvin, tangled in some jagged metal near
the wheelhouse, where Ballard
found the still-gleaming captain's wheel. But after a few
movements, Jason's lifeline was

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

Wednesday wreck
near Lynnville fatal
to Sedalia resident

once lined many of the lavish
cabins and public rooms of the
largest and most luxurious
steamer of its day. Ballard said
the culprit appears to be worms,
which left a spongy residue in
place of the wood on many surfaces of the English-registered
ship.
"The major discovery is the
fact that wood does not do well in
the deep sea," he said. "This
does not look well for ships of
greater age."
Ballard said he and his colleagues took startlingly clear
still and video photographs of
the liner Wednesday, but their
day was not without trouble.

But he added that since some
40 feet of the ship's bow is buried
in mud, the tear itself might also
be below the soft ocean bottom.
So far, the only evidence found
of any of the Titanic's
passengers and crew was a sock
Ballard said he spotted in debris
beside the ship. But he said he's
thankful he has not seen any remains of those once aboard the
vessel, which was considered
unsinkable because of its
double-hulled bottom and
numerous water -tight
compartments.
Also not seen by the explorers
is the ornate woodwork that

Lincoln Federal says...

Fashion Shirts

7.99

Reg. To 18.99

Cotton Tank Sweaters

9.99

Reg. To 23.99
(Solids & Stripes)

Summer Fashion Skirts
To Long Term
High Rate Insured CD's
Currently Paying*

10.99

Reg. To 24.99

Summer Fashion Pants

10.99

Reg. To 24.99

Espadrille Shoes
Term

24 Month ($500 min.)
'18 Month ($500 min.)
12 Month ($500 min.)
6 Month ($1000 min.)

Fixed Rate

Effective
Annual Yield

7.00%
6.70%
6.60%
6.30%

7.18%
6.87%
6.76%'
6.39%

Reg. 12.99

5.99

Unconstructed Jackets

12.99

Reg. To 24.99

Summer Dress Sale

15.00-20.00-25.00
Reg. To 49.99

Serving Kentucky's Financial Needs For Over 70 Years...
Lincoln Federal Savings Now And In The Future.

All White Summer Jewelry

50% OFF

If you want to guarantee a high rate of return for up to
10 years or keep your funds readily available, we have
the right combination for you. Interest is Compounded
Quarterly on some certificates, which gives you an
extra edge over similar investments that offer no compounding. Unlike other types of investments, there are
never any fees or hidden costs with Lincoln Federal
certificates. As always, your deposits ,are Insured by the
FSLIC to $1000,00. Lincoln Federal says Yes with the
right Combination for your investments.

All Better Swimsuits

50% OFF
Active Sportswear

50% OFF
Back To School
Layaway Special:
Lee Or Levi's Jeans

Substantial Interest penalty for early withdrawal.
'Rates subject to change without notice

v.
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FEDIRAL 'SAVINGS

1° AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Murray 759-1234
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ESIK

Your Choice:
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Reg. 34.00

Basic 5-Pocket Styles
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Junior and Misses Si7PS •

1300 Johnson Blvd.

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

Interest Rate Hotline - 753-4184
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Oaks lists tee sites, times

t-

The Oaks Country Oliver and Solon Filicy
Club Men's Invitational
No. 9 — Jerry Suiter.
is being held Saturday Bill Newton, Richard
Brindley and Mike
and Sunday.
Golfers are teeing off Williams.
Saturday in a shotgun
No. 10 — Mark
start at either 8 a.m. or Smelser. Lynnwood
Smelser. Art Proctor
1:30 p.m.
The tee assignments and Paul Loegel.
are:
No. 11 — J. Marvin,
8 a.m.
Mickey Grooms. Barry
No. 1 — Bob Brown, Grooms and Mike
Joe Pat Barnett. Dale Glover. '
Nance and Bill Seale.
No. 1
— D a n
N.2 — Russ Garland. Paschall, Bill Wilson.
Bu-d -ChiIde rs. David Dill Mark Miller and Al
Barrow.
and Robert Billington.
No. 13 — Don Johnson,
No. 3A — Chester
Wildey. -Brian Roy, Bob Charles Reed, Steve
Garland and Joe Gordon and Terry
. Garland.
Butler. _ •
No. 3B — Purdom
No. 14 — James
Lovett. Bob LaMastus, Cochran, Bob Singleton,
Bob "Dunn and Hal Jimmy Don Peck and
Kemp.
Larry Hill.
No. 15 — Bobby
No. 4 — Don Rogers,
Brad Belcher, Gary Canter. Brad Canter.
Harper and Tony Jeff Wilson and Sonny
Wallace.
Gibson.
No. 5 — Jerry McNo. 16 — Jack Purcell.
Callon, Larry Hale. Don Jerry Flynt. David
Alexander and Pete Browning and to be
announced.
Haywood.
No. 17 — Jerry
No. 6A — Monty
Parker. Roy Cothran.
Newcomb. Jeff
Alan Cothran and Chuck
Wiseman. Mickey Sirls
Bollegar.
and Jeff Stone.
No. 18A — Oatman
6B — Tommy BurFarley. Ronnie Ross.
nam. Steve Galusha.
Jerry Austin and John
Dennis Galusha and
Morgan.
Rick Pershing.
No. 1813 — Trent
No 7 — Bobby Wade. Jones. Mark Erwin.
Clis Woods. Bob Barnett Steve Durham and Reg
and Joe Warren.
Carlson.
No 5 — Dalton NoeL.
1:30p.m.
Monk Stallons, Max
No
1 — Darrell

Demoss. to be announced, to be announced and
to be announced.
No. 2 — Prentice
Darnell. Dennis Pittenger. Scott Anderson
and Tommy Hamlin.
No.'3A — Steve
Farmer. Scott Gaines,
Alan Martin and Jim
Felts.
No. 3B — Jerry
Calawell, Malcolm Ray,
Truman Whitfield and
J.C. McKinney.
No. 4 — Sam Willett.
Dave Towery, Darvin
Towery and Larry
Buckman.
No. 5 — Don Cothran.
Carl Ford. Damon Ray
and Don Buffington.
No. 6A — Johnny
Wilson. David Hawks,
Steve Reynolds and
Robert Ray.
No. 6B — Darren
Hooper. Howard Boone:
Greg Cohoon and Scott
Miller.
No. 7 — Raz
Villanova. Ted -Delaney.
Al Jones and James
Delaney.
No. 8A — Sonny
Shepherd, Mike Olexa,
John Boyer and Jimmy
Wilson.
No. 8B — Eli Lilly.
Bobby McKinney, Gunner Nance and Dean
Alexander.
No. 9 — Doug Walker.
Tick Allbritten. Charlie
Henson and Bill
Towery.
No. 10 — Jim White.

Billy Dan Crouse. Max
Walker and Greg
Howard.
No. 11 — Bob
Snowden. Bill Austin.
Sid Brantley and Jeff
Groves.
No. 12A — A.R. Hatcher, Jack Benton,
Howard Steeley and Bill
Roberts.
No. 1 213 — Jim
Norsworthy. to be announced, to be announced and to be announced.
No. 13 — Greg Story.
James Hooper, J.P.
Parker and Rudell
Parks.
No. 14A — Joe Pat•
Lamb, Jim Underwood,
Hal Underwood and Jim
Young.
No. 14B — Kevin
D'Angelo. Roy
Williams, Ricky Owen
and Mark Johnson.
No. 15 — Charlie
Hargrove, Virgil Dick.
Ned Galloway and Don
Nelson.
No. 16 — Ricky Yates.
Jerry Neale, Jerry
Featherstone and Bob
Woodsmall.
No. 17 — Lindy Suiter.
Sam Jones. Johan
Tanum and Dwain
Gibbs.
No. 18A — Donnie
Winchester, Jerry Lee.
Tim Garland and to be
announced. ,
No. 18B — Nicky
Ryan,David Ryan, Jimmy Lamb and Tater
Edwards.

The Bank of Murray won the Upper Division Girls' Softball League tournament Wednesday, beating
Allison Photography 8-5 in the championship game. The Big M's finished with a 15-0 record. Team
members were, front row, left to right, Catherine Faughn, Yolanda Greenfield, Ann Greenfield, Leslie
Weatherford and Leisa Capo; second row, 1-r, assistant coach Jane Barnett, Chris Carmode, Jennifer
Parker, Stefani Barnett, Tracy Higgins, Cynthia Garland, Tammy Garland and coach Wade Garland.

Bank oi Murray wins tourneyThe Bank of Murray
el) rnpieted an
* — "Tilfciefeated season
Wednesday by defeating
Allison Photography 8-5
in the chanipiOnShip
game of the Upper Divi-

sion Girls' Softball Stefani Barnett reached
base twice and was the
League tournament.
Tracy Higgins tripled winning pitcher.
•
and Ann Greenfield
Stephanie Vanover
doubled for the Bank of went 2-for-3. with a douMurray. which finished b 1 e • .for Allison
with a 15-0 .record. Photography. Kim

MURRAY APPLIANCE & TV
is cleaning up Murray & Calloway Co.
HEAVY DUTY

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY

ELECTRIC DRYER

AUTOMATIC WASHER

Douglas lets
injury heal

288
Model WWA3100G
Model DDE4000G
Up to 130 minutes drying
for heavy loads Removable
up-front lint filter Smooth
porcelain enamel drum

Vance also went 2-for-3.
Allison Photography
reached the championship. game by beating
the Dream Team 15-10
in the evening's first
game.
Pam Bilcy and Toni
Ford went 3-for-4 for.
Allison Photography.
Amy Ford doubled and
was the winning pitcher.
Penny Downing scored
twice.
Connie Ross went
4-for-4 for the Dream
Team. Stacey Williams
and Nora Garland went
3-for-4. Misti Holcomb
tripled. Melissa Thurmond doubled.
In the Dream Team's
win over the Royals on
Tuesday. Aimee Ford
and Becky Freeze
doubled for the Royals.

Regular wash cycle Two
wash/rinse temperature selections
pergy saving cold
water rinse Filter-Flo•
filtering system

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY

EXTRA LARGE CAPACITY

AUTOMATIC WASHER

AUTOMATIC WASHER

Though he was listed
on a roster in Sunday's
Louisville CourierJournal, Allen Douglas
is not playing in the
Kentucky-Tennessee
All-Star game in Lexington Saturday.
The former Calloway
County High School allstate lineman suffered a
slight shoulder seperation while lifting
weights in May.
While the injury isn't
serious. Douglas was
advised by a doctor to
not play in the game and
let the shoulder have
more time to heal.

LAKE
PAVING
CO., INC.

398
Installed

Grand Rivers, Ky.
Model WWA8300G

Model WWA8324G

Three wash/rinse temperature
selections with energy-saving
cold water rinse Two cycles
Four water level selections
Porcelain enamel finish
Unbalanced load Control
system

Mini-Basket' tub for small
loads and delicates 2 wash
spin speeds 3 cycles including.permanent press
4 water level selections

EASY TERMS—FINANCING AVAILABLE—LAYAWAYS
Low Interest Rates!
Free Warranty!
Long Monthly Payments
Fast, Efficient Service!
Home Owned
Ler se Invent.

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
YOUR GENERAL ELECTRIC DEALER IN MURRAY
2 1 2 East Main Stieet

753 1586

Howard Coy EL John Simmons Owners

ASPHALT
PAVING

1

Dennison-Hunt captured the Kentucky League crown with a 13-1 record. Team members were, front
row, left to right, Michael Boone, Justin Owens, Ryan Vanover, Richard Robinson and Shane
Raspberry; second row,1-r, Amir Toosi, Valerie Shelton, Tyler Bohannon,Jeremy Latimer,T.J. Myhill
and Rob Binford; back row, 1-r, coaches Richard Vanover and Johnny Bohannon. Not shown are Steve
Mattis and Justin Manna.

Bennett records thoughts on trip
1API — Kentucky forward Winston Bennett
kept a diary during the
Wildcats' recent trip to
Japan and Hong Kong.
Here are some of his
thoughts and
observations:
The crowd after winning Kirin World Basketball Tournament in
Tokyo: The little kids
here seem to be
fascinated with
Americans. They really
have taken a liking to
Leroy Byrd. I guess he's
nearer their height. He
had to make a mad dash
to the bus to keep from
getting mobbed by the
Japanese kids. We got
stuck- in the traffic jam
outside the arena after
the game and the kids
ran after us. We threw
things. at them, like
sweat bands, socks and
Kentucky pins. I Roger I
Harden even threw out
his Converse shoes. He

challenged us to do touching it. I guess I'm We loaded up.
likewise, saying, 'Those somewhere, in the
Red China trip:
Nikes aren't worth middle.
...what a bore. Going
Farewell party in through customs was a
much anyway.' You can
really tell his dad works Tokyo: ,Each team had long, tedious task. Then
for Converse.
to perform. so we got up we visited a rundown
Nightlife in Nikko: there and sang "My Old tenement section of the
Guys in front of some of Kentucky Home." Jerry city, a museum and
the nightspots would try Tipton of the
Lex- another exhibit hall.
to get us to come in their ingtoni Herald-Leader The highlight of the day
place. but those signs was the song-leader. was a trip to a
are in Japanese and we Most of us didn't know kindergarten, where a
didn't know what was in all the words, but lucki- group of Chinese
there, so we didn't go.
ly the cheerleaders did students sang and dancJapanese cuisine: so they carried us pretty ed for us. They were
They sure sell strange well. Of course. neat. Overall, visiting
foods over here. Our everyone knows the sure made us glad to
tour guide likes to eat famous, "Weep no live in the United States
and made us thankful
rice, raw salmon eggs more, my lady..."
Visit to Hong Kong for what we have.
and crab meat for
fishing village: It was a
breakfast. Ugh!
Back .to the U.S.A.:
Wildcat eating habits: pretty depressing sight There were two big
-Richard Madison leads to see the pO‘lerty in that cheers from our group
— one when we landed
the way in experimen- area.
Hong Kong shopping in Los Angeles and the
ting. He'll try anything.
James Blackmon is on spree: We had the day other when we landed in
- the • other end of the free to-go shopping_and Lexington. Although thespectrum. If it isn't a man, what deals you trip was a great exta
op
negs. perience, there is no
g K
n fH
ao
r ns8
hamburger, fried can
paiaf nh rtis
shirts
doubt that there's no
chicken or steak, he
won't even think about for $3, tee-shirts for $2._place like home!

A TRUCK
YOU CAN LIVE WITH

•Streets
•Roadways
•Parking Lots
•Shopping Ctrs
•Residential
Subdivisions

Free Estimates

362-8661
Plant Sites
Paducah
Lake'City
Mayfield

1•11.01411.1111.11111110.••••......monammossm

1986 TC 30103 One Ton C&C 6.2
Diesel, A/I, P.S , Dual Rear Wheels,
A/C, AM/FM Radio •

. . 15,624
. TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, INC.
U.S.
641 South
753-1372

,

Grogan registers
All-Star no-hitter
Adam Grogan threw a no-hitter and the Kentucky League A-Team All-Stars blanked Calvert
City 11-0 Wednesday in the district tournament in
Mayfield.
The All-Stars play Mayfield tonight at 8:15
p.m. Mayfield also is undefeated in the tourney.
Clay Bolin went 3-for-3, with two doubles and a
single for the All-Stars. Casey McNutt doubled
twice and went 2-for-3. Shane Schroeder went
3-for-3.
The Kentucky B-Team All-Stars, who lost to
Mayfield Tuesday, play Calvert City tonight in
the double elimination tournament.

CARROLL PLASTERING
Residential 8. Commercial
•Patching
-'
,Veneer

•Stucco

Plostereng

•Exclusive Eldorado Sion*
egricit Veneer
•Dryvit

739.474

-
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Bennett's 76 bests Tri-State field

The Calloway County High School basketball team recently participated In a team camp at Tennessee
Tech University. The Lakers finished the camp with a 14-4 record. They won their division tournament.
Shown are, bottom row, leff to right, Jamie Armstrong, Tim Armstrong, Greg Workman and Corey
Wells; second row,1-r, Dan Childress, Alan Bazzell, Chad Stubblefield, Scott Nix, Fred Jones and Darren McCuiston; back row, 1-r, Jeremy White, Mike Rued°, Jeff White, Trent Campbell and Greg
Futrell. Nix was selected as the camp's Mr. Hustle. Jones was named as the Lakers' Most Valuable
Player. Thirty teams and over 350 players attended the camp.

Anyone seen my chicken?
'Refrigerator stocking up with South Carolina fowls
round draft pick Jozwiak are far apart in
William "The
_contract negotiations,
Refrigerator" Perry
and chances are slim
went home for a week,
that he will be in camp
ate his way up to 325
today when the team
pounds and managed to
holds its first practice.
lose $6,000 in the
Jozwiak's agent Art
process.
Wilkinson called the
But Coach Mike
team's offer of less than
Ditka, in announcing
$1.2 million over four
.Wednesday that Perry
years 'unresponsible.
.had failed To report to
and even immoral."
the Bears' Platteville,
"They can play a guy
Wis.. training camp at
that is a bonafide manthe 300-pound limit.
mountain, and they're
seemed More concerned
asking himato take less
about the chickens of
than half of the Callas
South Carolina than the
deal!'
flab of his celebrated
Oklahoma nose tackle
defensive tackle.
Tony CastHas signed
"He worked out
this week with the
religiously until a week
Atlanta Falcons for a
ago and then he went
reported $2.35 million.
home," Ditka said.
Both Casillas and Joz"That's usually a
wiak were consensus
catastrophe.- The
All-American players
chicken population' of
taken in the first round.
South Carolina goes
The New Orleans
down measurably."
Saints are having a
The binge cost Perry
similar problem with
$6,000 in incentive
their No. 1 draft pick,
money and left him panJim Dombrowski of
ting as the the defending
Virginia.
National Football
"It doesn't appear
League champions
he'll report unless some
practiced for 90 minutes
dramatic changes occur
in 90-degree heat.
- between now-and-then.The Bears also .an- Do m bowski's agent
flounced that defensive Robert Bennett said.
end Al Harris, who sat
Bennett said Domout all of last season, browski won't sign
had signed a three-year unless he receives a betcontract and would ter deal than the one
report to camp today.
given Atlanta's Bill
The same cannot be Fralic in 1985.
said for most draft
The Falcons signed
choices, even those be- Fralic, like Dorning given starting jobs. browski a tackle, to a
One of them, four-year. $2.4 million
300.-pound . offensive contract, according to
tackle Brian Jozwiak Atlanta sources.
from West Virginia,
Sources close to Dommay lose his if he browski said he was
doesn't come to terms seeking about 10 percent
soon with the Kansas Ci- more than Fralic, or
ty Chiefs.
about $2.64 million.
The Chiefs and firstFlorida fullback John
Ety the Associated Press

Racer Club electing
officers at meeting
Members arthe Racer Club will vote on new officers and directors and a revised charter forthe
organization of Murray State University athletic
boosters at a 6 p.m. dinner meeting on Monday.
July 21, at the Seven Seas Restaurant.
Dr. Dick Stout, Racer_ Club president. appointed a five-member committtee to develop
the slate of officers and board members for
1986-87 and to propose changes in the charter.
Committee members are Jimmy Dale Clopton,
Bill Rayburn, David Reeves, Tommy Sanders
and Will Ed Stokes.
Stout urges all Racer Club members to attend
the Monday meeting and to bring prospective
members with them.

L. Williams, Seattle's
1986 first-round draft
choice, remained unsigned. But the
Seahawks brushed aside
a threat by the rookie's
agent to hold him out for
the entire season.
.The Seahawks
reportedly have offered
Williams a five-year
contract for $1.62
million., including a
$500,000 signing bonus.
Seattle_also announced the signing of veteran
quarterback Paul
McDonald, released last
month by the Cleveland
Browns.
Running back William
Andrews, who has missed two seasons with a
severe knee injury, was.
at the opening of the
Falcons' camp in
Suwanee. Ga. Among
the mipsing was
Casillas, who was expected to report Friday.
Pittsburgh Steelers

Coach Chuck Noll says
he isn't concerned that
first-round draft choice
The first flight was
John Rienstra may not
report to training camp won by Wanda Mullinax
Friday because "we're of Paducah with 79, four
going to go with the peo- strokes over ladies' par
and six strokes in front
ple we have there."
The Steelers reported- of Inus Orr of the host
ly have not budged in club and Nancy
their four-year, $1.15 Ragland of Paducah.
million offer to the who tied with 85s.
former Temple Univer- • One stroke back -of
sity offensive guard, the them. in fourth place
ninth draft pick. was Donna Trogola,.
Rienstra's agent, Peter also of Paducah, with an
Johnson, is said to be 86.
asking for a $1.625
The second flight winmillion deal similar to ner was petty Childers,
one given 1985's ninth whose home course was
Philadelphia not listed, with an 87.
lineman Kevin Allen.
This was two strokes in
San Francisco won't front of Freda Hines of
have the services of Calvert City and four
wide receiver Renaldo strokes in front of BarNehemiah, who opted bara Day.
.of Paducah.
for international track. who posted a 91.
He was required to quit
Finishing fourth in the
pro football to be flight was Toni Hopson
reinstated as an of the Murray club with
amateur.
94.

Wanda Brown won the
• championship flight of
the Oaks Country Club
Medal Play Tournament Saturday.

Ethlene McC4J,11un.
Jeanie Morgan and
Vickie Oliver tied for
fourth, but Morgan won
the scorecard
Burlene Brewer countback.
Denay Hargrove and
finished second. while
Vickie SingletOn came. Irma Tuck tied for first
place in • the secoofIdo
In third anki Shelba
flight. then Hargrove
,Baimet1 plated fsourth.
won a sudden-death
i Shelby Mo;•gan was playoff. Belinda Elliot
.the winner of the first captured third place.
flight, followed by Ada Carol Dick came in
Sue Roberts and fourth.

Mary Cox of Paducah
was the third flight winner with 96, while
Rebecca Canter of
Paducah and Virginia
Swift of Calvert City
tied for second one
stroke back with 97s.
In the fourth flight.
Kesha Sullivan. wife of

the home course's golf
pro. Lynn Sullivan. was
the winner with 96. Kitty
Long of Mayfield finished second with 98, while
Willa Locker of the Rolling Hills club in
Paducah and Della
Miller of the Murray
club tied for fourth with

103s
The winner of the fifth
flight was Sue Stone
with 96, one stroke in
front of Shirley
Willoughby's 97.
Tied for third in the
flight with 103s were
Martha Sue Ryan and
Wilda Purdom

SCOREBOARD
Like a 9(xx,ne‘grocr
Srate

For Universal
'
v Life Insurance,
check with
State Farm.
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BASEBALL STANDINGS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Boston
New York
Cleveland
Baltimore
Toronto

:01
4r.
16
17
13
41

Milwaukee

t!.
39
41
43
44
45

Pd
644
5611
541
529
522
491
477

39
41
46
4.

552
534
16.5
455

•
GB

Li
10
Iti17
13
Div

West Division
California
Texas
Chicago
Kansas City
Seattle
Minnesota
Dakland

Pittsburgh .0
I ,
at Cini !final] n
Nen 7.0, at Houston n
Los Anett.... at S11 Loiii•

1 1,
71,

17
40
40
9
433 51.
37
51
420 Ili,
34
375 1"3,
56
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesdays Game
American League 3. Nations: League 2
Wednesday s Games
No games scheduled
Thursday s Games
Chicago 'Dotson 7
at New York i Rasmussen
10-2., in 1
Texas iCorrea 6 7. at I ietron ,Terrell 7-s.n
Minnesota Viola 9 7. at Baltimore 'I rixon S-7. in.
Cleveland iCandiotti 9 41i at Kansas City
iSaberhagen 4-10 .n.
flositon I Seaver 4 7. at Seattle .1.angston 9-6,. ini
Toronto Key 6 6. at California ISullon 95. ini
Only games scheduled

TRANSACTIONS
BASEBALL.
American League
.MILW
KEE. IiitE1)% Efts. cried Gorrnar
Thomas designated hitter for ti . ..-0.ainder ot the
'.EN yrdtK YANKEES- Acticated Joe Niekro pit
I 1-9.-1 Iron! the 15 dity 111,1610-d IISI Outrighted Alfonso
viii her to Columbus it the International
League
TEN AS RANI:F.:Rs - Signed fiat Garman third
baseman arid assigned turn Ii, Sarasota 0.1 the Gulf
(-oast League

BASKETBALL
National Basketball Association
CLE)ELAN!, CA% ALIERS- Named Iii, b Heim
and Brian Winter- assistant coat hes
DENSER NI GGETS -Signed Mark Alarie
forward
GOLDEN STATE 94 AEtRIORS -Released free
agents 1Freg Grissom Joe Dawson. Luster Goodwin
Brad Wright Buck) Chavez Orlando Phillips Ste).
Kenilvort and Parren Tallis
PORTLAND THAD_ BLAZERS-Cut forward Gary
Williamson and guards Tony Hampton lion .lames
Mark Owen and (hand', Schiff
FOOTBALL
National Football League
BUFFALO BILLS- Waived Vl ill i;rant tenter
CHICAGO BEARS-Signed Al Harris defensive.
end Lew Barnes and Jett Powell wide re,et,ers
Friday's Games
CLEVELAND BRolA NS -Signed I iaerol Ray
Chicago at Nese York in.
safety
Texas at Petrol( in.
DETROIT LIONS-Signed Doug Hottie defensi‘e
Minnesota at Baltimore ini
end Jim Reit einem -offensi)e guard Ism Snyder of
Cleveland at
fensive tackle Stan Baker wide re, ecver and Ron
Boston at Seattle in.
U Brewer tullbai Ii
Milwaukee at Oakland in
INIIIANAPOLIS
.TS -Signed Ste)... Wright tit
Toronto at Cahforma in
terisik.r?linernan.
- -Lin: ANGELES Ft AMS -Signed. Elber•
NATIONAL LEAGUE
ornerhack
East Division
.11,G7Sil DOLPHINS-Sigurd 1.37
▪
quarterhat I, and .1i.hn Sioart ..1!.
•'
Montreal.
-•
0.
SEW ENGLANI1 PATRIC)/ _
Philadelphia
4.'
494 17
,
, Williams rietensice end
Chicago
.
:in •
429 311
NEW, OP.I.EANS SAINTS-Waived Roh Berm.
- _
St Louis
46
5.0 - 419 24
tackle "Signed Kel).in -Edwards Uide rer elver and
Pittsburgh
37,
50
412 34', Keith Stanherr) safely
.West Division
Y/ WI,
: JETS-Signed Ri:igers Alexander and
San Francist
5,15
Carl Carz_liziet60. mcirrc__ancl-/-14“-..-40444.ha.--rizatnifig
Houston
17
5:14
41
back
San Diego
45
43
NEW y,)RK GIANTS'-Signert Parr Brown and
511
Atlanta
0.1
477
46
Solomon Miller
wide ret elvers Stet e
ski
Cincinnati
470
44
40
tackle Jim Luebbers detensi‘e end and leer:, h:rn
Angeles
rss
40
mel linebacker
Monday's Games
PHILAPELPHIA EA( 11.1-1S - Anninini
that Nit
No games scheduled
man Braman has reached an agreement to buy out cii
Tuesday's Game
owner Ed Liebowitz making him the sole owner id the
American League 3. Nati.inal League .;
club Named Harr) Gamble president and r•hief
Wednesday s Games
operating officer Signed Junior Takitalatsi and Bobby
• No games scheduled .
Howard running bar ks to
year . ontrci Is
Thursday s Games
ST LOUIS CARDINALS-Signed Charlie Baker
'Sall Francis, o Blue 4. al Ihtia,gi. • Ant S 1
linebacker
AtIfinta . Mahler lox. at Montreal iNi"i;iimans 9 7
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS -Signed Ton. Rathrear
fullback to a four year i ontract and Erne,. Edans
San I kit-go MiCullers 4 3. at Pittsburgh ,Rhoden safety
.45, ,n•
SEATTLE SEAHAW KS -Signed
'au! Mk 1 ,011.11,1
Philadelphia K 4;ross 6 7 • at Ciro innati . Welsh and I ran iii Norrie ouartrrha, Ss Eddie
Anderson
3 3.. in.
safety Ikrn Fairbanks and Alonzo %Fitz, defensive
Los Angeles .Hershiser
.
St Louis •Tuilid ends Paul Miles running ha, k
lotus MtVeigh
6.5, in,
linebacker and Michael Ma s
tackle
Nl`. York .0)eda 1412. at Houston Ityan 6 R ,
TAMP A I-tAr BUCC N1
-Signed K.,In
Friday's Games
Walker defensi,r bath
•
,n ford running to, 4.
San Francisco at Chicago
Ben Reed defensive • •
ITi,nimy Barnhc . Athtnta at Montreal re
printer

Kansas(11

n

ar.

•

Larry Krouse Insurance
524 Main

759-9888

istAnnirmara
Wanda Brown, right, won the championship flight of the ladles' medal play
tournament at the Oaks Country Club Saturday. Shelby Morgan,center, was
the winner of the first flight. Denay Hargrove, left, captured the second
flight in a playoff with Irma Tuck.

We at University Gulf would like to thank
all our patrons who have been with us
through our 1st year in business.
We appreciate your business and invite
everyone to stop by and see us.
Ruthie Butterworth

Carroll VW, Audi-Mazda's New Southside
Used Car Sales and New Car Display Lot

Is Now Open
CARROLL VAC

b
AudiSOLITHS1101
-'tom
11
Used Car Sales

Oaks tournament
captured by Brown

Garrott
With a one-over-par
76, Ruby Bennett of
Mayfield took medalist
honors Wednesday in
the Tri-State Tournament played over the
5,687-yard Murray
Country Club.
A field of 110 ladies
from the three states involved - Kentucky.
Missouri and Illinois made pp the six nights
in the one-day, medal
play tournament which
was played in
temperatures hoveringnear the 100-degree
mark.
Two strokes back of
Mrs. Bennett. who plays
out of the South
Highlands Country Club
at Mayfield, was Mary
Bain of the Oaks Country Club in Murray.
A perennial top
finisher in local ladies'
tournaments, Mrs. Bain
made the nine-hole turn
three strokes back of
Mrs. Bennett with a 41,
but could pick up only _
one stroke on the back
nine with a one-over-par.
37 while the Mayfieldian
was postinkher second
nine-hole score of 38.
Four strokes back of
the leader with an 80
was Wanda Brown, also
of the Oaks club. while
Vicki MeLeary of
Fulton finished in fourth
place in the championship flight with an 82.

TNIS WMUI NUM
NM MAZDA TRUCK
WORMS MISS

Located on South 1 2th
Street next to Ky. Fried
Chicken, Tommy Carroll,
Vernon Cohoon and "Z"
Enix are available Monday through Saturday to
assist you with any of
your transportation needs
- New or Used.

PARKING
IN REAR

Special This Week

1987 Mazda Base
Short. Bed Truck
It

$5965

Win '100!
Starting Friday, July 18th anyone who
purchases '10 or more of gas, can
register to win '100 - to be given away
Friday, August 1st.

Specials
$
Coupon Good For
I Oil Change(5 quarts

I oil), filter & tube
•
•
•
$ 12
95

Coupon Good For

$5 Off

Any Tire In Stock. I
'Most Cunencari cars & trucks. I

'VW good
71111-7t$I with mown

UNIVER
Srry GULF
•14
,4.
0
Coldwater Rd. at 5 Points

'Otte: Good
7/18-7131 with coupon

UNIVERSITY GULF'
...04.40•0•4-

753-5782

1, •

-••••.•••• •-*

...........,`"•••••••.` ••
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Miirray Ledger & Times

Enchanting
YAG's Shakespearean play
is worth seeing at Playhouse
By RUTH PERKINS
Arts Critic
How better to spend an evening in the middle
of the summer than by dreaming? Sha,kespeare
knew it, and wrote a play — "A Midsummer
Night's Dream." Members of the Young Actors' Guild know it, and they're performing
that play at Murray's Playhouse in the Park.
You'll know too, just as soon as you get out to
the Playhouse for one of their performances.
• Shakespeare can be daunting for a lot of people: Elizabethan English sounds almost like a
foreign language to our twentieth century ears.
And I've heard it whispered that Shakespeare,
like opera, represents the highest reaches of
culture and is therefore beyond the ken of all
but the intellectuals and upper-est Of the upper
class.
Piffle.
The wonderful thing about Shakespeare is
that his characters are so universally human
in any language, their loves and quarrels and
dreams and stupidities are shared by all of us.
And if you're afraid that the niceties of
Elizabethan language are beyond you, relax.
The members of this young cast — they range
in age from second grade to college — clearly
do understand, and all you have to do is to let
their considerable talent unfold the story.
No interpreter is needed to tell you that two
guys are both in love with the same girl and
she only likes one of them and her girlfriend
likes the other one. Fifteen-year-old Debbie
Mott is beautiful and passionate as Helena. the
spurned girlfriend, and we all know situations
like hers can lead to trouble Tricia Drake and

ilimpqmouracV1
‘11111111.0.1116.111111-0 gp%
--

Spellbound
Todd Koss as Oberon, King of the Fairies, casts a spell on Trivia Drake. playing Titania. Queen of the
Fairies, in the Young Actors' Guild production of "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at Playhouse in the
Park this weekend.

Todd Ross are bewitchingly regal as Titania
And Oberon, the King and Queen of the Fairies,
and it's obvious that their quarrel, as silly and
insignificant as any human quarrel, is likely to
complicate things for any humans who happen
by before it's settled. Matt Cohen plays Puck,
Oberon's impish henchman, with sparkling,
unrepented mischief, and as he crouches and
leaps about the stage, you know you're in the
presence of magic. And Jason Woods is splendidly oafish as Bottom, the weaver Puck
adorns with the head of a donkey as part of
Oberon's little trick on Titania.
The plot thickens and twists with laughter,
and when it's over, you're surprised at how
quickly the evening has flown. A play about
magic is a perfect vehicle for these very —
special young people; David Lauby is very
lucky to have so much talent and energy
available in his first directing effort at the
Playhouse in the Park. The enormous amount
of work that he and co-director Liz Hussey
have put into this production is evident
throughout. Set designer Suzanne Meeks has
transformed the deck of the Playhouse into an
enchanted place, fully sutied to the enchantment of the play and the actors.
The play will continue this weekend. July
16-20, with performances every night at 8. You
can reserve tickets by calling the Playhouse
box office at 759-1752.
Theatre for the joy of it is what community
theatre is all about, and it's a healing, joyful
experience to see a four-hundred-year-old play
being performed with such zest and skill by the
tomorrows of our community.

_
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Lane Howell

Nil, hell., ()Arland

Bill Bossing

Tracy Leslie

•
Four,Murravarts in Sing Out inusical
V10111

i

•

Mil ra:
,,,atiS

art

"SOIL: I /tit
.1 lc,•`1',,,:, ,,C .
playing in
-•.ate parks of
,ie-terr. lienttick.- this
i;•1

. ,i :st ,it
III
,

-.71/ItiicIt
\Ili fli'llt•

I;i1/1"litliCI.

ot !Mr and
'')1r s Tommy Lyons. ap
as-a pertornier in
e pi .11titttOn
;.aney
H 4) w. e I 1 •
!;:z.,-,t.,•4 ,,f \I t. and
. i Howell of
also a per'.41414lItt•T

forrnei
the • show
Both ii.)rland and
Howell ha‘c beCrva, live •
in theatro.al productions in the Murray area
and at Vha ray High
School.
.not her Mil r ra van
performing in the show
is Bill Bossing. son of
Mr. and Mrs. l.t'wis
Bossing of Murray
Bossing has been active
in theatrical productions in the Miltray

area.
ed at h:entake. KenProviding accompani- tucky Dm Village and
ment for the group is Lake Barkley State
Tracy Fortson Leslie of Parks.
Murray. the daughter of
This is the fourth year
charlotte and Lin Fene-. for the show which is
ty tti Fachary, La..
.sponsored by Murray
State University and the
"Sing Out, Ken- Department of the Arts.
tucky!" is a celebration All shows begin at
of the culture and ,p.tn. with a nominal fee
history of the Com- being charged.
monwealth. The producFor additional infortii in. which runs about mation, call. (502)
!nlmiltes, is perform- 762-4483.

llurra), Civic Music Association announces
performance dates for upcoming concerts
Murray Civic
Vissociation an.-- the ;986-87
concerts to
in Lovett
.)l1''11(m) at Murray
niversity
-

y September
- Faith
"

Eshan) soprano.
4. • p.m. — Christesmas
Wednesday. October in Anglia by Ensemble
29. 8 p.m. — Slovak for Early Music.
State Folk Ensemble.
Frederick Renze.
Sunday. November 2. dirt.ctor.
3 p.m. — Concerto
Soloists of Philadelphia.
Saturday. March 7. s
Marc Mostovoy. p.m, — School for
Lovers by North
conductar7—
Thursday. December, Carolina Opera

Who hasthe right
to tell you
what's right?
When most of us wereltgrowing up, thei:
e was a parent or
guardian who gave us guidance of one sort or another. But we
are grown now and capable of making our own decisions. It's
time to re-evaluate what we have been told is right for us and
wrong for us as individuals.
Only God has the right to pass judgment on our actions. He
alone has the final say.
If man was created in His image, then it follows that man
has dignity and individuality which must be respected. No one
but God has a right to tell a man what is right for himself .
In the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) we think that a
persorr should have the freedom to interpret the Bible in his or
her own way. The church should remain a vehicle for this expression. not a dictator of it.
We also feel that as long as we are all headed in the right
direction, it doesn't matter which bus we catch. If you haven't
found a bus you're comfortable on, try ours It leaves every
Sunday

The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street
Dr Da‘.1(11 1{04) Minister

Together again

Theatre.
MCMA ticket holders
can attend the following
Paducah concerts to be
presented in Paducah
Tilghman auditorium.
Tuesday, November
4, S 13.m. — Woody Herman and his orchestra.
Tuesday. January 27.
8 p.m. — Slovenian
Mastersingers of
Yugoslavia.
Thursday,. March 5, 8
p.m. — Constantine
Orbelian. pianist.

Rumors of a reunion became a reality as the Allman Brothers Band got back together at Saturday's
Volunteer Jam XII in Nashville. The band leaked the information of the reunion to an Associated Press
reporter in Atlanta, breaking the usual protocol of secrecy surrounding the Volunteer Jam talent
roster. Above,band leader Gregg Allman and guitarist Dickie Betts join drummers Jai Johanny Johanson and Butch Trucks mu the Starwood Amphitheatre stage. Approximately 11,000 attended the
concert.

Bob Seger strikes gold
NEW YORK (AP) —
Songwriter Bob Seger,
who blew out of Detroit
like a whirlwind a
decade ago and took the
country by storm, is
often called a heartland

WKMS Highlights

S mmLR
14 Oz. T-Bone
•Includes Choice of
Potato, Tossed Salad &
French Bread
Fri & Set

$525
July 17th 19th

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS
$425

'E.very Thurs . Fri & Set Evening

4

•Homeplace FaniTy Restaurant
1906 Coldwater Rd

poet and one of the great
.
voices in rock.
His new album, "Like
a Rock" has sold more
than a million copies.
making it his seventh
straight platinum

759 1864

again

album. The first single month.
from it. "American
Seger became an
Storm," was in the Top overnight sensation 10
20 best-selling records years ago, after spenin May. The second ding 11 years singing his
single, "Like a Rock," songs in a friendly, gritwas in the Top 20 this ty style. His first single
was "Heavy Music" in
1965 for Cameo
Parkway. _
There were ups and
Griffin
though. "In 1976
downs.
-2 00 p m Potluck Bryan Bowers and Brad Reynolds are guests with San
we did a Pontiac
dy Bradley and the Small Wonder String Band.
3 00p m Vlihad •Ya Know' Michael Feldman is host of an hour of COM
Stadium show, where
edy Interviews and call.Ins
the Detroit Lions play.
4 00 p m A Prairie Home Companion Garrison Keillor continues his tour
with a broadcast from Honolulu. Hawaii Dave Moore and Ta Mahal are
and sold'78.000 tickets,"
among the special guests
he said. "The 'next night
7 00 p m Marian MrPartland's Piano Jazz with guest artist Johnny
Guarrileri
vee had 900 people in a
s 00 p m Jazz Saturday Night
1,200 seater in Chicago.
Sunday. July 20
44 00 a m Music from Interlochen.
"There were pockets.
7 00 a m Opus *S6 with Margaret Hunt
We did really well in
9 30 a rn Saint Paul Sunday-Morning Amherst Saxophone Quartet is
Orlando. Tampa and
the guest group
11 00 a m Chamber Music The Boston Camerata presents The Roots
Miami way back-in the
of American Music "
'60s. Cleveland did well.
I 00p m The Big Broadcast of 1986 Bobby Bryan features Woody Her
man Glenn Miller. Jimmy Dorsey. Blue Barron. Bunny Fierigan. Buddy
Chicago didn't. Z.Z. Top
Rich and the Hi•Lo's
used to sell out stadiums
4 00 pm All Things Considered
in
Texas and do small
5 00 pm Our Times with Kent Jenkins
places in Philadelphia.
6 On pm NPR Playhouse • Marion's Men The Life & Times of the
Swamp Fox "Rise and Strike Again
It was the era for that
it 30p m New Sounds with John Schaeffer features music by Brian Eno,
sort of thing.
Francis Bebey. Talking Heads and others
7 30 p m. Audiophile Audition with John Sunier -Fun with Bach" in.
"I was never really
dudes an interview with Llon Dorsey, synthesist
frustrated. I was happy
R 30p m Easy Street with Kent Jenkins Scott Hamilton, Joe Newman,
Frank Sinatra and others
to make a living at
10 00 p m Music from the Hearts of Space
something I really lovMonday. July Si
6 30 p m Evening Classics • Symphony Orchestra of Montreal Zdenek
ed. When everything
Koller condi:trim 'MUM('try ftrilirttnU, Blielitrietrrt 'and Smetana Tehran
hape
-TIFIE -1T-WaK many
Menuhin violin soloist
44 30 p in Easy Street Earl Hines. Cal Collins and the Modern Jazz
surprising. I always
Quartet are among the featured artists
•
thought I had something
Tuesday. Jody 21
-to offer but I just figured
a 30 p m Evening Classics Saint Louis Symphony with Jiri Belohlavek.
guest conductor Smetana IllallensielsEe Camp: Berg Violin Concerto,
I was one of those people
Hrahms Symphony no 4
who for ,one reason or
9 - 30 p m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan'features Eddie Davis. Wes Mon
lgomery. Four Freshmen and others
another didn't get the
Wednesday. July SS
right breaks."
6 30 p m Evening Classics New York Chamber Music Aeries The
Krtuzbeeger String Quartet igerforrna works by Mendelasohn. Bartokand
Seger. who started his
Mosart
first tour in three years
6 30 p m Easy Street Erroll Garner, Johnny Hodges and Elia Jones
are among the featured artists
this month, formed the
-11menda7..Ady.lpi,...
Sit•tr-ZUV.-:-*IrCipli•for
A 30 p m
v ffIng ChiSsarMhz-lriMiTtilh;;;on
.ic
ron
ducts•program of music by Molter Oriffee Hindemith and Berlioz with
,"Beautiful Loser," the
Philharmonic members Philip Smith, Philip Myers, Renee Siebert and
album he made whente
Paul Neubauer soloists
9
returned to Capitol
A Sti p in Easy Street with Bobby Bryan lo Jones. Shirley Scott and Lou
Rawls are among featured artists
Records.

91.3 FM

I rids). July Is through Thursday. July 21
Monday Friday
30 a m Morning F:dition
9 00 a in lisytime Classics Seven hours of classical music with news
headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe Jackson
OD p m All Things Considered National Public Radios news magazine
of the air
• On p in Radio Reader. Dick Estill Is reading Judge %nearer 141,4111.11j11
by Henry I ieniter
Friday. July DI
•
p m Evening Classics Classical Encore C B Hunt features two
hours of favorites from the WKMS Classical library
3o p m Night Beat Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and pro
gressive jazz from the 601; through the 110s
11 imp m lass Horizons with C.Mm William, Two hours of contemporary
Jazz
Saturday. July Hi
a tic, a in The Elea Market Jan Marra Chesapeake Catfish
Keith and
Randy Sabine Joon host Jim Post
▪ 00 a m Musi, from the Front l'orch Four hours of folk and bluegrass
muse from the (-EMS library
12 Noon Myth', TIfT11;S Lynn Jarrett hosts an hour of acoustic music
ranging from the traditional to progressive
00 pm The Times They Are A-Changin
ith Jim Carpenter and John

'Good Thurs

iSh.;Iis i.s IES s.d I,.. 4.

sr
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New Group Medicare

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING

$21

As required by state law, this notice includes the following information:
Revenue

Per $100 assessment
Preceding Year Tax Rate and Revenue Produced

.3800

$605,052

Tax Rate Proposed for Current Year
and Expected Revenue

.3709

$614,127

Compensating Tax Rate and Expected Revenue

.3709

$614,127

Revenue Expected from New Property

$1 499

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

$9,525

Revenue Expected from Personal Property

$237,993

The City of Murray, Kentucky proposes to levy the compensatin
g tax rate (.3709), a rate less
than the absolute maximum tax rate and less than the 4% growth tax rate.
The additional revenue
produced by the compensating tax rate will be used to continue city services
at the 1985 level
of service

Holmes Ellis,
Mayor

Air

2

Notice
Metal Roofing &
Siding-Factory Direct
First Quality painted $42.00
per square. Galvanized
$32.00 per 'quer*. Full 367
caveats*. Pay only for whet
you get. 5 V Metal In sten.
dard lengths of $26.95 per
square.
Toll Free in Ky.
500-633-3245.
Fre* delivery 25
squares and up.
BLUEGRASS AG
DISTRIBUTORS
Henderson, Ky.

BALLOONS- we
deliver- Fa.ye's. 514
Main, 753-7743.

Do you need
prayer?
Counseling?
Call 753-1622
753-7217
BETHESDA
MINISTRIES
115 S. 4th St.

Read classifieds for bargains
ATE CAMPS'

HOW ABOUT CHOCOLATE
CHIP COOKIE CAMP/

0•
00

CRObro YOUR
HEART AND
ROPE TO DiE-7

Wanted

1 I

Instruction

24

EXPERIENCED Upholsterer capable of
doing vinyl tops.
headliners & auto trim
work. Pay commensurate with experience
Call 901-644-9840 day or
night.
state and
civil jobs now available
in your area. $16,400 to
$61.800: - Immediate
openings. For updated
job list call 615-383-2627
ext. J500.
1-IELP wanted. Ladies if
you like people & money
you will like this job.
Work your own hours_
Free training. No investment. After 6p.m.
753-7377.

HELICOPTER flight
training Private pilot
rating. $4750. •40 hours
flight time No previous
experience necessary
Private add on $3562
Call 606-498-4652

Immediate
Openings

THE KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY HAS REQUIRED PUBLICATION OF
THIS ADVERTISEMENT AND THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN.

WELL I'M GLAD TuAT5
OVER!IF ANYONE EVER
MENTIONS"SURVIvAL CAMP'
TO ME A6AiN
KICK HIM

Help

rEDERAL.

Tax Rate

NOTICE TO
Deceased. Margaret
District Court by
Hester, Route #3, BenCREDITORS
William 0. Pasco, AdThe following estate ton, KY 42025 Exministrator, of the
fiduciary appoint- ecutrix, John
A. estate
of John 0.
ments have been Gregory, Jr., 204
Pasco, Sr., Deceased.
made in the Calloway South Sixth ,Street,
Exceptions to this setDistrict Court., All Murray, KY 42071 tlement
must be filed
claims against these Attorney.
in
the
Calloway
estates should be filed
Ann P. Wilson, District
Court on or
with the fidicuiary
Circuit Court Clerk
before July 28, 1986,
within six months of
the date of hearing.
date of qualification.
LEGAL NOTICE
Ann P. Wilson,
A final settlement of
Blanche Lassiter,
Circuit Court Clerk
919 Coldwater Road. account§ has been filMurray, KY 42071 ed in the Calloway
Deceased. Pat Orr, District Court by Ken- 2.Notice
Route #7, Murray, KY 'neth H. Wolf, Guar4e071 Executor. Sid dian for Christine M.
Now Buy
Easley. 204 South
Wolf, Minor Child. Ex14 Karat Gold Chain
Sixth Street. Murray, ceptions to this settleBy The Inch
KY 42071 Attorney.
ment must be filed in
Clara May Hester. the Calloway District
North 641 Flea Mkt,
Hwy 641N
Calloway County, KY Court on or before JuFormer Wiggins Furn Bldg
DeceAsed. Margaret ly 28, 1986, the date of
Fri. 8. Sat 8-5. Sun 12 30 5
hearing.
Hester. Route #3, BenAnn P. Wilson, 'INTEREST in Maya
ton.._KY 42025, Ex-.
Circuit Court Clerk archaeology? Winter in
•ecutrix. John
Al
Mexico? U.S. Sr
Gregory, Jr.,. 204
citizen, .widower, will
South Sixth Street,
share apt in Oaxaca.
Murray. KY 42071
LEGAL NOTICE
Mex. 50/50;'with reA final settlement of putable compatable
Attorney.
Sa-rn
Hester, accounts has been fil- person. References exchanged. lailone 4502i
ed in the Calloway
Calloway County, KY
522-6567".
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HOW AEOuT IF I
CR061
0 MY PEART
AND HOPE FOR A
REALLY eAD CA5E
OP Ma Gi.liFFLES?

SNIFF

DO YOU
THINK
SHE'D BE
OFFENDED

NO, I JUST DIDN'T
WANT HER TO
START TELLING
ALL HER DIRTY
JOKES

THAT'S WHY YOU
'ON"r UNDERSTAND

FO.

89.95

•
t.s

Showtime

,Murray Calloway Transit
Authority is now scheduling
for Robertson Kindergarten. If
your child needs transportation for morning or afternoon
kindergarten call Sue Morris at
the Transit Office 753-025
for information.

•••

Miscellaneous

IT'S not to early to think
about your chain saw.
needs for fall wood
cutting! See us at
Stokes Tractor, IndustAt Rates As Low As
rial Rd. 753-1319.
LARGE. large, large
a month,
selection of storage
Monroe Matic
buildings in stock for
Bennett &
15. Articles for Sale
immediate delivery.
Associates
Heavy Duty
CALORIC
gas
range Acree Portable
305 N 4th
combination convection -Buildings:
Shocks
Murray
753 7273
& mlcrowave oven. Ky. 502-247-7831.
$500. Call 436-5850
GLASS work. OaMED. green linen
•Installed
TAPPAN double oven drapes for patio door
repair and replacement
range,
avocado. excel- • Also, matching drapes
work for cars and
lent condition. $250 Call for short window. Green
trucks, homes and
753-2813.
carpet 12x16. Call 436businesses. Repair
5503.
storm windows. Screens
1417 W. Main 753-2593
16 Home Furnishings
replaced, window glass,
NE% Tandy DMP 105
CAMOUFLAGE army printer. 1150. Vertical
plate- glass, insulated
glass, store fronts, 6
pants. ';1OO cotton for grand piano. $450. Call
Help Wanted
warm weather wear. 759-1322
mirror and glass table
tops. M&G Complete
Jerry's Sporting Goods. NEW & used truck tires
SALES
Glass Co., Dixieland
Mayfield, Ky. 247-4704.
Call 753-1372 7TB ask
PLAN A CAREER WITH
Center. Ph. 753-0180.
FOR sale- used maple for Bob. All sizes and all
WALTERS BUILDINGS
, ouch and 2 chairs. Call brands. PAMS Cake Hut- when
Sales representative
753-1436.
NICE upright piano.
you need a cake for any
Telephone Sales
needed for this area.
QUEEN size bed with gold hide -a-bed sofa
reason call Pam's Cake
Salary plus commit.
Easy Script
mattress At box springs Call 753-6583
Hut. Their cakes are
lion. car, expenses,
and matching dresser POOL table, cue stick &
Call 753.4153
always fluffy & moist
benefits
and
with mirror $140 Call balls. Nights & weekend
oppdtand iced with a butter
tunity for advance753-3004
436-2623
LONG distance truck
cream icing made from
ment.
Sales
ing. northAmerican W HIRLPOOL PROTECT your inscratch.. Their decoratbackground required.
Van Lines needs MICROWAVE ovens as vestment put a rubber
ing is superb. Best of all
Send resume to:
their prices are great:
Owner/operators! If low as $4 per week: 25" bed mat in your new
So give us a calL We
WALTERS BUILDINGS
YOU need training, we Magnavox color TV as pick-up truck. Stokes
promise you'll be glad
will train you. You will low as $7 per week: Tractor 753-1319
Box 213
Whirlpool automatic STOP by & see the new
you did. 759-4492 or
operate your own trac
Chaffee, Mo. 63740
437-4455 evenings.
tor. If you don't have washer as low as $6 per BCS tiller for your fall
week. Whirlpool re- tilling. Stokes tractor.
NEED credit cards? $ 2 0 . 0 0 0 YEARLY one, northAmerican of
possible. Prepare at lets tractor purchase frigerator as low as $8 Industrial Rd. 753-1319.
We'll show you how.
Goodyear SUMMER -hot" sale!.
home for Post Office program that can put per week
Thousands in credit. We
Flashing' arrow signs
have a list of the 40 best Clerk Carrier employ- you in a new tractor for 753-0595.
ment exams. Write: $2500 down. If you are 21
hanks to whom you
$269 complete! Were
Federated iKY71 FOB or over and think you 19 Farm Equipment
should apply for an
$499. Lighted, non 16088 Hattiesburg. MS. may qualify, 'we'd like
unsecured Visa/ arrow $259! Nonlightrd
1-1•EAP.MALI
.
tractor
to send you a complete
Master-card. Summer 39402-6088.
$299! Free box letters'
with
3-point
liftfor
VCarranty. Can see
Special, $9.95. Creative 3000 GOVERNMENT information package.
Seminars. 1010 S. Elm,- jobslist. Call any weekday. Toll parts- best offer. P.0 locally. Factory: 1502)
Box
1040-I.
Murray.
Ky.
842-3332, collect.
Henderson, Ky. 42420,
$16.040-$59,230.• yr. Now free 1 800-348-2191 Ask
POLE Buildings- 24'x40' TABLE and 4 chairs.
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 for Dept. 194.
completely
erected
$3, Mobile home anchors
Ext. R-7777.
MANAGER needed to
750, entrance door and Call 753-7654.
NURSING HOME
3000 GOVERNMENT direct classified sales
12'x8'
end
slider
inINSURANCE
WESTINGHOUSE upjobs I ist. and service. Ex
cluded. Other sizes
right freezer, good
616.040-$59,230/yr. Now perience in classified,
No age limit to appavailable.. Blitz
Hiring. Call 805-687-6000 sales and sales man
condition. Call 435-4335
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428ly. Our most comExt. R-7777.
agement required. Send
WE have a few new
4009
KY
1-800-792-3498
prehensive policy
ADVERTISING sales- resume to E. Arnold, IN.
push mowers left at
Lexington
Herald
pays for Skilled, Ingrowing company needs
bargain • prices- includPOLE builders, farambitious self-starter. Leader, Main and Mid
ing the new Hi-Wheel
termediate
or
mers. contractors.
land,
Lexington;
--Push! Stokes Tractor
'Travel 1 or more states.
Ky. Build
Custodial Care,
with D-Rib metal
Good communication 40507. E0E/ME.
• 753-1319 Industrial Rd.
roofing and siding from
With Medicare's
skills. .Excellent ear- MOTHERS need extra
Davis Metal. Sales -In- WE have good clean 55
new guidelines for
nings Olitential. Com- money for school
formation, free gal. drums, $6 each. AG
plete resume,,salary clothes or a new fall
hospital confinebrochure. 1-800-442-0135. Brokers, Industrial Rd.
requirements to: wardrobe for yourself/
753-4533.
ment,
Nursing
1-800-222-7003.
• MCDT.
Box 1824 Part-time or full.- time,
2ENITH color T_NV .
TOBACCO
Home Insurance is
scaffold
Owensobor KY. 42302.
$50 to $300 possible wagons.,,
26', well •Atari 2000 cartridges
more important
ANNOU NCERI weekly. Call today for welded, well balanced. plus paddles & activity
than ever.-For free
PRODUCER for 100,000 appointment 753-0171.
Get'em . while supply center Lawn mower
Information call:
Watt National Public WEED a sales people 'lasts. Call 753-1729 after 753-9651.
Radio affiliate in Wes- who can work, 20 to 30 5:30p.m.
Jerry McConnell
25 Business Services
tern Ky. Will host hours per week Send TWO tobacco
Insurance
scaffold
morning news show as name, address & phone wagons
BRAND Buildings,
1-1
Call
after
753-4199
well as classical pro- number with hours 5p.m. 753-4745
Inc. Metal Pole
"tree local claim service"
grams. Will train, and available to P.O. Box
buildings & precoordinate student & 1040-D, Murray, Ky.
'0 Sports Equipment
engineered steel strucvolunteer
announcers.
tures for farm. reNEEDED experienced
PEC,'CY'S PLACE sill
O cart $125 Call after
sidential & commercial
be open on SUNDAY Bachelor's degree. body man. Apply in 3p.m 753-6684
strong
announcing
. person at Carroll
needs. Contact Keith
during the month of
RUGER Red Label o u 606-744-8967.
writing
&
production
Volkswagon, 800 shotgun.
JULY ONLY from
20
ga
skills
required.
Salary Chestnut, Murray, Ky.
11:30-6. For the best
skeet skeet: excellent 26
TV -Radio
fried chicken & sand- to $15,000. Closing date SALES manager self condition.
Complete
August
15th
or until motivated,
wiches on homemade
FI:411-.P.
19 color T X
good sales shotgun and - rifle 'rebread in the area., 32 filled. Send resume. record. $30,000 - plus loading set-up.
with stereo 2 months
2 -shot
writing
samples,
audiflavors of ice cream
commissions per year shell rel.. rifle press. old Call after 5p m
Hours Mon.-Fri. 10-8. tion tape, references to: possible. Send brief many extras.
762-6105
Call 753Margaret
Hunt.
Chair.
Sat. 10-6, Sun. 11:30-6.
resume with past 3 year 8987 forinformation
Announcer
Search,
Box
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
Dixieland Shopping
2018 University Station. history and phone SILK screening at 12x50 CENTRAIL, inCenter 753-3604.
•
Murray, Ky. 42071. number to P.O Box Faye's- T's, sweats, sulated, pinning, more
THE. Gold Nugget: west
caps. polos. uniforms.
Murray State Univers- 1040 D, Murray, Ky
Excellent condition
side of square.
ity is an Equal Oppor- TRUCK drivers! Drive jackets. 514 Main, 753- Reduced. Call 354-6717.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
tunity/ Affirmative with pride! Excellent T743.
Diamonds, black hills
equipment-and • •benefits. SPORTING- Colt. .357 12x60. _2_ .BR . mobile
-Action employer
gold, 14kt. gold chainshome with 6 lots. in Ky
Apply Poole' Truck Python. stainless. 4'
Lake Developement.
We sell for less!" "We AUTOMOBILE dealer- Line, Cresline Dr.,
barrel.
custom $450 Phone 435-2532.
guarantee it." Jimmy ship seeks experienced Henderson, KY. or
1408 firm Call 435-4575
GM technicians.
Thompson Jeweler
12x60. 2 BR. in Fox
Lebanon
Nashville.
Rd.,
bodyman and
Meadows. excellent
salespeople. Excellent TN. EOE_
5. Lost and Found
24 Miscellaneous
condition. Moving must
benefits. Send resume UNIQUE Equal Oppor
sell. Call 759-9890 or
LOST- gold tricolor to: P.O. Box 400, tunity
Absolutely No 3 TON central air cond
band in Jerry's Re- Elizabethtown, selling. We will pay you unit. 10x40. chain link 753-5944.
staurant on Friday' 11th. Kentucky 42701.
to manufacture our dog pen. center divider 1973 2 BR. 12x65 Holly
Reward offered. Call CONSTRUCTION, small, prestigious bus
& two- 3 foot gates. 110' Park with tip-out. to be
moved. $6000. Call 753collect 615-232-7622.
drivers, mechancis. iness proclOct- it, your total •-leitg-th• -fe-nring
9873 or 436-5836.
Phone 753-8672
LOST water ski welders, electricians. home or office Re
EOXR7-LTD, black & machinists, carpenters, quirements_ proven 40 KILOWATT 3 phase 1979 14x80, 2 BR. 2-bath.
silver. between White' needed immediately. honesty & integrity: Electric Machinery new washer & dryer
Beach & Kenlake Also airline jobs. Will $24,000 deposit secured Synchronous Generator Located in Coach EsMarina. 753-1456 days or train some positions. by iv. equipment_of 6 cyl Waukesha Diesel tates. Call after 4p.m
753-4639. .
753-0507 nights.
$37,500: 60 sq. ft. of Powered 189 Hrs. $6000
(Up to $6000/month
1981 14x70. 2 BR. 2 bath.
WEST -Ky. Allied Ser- TransContinental Job space; daily access to G & L equipment
vice Inc. has for sale of Search 1308 382-3700 post office for shipping: -Owensboro. Ky. 502-683- 8 ft ceilings, dishwasher, almond apat least 3 personal 9186
1977 Ford Econoline fee.
Van. The van has been bo you need a job and references
banker 4- 650x16 TRUCK tires. pliances. central heat tspainted last year. inside hope for the future? We preferred/. Only 1 per
$40 GE dryer and air. house type windows. wood siding &
& out, a rebuilt engine now have 5 openings son or couple to be Kenmore washer. $160
and transmission with that include training selected in each area. 4- 3x-." fire doors, walnut underpinning, shingled
finish. all hardware $100 house type roof. porapproximately 50.000 and placement. You Age. race. sex, educa
miles on them. The van may qualify if you don't tion, religion & han
each. Call 753-0315 after ches. barn style wood
storage building inhas 124
6p.m
- :641
-miles on it, have a GED or High dicaps are not con
good tires, no air or School diploma and siderations To find out 4- FOUR wheel drive cluded Excellent conpower. The van runs have been out of school if you qualify 'call truck tires, $500 Call dition $14,000 See at
E-24 FoK-Meadows or
good. It may be seen on 9 months or nio
r
eand Annapolis. Md. 753-0747
call 753-740 after 4p m
sth & James St.. are between ages of 16 & (8am 6pm) ,301)267
AIR conditioner, riding
14x70. 2 large
Mayfield. KY: We have 22. Call us at JTPA 8830.
mower, push mower. 1982
bedrooms 2 full baths,
on file a minimum 753-9378 Monday-Friday WE are presently seek
garden tiller Call 4s9acceptable bid. Mail 8a.m.-1p.m
ing qualified applicants 2166
room newly decorated
your bid to: West Ky. EASY-- ASSEMBLY for an accounting_ posi
API 1.1.. IIC with moni• Call 489-2813
• •
••
Allied -Services Inf... WORK! $714.00 per
100. tion. ApPlicint must tor. stand and Toshiba
1982 14x70, 2 LARGE
P 0 Box 736, Mayfield: Guaranteed payment. have a BS in either 1340 printer.
$S00
bedrooms. 2 full baths.
KY_ 42060 Atten. Jerry No sales. Details-- send Business Adminiltra
Maytag washer -at
large kitchen and living
Wells or call 247-4046 if stamped envelope: tion or Accounting
and a dryer. $500 Call Dale room. newly decorated
you seek additional Elan- 332, 3418
En- minimum of 3 years 436-5411.
Call 489-2813...
information Final date terprise.. Ft. Pierce. Fl
working experience in
QWN plaid living
for bid is July 25
14x66.
33482.
related field We offer room couch & matching 1986 CAVALIER
3 BR. 2 full baths.
an excellent compensa
chair, good condition
Moving.
tion package which $125 "76 Oldsmobile., furnished
must sell 435-4365
our
salary
and
body
includes
rough
but
ran:
Showtime's Weekend Special
DOUBLE wide mobile
fringe benefit • package good, $300 Call 753-9630
home over 1 2 acre,
VCR all weekend
Send resume to
FLASHING arrow
garage, paved drive at
from Friday-Monday
Paschall Truck Lines. signs- from $295' Non
$6.95
walks. in Stella By
Inc., Route 4. Murray. arrow models !lighting
Movie Rental Special
owner Call 753-4124
KY42071
Attn
Linda
optional.
from $195
Rent 4 Get 1 FREE
MUST sell 2 BR trailer,
Waugh.
Letters included
Friday-Monday
12x60 extra clean, fully
Warranty Order today
9. Situation Wanted
Weekly rates on VCR Rental
Reliable signs 1-800-531- carpeted. appliances
furnished Two window
WANT to care for the 5314
Mon.-Fri. $ 12.95 Mon.-Sat. $15.95
Units much more. Price
elderly. day, night or GI.ASS insulated. reduced to $3100.
Sat VCR Rental '5 Due Back on Mon
Call
double
paned
tempered
experienced
753Call
Dixieland
753-1904
tinted,
&
various
sizes
&
8544
753.-7731
Center
SEVERAL 10* & 12'
WILL mow yards Good shapes. ideal for green
mobile homes. Ideal for
job done at loa cost. All hoitse etc Cal 436-216.5 take
or rental, tufo et clippings raked. bagged or after 5p m 436-2115
or unfurnished. AC
& removed at no extra GRASS is trowing &
Negotiable 753-5209
charge. 759-9660 if no will continue -to gross
this summer' Swap for 28. Mobile Homes for Rent
answer keep trying
a new wheel horse now
10 Business Opportunity
Prices will never be 2 OR 3 .1311, furnished or
lower'
Instant credit' unfurnished. -some new
ADD to your business a
same as cash' furniture, natural gas.
days
90
drop off point for CPelectric. air conStokes
Tractor.
IndustS,EMERY. Increases
ditioned. Shady Oaks
rial
753:1319
Rd
store, trafic & gives you
753-5209
a nice income 1-800-547
rent or sale4-gex60.
Lawn Mower
2259
brick foundation, new
cegurayuris 2. full baths,
Afitlaries
-14nstructieff
faints . cable, 1 acre,
$19.95
1-1E A1.T/4 Trainlog
shade trees & deck Call
Program Learn to tie
492-8712.
All Seasons
healthy Call (502) 753
NICE 2 BR trailer. near
Lawn & Leisure
6245 The Center for
Murray. No pets Call
N 4th
Biological Health
489.2611

Supplements Plans
Announced

Pursuant to KRS 132.027, as enacted by the Kentucky General Assembly Extraordinary
Session of 1979. the City of Murray, Kentucky will hold a Public Hearing on
July 24, 1986, 7:30
P.M. in the Council Chambers. City Hall, South 5th & Poplar Street,
Murray, Kentucky to hear
comments from the public regarding proposed 1986 property tax rates
on real property.

Notice
W ANTED. crafts on
consignment for
Country Crafts at the
New Wonder Waters at
Gilbertsville. Opens
Wed . July 16th. For
more information call
362-9091

roR

,e
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CLASSIFIEDS
29. Heating and Cookrts

WARM

morning gas
heater, 65.000 BTU's.
$250 Call 436-2664 4362994
30

Business Rentals

OFFICE space in
Southside Shopping
Center. Call 753 4509,
753 6612
31

Want to Rent

RESPONSIBLE

faintly
desires 3 or -1 bedroom
house to rent or lease.
Must be -available by
August. 753-7367

32. Apts for Rent
1 BR apt . $150 month.
near campus, 1625
Miller Call 753-3415 or
753-7123 after 5p.m.
1 BR unfurnished apt
Stove & refrigerator
furnished 2 blocks from
University. Call
753-4845.
BR. upstairs, furnished apt. $170 per
month
Water fur.
fished Close to campus No pets. No children 753-5980.

32

Apts for Rent

'2 BEDROOM furnished
apts. Low rates- by the
day, week or month No
pets 436-2594 or
436-2231.
2 BEDROOM brick
duplex. shade. Couple
preferred. No pets $250
per month
Call
753-6931.
2 BEDROOM duplex.
central heat and air. No
pets 492-8850. 753-8067.
2 BR. 2 bath apt.. water
furnished. No pets
please Call 753-3949
2 BR duplex, appliances
furnished Quiet, nice
neighborhood No pets.
-Central heat ar air.
759-4406.
2 BR furnished, upstairs
apt Private entrance.
Appliances 'furnished.
$175 per month plus
deposit. Call Allison
Photography 753-8809.
EXTRA -nice, furnished.
efficiency apt. 'for 2
female students. 2
blocks from University_
$150 per month each.
.Utilities included. No
smokers please. Call
753-2813'.

Amvet Post 45
Dance
Friday & Saturday
Night
Band: Rowdy
Time 8:30 -?

Joe Smith
Carpet
Everyday Low Prices
Kongo Back
Shags
sq. yd. '4" '7"
Kongo Back Plush . sq. yd.'$499
Jute Back
Hi Lo Shags..sq. yd $399 90"
.11599
Jute Back Plush
*10"
Rubber Back
$369
Commercial
•

Prime Foam Pad
No Wax
Vinyl Floor

. . sq. yd. $ 1
"

*3" & Up
Come See-Come Save

Joe Smith
Carpet
Hwy. 641 North

753-6660

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, July 19, 10 a.m.
Watkins Street, Hardin, Kentucky
From 4-way stop at old 641 & 80 in Hardin,
go,East on 80 to Watkins Street, 2nd street to
right across RR track. Watch for signs.
Will be selling the Real Estate & personal property from the Ola Clayton estate.
Real Estate: At 12:00 noon will sell 7 room frame
house with good outbuilding on approx. 70x150 lot.
Rouse was remodeled about 1980, new roof, gutters,
insulation, storm doors & windows. City water &
sewage. natural gas heat.
Persona z.,
00elv depression glass (p.nk & greeni.
Prricess preserve stands clear preserve stand.
%.tayflower cake plate Adam creamer & more, carnival
howls candy dsh vases. vinegar cruets Tom's 5'
peanut tar Gordon s snack jar coffee jar hen on a nest
nkets Huil pottery planter green fruit 'ars & lots of
ea n•ce glassware cats paw pitcher & mixing bowl
,
,matt brown c'oc'k stone lugs & churns metal Karo
>yrup pitcher spice rack, tin match..holder. smoothing
on cast ,'on muffin pans Ion ikillet stragnt razn- s
• ionE- -g
-azor stray lots of costume
-) 1 9221 old Oil lamps. I Aladd r
amP table with Matching coffee
with Magazine.racks,old wooden clr_esse:
Morgan
Meath. Benton. KY stamped on back
Duffel old
;.;lass doored cabinet iarge chest of drawers over 100
/ears old, old trunk treadle sewing machine cabinet
3 pc bedroom suite with poster bed, day bed. couch
'Poker. recliner matching coucn & chair cane bottom
chair odd chairs picture frames stereo record player
"V. radios. clock 35mrn camera Sears sewing
machine. tan. 1 10 & 220 heaters dining table & 4 chairs
r-rigidaire frost free refrigerator GE retr•gerator deep
,reeze Maytag washer & dryer .electric can opener
knife sharpener mixer skillet popcorn popper .ce
:ream freezer Mr Coffee toaster over food chopper
dishes glasses pitchers cookware pots Si pans silverware. pressure cooker fruit !ars _wicker clothes bas141
gun rack baskets books dozer or more real nice Quilts
lots of lace doilies sewing & knitting supplies •9. lawn
boy Push mower. 5 gal can lantern 014 hand truck
aluminum step-& extension ladders. lawn thairs porch
swing_ shovels rakes sledge hammer wash tubs &
many other miscellaneous Items
Terms: Real Estate - 20% of selling price down
day of sale, balance with deed, possession of property with deed. Personal property - full settlement
day of sale. This will be an all day sale with lots of
quality merchandise. Lunch available.
Sale Conducted by

JOHNSTON
AUCTION SERVICE
1

32

Hardin, KY (137-1448)
Pat Johnston & Charles Starks, Auctioneers
Amos McCarty, Jr. Apprentice Auctioneer
Sale field jointly with .
:oro Reiff cawilleeet'yr +MIMI'I -gardens
Murray, KY (753-4000)
Judy Johnston, Managing Broker
LET US SELL FOR YOU

Apts for

Rent

EXTEA
e
HR
duplex. appliances furnished, central heat &
air. quiet 'residential
area. Call 753-6291.
1.00K at these clean.
furnished. 1 BR apts
Close to campus $120 to
$165 month. Call 7537276.
MIR-Cal apts Northwood 'Dr I. 2 or 3 BR.
Now renLing.....E.qual
Housing Opportunity
759-4984.
NICE 2 BR apt central
heat & air. No pets Call
492-5634.
ONE bedroom fur
fished apt 9-4. 100 5
13th St
1 or 2 bedroom Apartment near downtown
Murray. Call 753-4109 or
762-6650.
TAKING applications
for Section 5 Rent
Subsidized apt I. 2 or 3
BR
Apply Hilldale
Apts . Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
T0.0 bedroom duplex.
available Aug 1. Near
University. $220 per
month. Call 753-5421.
WANTED: responsible
housemate to half expenses, furnished or
unfurnished. Call 75998.58.
34. Houses for

Rent

2 BR in Panorama
Shore, appliances furnished. $160 a month
plus deposit Water &
garbage pickup furnished. 753-5094.
3 BR houses on
Sycamore & Main.
Lease or lease with
option to buy. Call
753-4109 or 762-6650 or
436-2844.
3 BR house for rent, in
city, corner of 12th &
Elm $350 month. Call
753-3415. after 5p m.
753-7123.
3 OR 4 bedroom house.
full appliance. $325 per
month plus deposit-20
S. 9th St.'Call 753-5094
after 5p.m.
AVAILABLE .7-15, 5
room house, bath. utility. City water. -References. Couples. No
pets. Near Murray.
References. $185. 753'7551AVAILABLE 8 1.
large 2 story. 10
room 2 bath older
home.. .Fully carpeted,
central heat and air. 1
fireplace, washer..
dryer, ..double Oven
range, refrigerator,
dishwasher disposal.
fenced in backyard with
patio and playset. In
Murray_ References.
No pets. $350 month plus
depsoti. 753-7346 or 4928145.
AVAILABLE 8. 1. 3
BR. 2 bath home on S.
6th St. Basement.
seperate dining room.
Many extras. 753-4091.
EXMA nice. large. 4
BR house, to responsible family. Appliances.
No pets. References.
a00 per month. Call
753-7457.
FEMALE wanted to
share nice fully furnished
house- h,etd near -Frr
iversity Inn. Call after 4
pm. 753-4101.
FOR sale or rent- 4
bedroom. 2 bath
Available Aug. $300 rent
- deposit or $34.000. No
indoor pets. Call 2473765
RED brick. 3 BR house.
large yard Close to
campus. shop area and
Post Office Available
Aug 1. $275 per month.
P.O
Box 1040-J.
Murray. Ky
36 For Rent or Lease
LARGE mobile home
lot for rent. $40 a month.
No pets No small
-children. Call 489-2440.
37. Livestock-Supplies
POULTRY
Livestock.
-Chickens,- white or • red
hens and fancy bantam
pairs. Also, incubator
with turning rack, $60.

-rat-

IMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per-,
formance & semen
tested Excellent quality. $650 & up Cadiz.
Ky 522-5794
38

Pets Supplies

AKC Chihuahua. black.
female. $100 Call 7591322
AKCGerman
Shepherds. adult and
puppies Free oh•
edience training with
purchase of AK('
Australian cattle dogs
Boarding available
tall 436-2858
rIREEDER price- AKC
registered Keeshond
pups Call 502-247-6517
rRESAPEAKE Bus
'retriever. male g
months old. Call after
5.30p m 435-4326
FREE to good home.
Alaskan Husky 2 years
old Owner going into
the Service can, not
keep '753'4921
PoMERANItrq puppies.
AEC registered. color
Sable. S weeks old, COO.
CaH 382-2885
black
Lib puppies. males MO.
female $35. Puaren.
feed...Ben-ton i -Wrill7'T4
REGISTERED English.
Shepherd puppies (or
sale $50 Call 435-4472
after frp m.

Public Sales

41

YARD SALE

YARD
SALE

Sat., July 19
8 a.m.-?

38. Pets-Supplies

38. Pets•Supplies

COLLIE pup for sale 7
month old male Call 217
7932

TOY poodle. AK('.
rano
black. male. 11 weeks CONE'S
Sweet corn- 75 cent
old $150 Call 753-9229
dozen
1. mu
Mon 7 14 56. I nt
4 0
Produce
west of Henton. ii
Hull pea:. Sy m's ii n i a tl w s.
$7.50 per bushel. de- 527-7657
livered in the Murray
area. Call 759-4799

41.Public Sales

1501 Oak Dr.

Amvets Auxiliary
Post 45,
Hwy. 79 East
/
1 2 mile west of
Paris Landing
State Park.

off Meadow Ln.
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-4 p.m.

Lots of
usable items

Oil heater, Cypress
clocks, men's shoes
& some clothing, lots
of odds & ends

2 PARTY
YARD SALE

MOVING
YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.

Fri. & Sat.
18th & 19th
Hazel, Ky.
Stateline Rd.

7:30-?
Riveria Courts

No. 51

Air
conditioner,
Fisher stove & wood,
freezer, antique living room
suite,
dishes, clothes, etc.

Childrens clothes,
size-1 to 6, high
chair, Avon bottles,
all sorts of things.

'"-

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Valleywood Dr.
Behind
Cain's Jeep

Fri. 18 &
Sat. 19
8 until dark
Corner of Poor
Farm Rd. & 783
753-0516

New quilt. pictures.
Duncan Phyfe dining
room suite & furniture,
childrens clothes-all
sizes, adult clothes &
glassware

Toys (like new),
some clothes (ex.
cond.). household
items, baby bed,
misc.

641 U-PICK TOMATOES
25' per lb.
or $8 per bushel
We have plenty of Large Ripe
Tomatoes for eating or canning.
Located 2 miles South of Murray.on641
Hours:.
8 am.-10 a.m:, 5 p.m.-7 p.m.
..CLOSED SUNDAY
.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
SATURDAY, JULY 26 - 10 A.M.
390 ACRES IN 2 TRACTS
FARM MACHINERY
Sale Site - 3 miles south of Farmington, Ky.,
on Hi.hway 564.
Farm al - 3611 acres. more or less

This farm is located 51,42 miles south of
Tr -City, Ky., on Highway 97. It is 19 miles
west of Murray, Ky., 23 miles north of
Paris, Tn., 17 miles southeast of Mayfield,
Ky. This farm will be sold at the sale site
,
on Farm #2.
This farm lays level to rolling and according to the ASCS office has 207 acres of
tillable land, which has been in row-crop
production for the last several years. It has
some of the better soils of Graves and
Calloway counties, and includes Memphis

silt loam;Lexington silty clay loam,Lax-silty clay loam, Loring silt loam,and Ruston Lexington complex.
This farm could be considered to be ideal
as a confiblifaiiiin row-crop/cattle-faffii; or
a hay farm. One should consider the various
programs available through the ASCS for
a farm such as this. There is presently a
5-year program in effect, whereby they will
pay for approximately 75u7.- of the cost for
seeding this type of farm, either as pasture
land or for ha
Fli nu $1.
! - 311 acres, more or less
This farm is located 3 miles south of Farmington, Ky., on Highway 564. This farm
lays level, is well-drained, practically all
tillable, and has some of the better soils of
the county. It is made up primarily of
Grenada and has some Brainsburg silt
loam. ,This well located tract certainly
deserves your inspection.
Both of these farms and all personal property will be sold at the Farm #2 location.
This property is selling at absolute auction,
selling to the highest bidder regardless of
price. We will be happy to assist a prospective purchaser in making ,financial arrangements. We have plats, aerial photos,
"SW ifireitii ancrother pertinent Information
in our office.for your inspection. The only
way to keep from being in the crowd of people who say "I would've given that much for
it if I had been there,"is for you to be in our

YARD
SALE
7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
Meadow Green
Acres
Hwy. 121 So.
Rain or Shine

YARD SALE
Kids! Kids! Kids!
9:30-4:00
Fri. & Sat.
900 Coldwater
Road
759-4577
Clothes 0-10 25
to $2.00 Nursery
equipment and
toys.

CARPORT
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.
1109
Circarama
Drive
GARAGE SALE
Sat. 8 a.m.
Rain or Shine
Hwy. 1550 Wiswell
Rd. or S. 16th ext. 3
mi. from Murray past

1979-7700 John Deere combine hydrostatic drive - 4-wheel drive - 16' flex head - 6-row 30" row corn-header.
lit 1( FOR
Steiger 310 Panther - 14' blade - 4
hydraulics (needs engine repair).
1979 350 Ford 1-ton pick-up, 4-wheel drive
1974 Chevrolet 2-ton with dump - 1962 International 1-ton.
,
TERMS: Real Estate - 20r; down day of
sale with balance on delivery of deed within
30 days. Personal Property - cash or check
with proper identification day of sale.
Owners: Jerry and Joann Mason
"All information contained herein was
derived from reliable sources and is deemed to be correct, however, it is not
guaranteed and does not constitute a part
of a subsequent contract and is form Informational purposes only "
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41.Public Sales

Garage Sale
804 South 4th St
Thur. & Fri
8 til 6
Antique couch &
chair. mens 10 speed
bike, electric cookie
maker, lamps. AM FM clock radio with 8
track player, home
decorations, lots of
clothes, shoes &
misc. items.

YARD SALE
Fri. 7 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. 7-Noon
Off East 94 Hwy.

280 approx. 1Y2
mi. Locust Dr.
& Roberts Trl. Ct.
Bicycles, childrens
& adults clothes,
lots of odds &
ends.

3 PARTY
YARD SALE
606 Broad Ext.
8-5
Fri. & Sat.
Furniture, weed
eater, microfilm
reader
and
printer.

40

41

Produce

40

Produce

Blackberries
For Sale
759-1080

Public Sales

MOVING
SALE

YARD SALE

Sat. July 19
8 a.m. til noon
503 Meadow
Lane
Rain or Shine

SCHOOL
1668 Calloway
Fri. & Sat.
8:30 a.m.

Office desk, beds,
play pen, high chair,
games and much,
much more.

BACK TO

New slacks girls,
boys new shoes 21
/
2
to 9, feather bed
pillows, portable t.v.,
sewing machine, and
a lot more

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday
348.30
Yesterday
5.08
Opened
Opened
Today
347.80 Today
5.08
Down
.50
Unchanged
Compliments of:
VERNON'S PAWN SHOP
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
753.7113
We buy Gold. Silver & Diamonds
We loan money on anything of value
Hours: 10-6 Daily, Closed Sunday

SECOND ANNUAL KENTUCKY LAKE
GUN, KNIFE & FISHING SHOW
July 19-20 at the
Kenlake State Pork, Aurora
300 Tables
• 3 day fall mini-vocation c.lourtesy PARADISE RESORT
• S100 award each day by McCANN SHOW CO.
'8.4cioy smaller prizes by various donors.
• Special LITTLE JIMMY DICKENS discount tickets for
Saturday nite performance ot tte KENLAKE MUSIC
HALL for oil!
DEALER SPACE STILL AVAILABLE...
McCANN SHOW CO. 851-3377

Johnny Robertson
Rd. near Oaks Rd.
Sm appliances. cameras
tapes. Winnie the Pooh
spread, typewriter, men
women & boys clothes
Very nice baby boy
clothes Toys & much
more

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
9-5
1000 S. 16th
Cradle,
wicker
chair, commode &

sink, decorative
items.

Real Estate Auction
Fri., July 18th at 6 P.M.
At 1400 Diuguid Dr. Murray, Ky.
Mr. Jack Mouts owner has moved to another state.
This beautiful 2 bedroom log house. I bath, kitchen, living room,
fireplace on 112'x210' wooded lot, zoned 11-4.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of sale. Bal. in 311 days with
passing of deed.
Auction held jointly with Century 21 Real Estate.
Loretta Jobs Broker, 1200 Sycamore, 753-1492

Dan Miller Auctioneer
PARKING
LOT SALE
Uncle Willie's
Trading Post
Fri. & Sat.
8 until ?
4 miles S. 641
Come look
you'll buy. Many
items. Rock bottom prices.

CARPORT
SALE
Fri. & Sat. 8-4
309 Woodlawn
Avenue
Living room & kitchen
items, kitchen table
$20.. men's earvs.
women's clothes size
8 10, medium eff in
good condition, lamps.
clocks, camera, pic
tures, etc

435-41TI

AUCTION
Saturday, July 19, 1986 at 10 a.m. at the Dan Miller AUCtion Barn. From Murray, Ky. take 94 West to Lynn Grove.
From Mayfield, Ky. to 121 South to 1836 South. Go approx.
3 miles to sale site. Watch for auction signs.
Will be selling the estate of Blanche M. Lassiter and
others. Some real good glass & china.
Several pieces of pink 8r green depression. green bowl & stem
• Aladdin lamp•old kerosene lamps•oak wash stand with bevel
mirror•nice old oak wardrobe•oak kitchen table•like new frost
free refrigerator • electric cook stove • upright freezer • auto
washer & dryer•nice couches & chairs•coffee & end tables•odd
bed & chest•twin beds•like new R.C.A. XL100 color t. v.•vanity
lamps•table lamps•small lamp tables•2 nice wood dining tables
with 6 chairs•small drop leaf table & chairs•recliner•other odd
chairs • stereo cabinet • small kitchen appliances • window air
conditioner•carpenter tools•Craftsmen A.R.C. welder 295 amp
A.C.•sand blasting pots• floor jack • nice 22 rifle • 16 ga. single
barrell shotgun •32 Colt revolver, nice•also 32 automatic•large
lot ofold pocketknives will sell at 12.1-fit)•Keencutter advertising
wail clock•United Statas proofsets-•several other old coins• 1975
Pontiac 4 door S/B/A.
Many other items not listed. Auction held rain or shine. Will be
an all day auction. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

(.rowd sale day.
Buy where you set the price.

rtEGISTgRED

•

Mirrray Ledger & Times

YARD
SALE
Saturday
8:00-4:00
915 N. Johnny
Robertson Rd.
Bicycle, men &
childrens clothes,
to.ys.
furniture
household items,
much more

Yard Sale
Sat July 19th
7 a.m 1 p.m
108 Hickory Dr
Misc household
items, odd pieces
of furniture, loads
of paper backs,

14" Michelin tires,
truck tool box

Licensed & Bonded in Ky. & Tenn. #1281
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

PUBLIC AUCTION
Tuesday, July 22, 1986 at 9 a.m. at the Golden Rose
Restaurant in Pryersburg, Ky. From Mayfield, Ky. take
Hwy. 45 South to Auction. Mr. & Mrs. Bill Rose had a successful restaurant business, but is selling due to health
reasons.
2-35 lb..deep fat fryers. 1 gas & one electric • 1 small electric
deep fat fryer•stainless gas cook stove•2 nice ice makers•large
nice stainless Vulcon refrigerator •large 'nice Vulcon freezer • 3
hole stainless sink •stainless prep tables•one with drawers•chest
freezer • heated serving table • stainless pots & pans • large
stainless bowls • dish washer •salad bar • coffee maker • extra
heat strips•electric sandwich toaster •filter system for deep fat
fryer.* grill & vent fan with ansil fire system •22 tables•85 chairs
• higE chairs•set,of booths•office desk •Sweden cash registers
•security lights•large lighted sign•tea & watir glasses plates
•
• dishes • lot of flatware • misc items.
Sale held rain or shine. Not res"sIble for accidents.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
435-4144
licensed & Bonded in 11. & Tenn. 11281

14411111711111111M11
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CLASSIFIEDS
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Produce

43. Real Estate

43

Real Estate

35 ACRES. some timber. mostly tillable. 7
miles north of Murray.
Call 753-2861.
FIFTEEN acres projecting into Kenlake Stile
Park land and 75 acres
between Anderson Creek
Embayment and Anderson Shores Subdivision.
Priced to sell. also 2 BR
house and garage Apt
near hospital for 817.000.
C.O. Bondurant Realty
753-3460.

GOVERNMENT homes
from,..$1
U repair
Delinquent tax pro.
perty. Repossessions.
$ 1 00
Call 805-887-6000 Ext.
Dozen
H-8155 for current repo
list.
489-2321
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
43. Real Estate
quality home in the city
LAKEWAY Shores & in the county. All
area, Hwy. 280. Lake price ranges. Phone
view, 3 BR house. 753-1222 for courteous,
competent Real Estate
i39.000. 615-331-6066.
44. Lots for Sale
LAKEWAY Shores. service. We make buyLOVELY
ing
partly wooded
&
selling
Real
lake view cottage. 2 BR
building lot, 2 miles SE of
EState easy for you.
-$21.000. 615-331-6066.
Murray. Price reduced to
$5000. Call Kopperud
Realty 753-1222.
NICE lot, Primrose
Drive, Pine Bluff
Near water.
Approximately 300'from water, Shores.
Call 436-5635

Sweet Corn

LAKE LOT FOR SALE

water fee paid, located in
Jonathan Shores on Jonathan
Creek, adjacent to Sportsman's
Marina. Restricted to building.
$8,900. Call between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. Mon. thru Sat.,
502-753-6116.

AUCTION

45. Farms for Sale
91 ACRE farm with
house, 2 tobacco barns,
smoke house, garage,
open animal shelter,
stream, woods. Has 1.8
acre tobacco base, 50
acres presently in corn
.
Immediate possession.
Call 502-458-0852 or
write P.C. Bryant. 2100
Edgeland Ave..
Louisville. Ky. 40204.
46

4 9 . Used Cars
1977 PLYMOUTH Sport
Fury. 318 motor. ps, ph.
good transportation.
New paint $700 Call
753-4530.
1977 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, fully equipped.
Call 762-6105 after 5p.m
1979 INTERNATIONAL
Scout 4x4, automatic
transmission, ps. ph.
an. -excellent eondition.
Phone 753-9331 or 753.
9201.
1979 TOYOTA Celica
G.T. -Hatchback. black,
5-speed, sun roof.
AM/FM stereo. ac.
factory wheels, good
tires, high miles. 7537390.
1981 FORD Grenada.
ps. ph, factory air,
excellent condition.
Phone 753-4417.
1981 GRAND Prix Pontiac, good condition,
$3600. Phone 753-5447
after 5p.m".
1981 PLYMOUTH
Horizon Miser, 4 door
automatic, good tires.
good gas mileage Call
435-4434.
1982 CADILLAC Seville
Elegante. 4 -door.
AM/FM stereo cassette. 50.000 actual miles.
Call 753-9240.
1983 CHEVETTE. excellent condition. 4 door
automatic ac white.
$3800. Call 753-7231.

Murray Ledger & Times
Used

50

Trucks

Absolute Auction

53

owl JEEP. $20010 Call
753-5744.
1982 CHEVROLET
Silverado 3 4 ton, nice
truck. Call 753.7409
after 6p.m.
77 FORD window van
with ps, ph, ac & stereo
throughout van Excellent shape Call 753-4339
after 2p.m.
'84 FORD Ranger with
topper. 5 speed, excellent condition Low
mileage. After 5p.m.
call 753-3722.
'85 Fotkr) Van pb. ps.
ac, cruise, excellent
condition. 1 Owner.
Sharp. Only $8,200. Call
354-8127, 354-6636.
'TOYOTA 1978 Hi-Lux.
longbed. 4 speed. 85.000
miles New York truck
with rusty body. $275 or
make offer. Benton
5 2 .7 - 7 4 3 6 .
17a.m.-ilp.ni.i.
51

52

Campers

Boats-Motors

14 FT Dura-Craft alum.
boat with carpet; ped.
seats; trolling motor: 2
batteries: 25 hp,.
Evinrude electric start;
heavy duty trailer. 7538987.
1976 14' FIBERGLASS
bass boat. 55 h.p. motor,
troller motor Sr trailer.
good condition. Call
753.7707.
1976 SIGNA ski boat. 17
1/2 ft. walk through
windshield, 1978 150
H.P. Mercury heavy
duty tandem trailer.
$4000. Call 753-9131
days, 753-4729 nights.
1983 24' HARRIS Float
Boat, 70 HP Evinrude.
depth finder, excellent
condition, extras, two
extra Seats. Call 7594070.
SUPER Fishing Rig
boal. motor. Irailer,.
depth finder & trolling
motor. 15 ft. Rich ,Line,
18 horse EVinrude,
electric starter, carpet
& 3 swivel Astroglass
-seats. 753-3233.

Now Taking
Applications For
Motor Route
Carriers
Must have
driver's license
and good
reliable vehicle.

Apply in person at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave. Murray, KY 42071

Thornton's Body Shop

LJ

759-1596

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

53

Services Offered

53. Services Offered

ENERAI, HOME STUMP REMOVAL WET BASEMENT? We
Irrigation make wet basements
REPAIR. 15 years ex- SERVICE
perience Carpentry, Mechanic stl y removed dry Work completely
Residential
plumbing, 10 'nines beiow lhe guaranteed. Call or
Russell Lowery concrete,
roofing, siding NO „NIB surface no oarnage to write Morgan Con
Well Drilling
TO SMALL Free es- surrounding lawn
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
timates. hay.. 753.6973. Larry hood 753 0211
409A, Paducah, Ky
753-2620 -rrivhts 474.2276'
42001 or call 1 442 7026
FREE ESTIMATES
rl'ERING by sears
SUMMER is the time to W•ILDEYS Welding
2 MEN want to do yard Sears continuous gut
creachcooa.- or Service portable and
work Tree trimming. ters installed - -for - rim!. rembve diseased :an
shop Rt 121 Coldwater
removal or --tind'a riled
Crarl Uri-iiiilaniCd -trees
Phone 489 /125
trees ar shrubbery, mow Sears 753-2310 tor tr....- For all your needs call
WILL do bushhogging
yards. light hauling- br estimate.
Bover's Tree Service
and order garaens Call
wood for sale. Free HAMII.TON Cultured the professionals at
753 8590
esti4nates. 753-06110 or Marble tops
753 0338
WILL do plumbing,
759-16)43.
panels. custom to Ade
heating, air cond
ALL type masonry vanities. Free Est. 71: 'TREE WORK
Corn
piete removal, topping, painting, carpentry &
work, block, brick, 9400
roofing Also, haul stuff
trimming, stumps
concrete, driveways. HOUSE buntline
re
sidewalks. patios. house modeling.
mechanically removed. & clean up Free est
foundations. new buildings. drii.e•Aic:i,. Experienced. Larry 753 9600
WILL do tree remova/
chimneys or chimney sealing. For all
Wood 753 0211.
and topping
painting
repair. 25 years ex- building & home repair-.
barns grain bins &
perience. Free es- call Duncan', co.7
houses A Ise
ri
timate.s. Call Charles struction 474.s45lo
rslwork.Car- Barnett 753-5476.
INSULATION- tile..k •
APPLIANCE
by Sears TVA
SERVICE. Kenmore, proved. Saye on
ROOFING
Westinghouse. high heating and
Professional
Whirlpool. 23 years ing
Call
experience. Parts and 7 53.2 3iii hit I r .• •
Quick Neat & Clean
service. Bobby Hopper, estimate
Free Estimates
Bob's Appliance Ser- MRIC;ATION
systems
Guaranteed
Work
vice. 202 S. 5th St. Hale. General
Pumps.
753 2926
Business 753-4872, 436- Rainbird.
5848 (home).
Guns: Hook Tv;,.'Pipe.
APPLIANCE repair- Guaranteed Enterprise
55 Feed and Seed
washers• dryers- pour, Inc . North \lain,
HAN tor saie• Clover itv
refrigerators- ranges4.4.Cynthiana. Ky
6416
Timothy Fescue hay
air cond. George Hodge 234-3423 Collect
'all 502-354-8463
& Son, 10 Dixieland J.L. McKnight & Sons
Shopping Center 753- Sawmill on Poor
Farm
4669.
Rd. Buyer tat standing timber. Call 75:4-752s
JOINER'S complete
tree service. 32 yrs
experience
Also.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
stumps mechanically
removed 10- below
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
s_urface Call 753-0366
OVER
Installing
city
SEWING Machine Re
20 YEARS
sewer, water lines
pair. All makes and
EXPERIENCE
SOLID WOOD CABINETS a.
models. Home & In
& septic tanks. All
RAISED PANEL DOORS
dustrial Bag closing
• Oak • Walnut • Cheri. •
Birch
types
backhoe
machines. Also Scissor
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES •
work.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
sharpening. 40 yrs.
FURNITURE
•
& FURNITURE REFINISHING
BUILT
CUSTOM
experience_ All work
COMPETITIVE PRICES DropSy it Sew Our Display
•
guaranteed. Kenneth
30 Years Experience
Barnhill, 753 2674. • 409 Sunbury Circle
753-5940 •
• • •••• •• OOOOOOOOOO •••
Stella, Ky
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Factory authorized for
Tappan, Kelvinator and
Brown. Service 'on gas
and electric ranges.
microwL3Le.a., dish washers. refrigerators. etc. Earl
Lovett. 354-6956 or 7535341.
CARPET installation,
professional service.
Also repairs. Satisfaction -guaranteed. Glenn
Bebber 759-1247.
CONTRACTOR- carpentry, painting. Big or
small we do it all.
Quality work done for
less. Free estimates.
489-2663.
Another new listing Home and miniLarge & roomy family home on lovely
DAVE'S Window
farm, includes barns, pond. on 28 wooded tract north of
Murray S70's
Cleaning Residential,
acres $30's. Contact Kopperud Real- Contact Kopperud Realty 753 1222
commercial, one Sr two
ty. 753 1222.
stery. References. 10';
Senior Citizen discount.
753-9873 or 436-5836.
rENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

SMALL
CARPENTRY
gB2..

AIR Stream camper.
self contained, good
condition. Call 753-0487.

Homes for Sale
2
LARGE
bedrooms,
Saturday, July 19, 10 a.m. at
new carpet, redecorated.
Auction Mart, in Kuttawa, Ky.
403 S. 10th CAN you buy Jeeps
St. Call 759-4620. Moving *Cars *4x4's seized in
drug raids for under
must sell.
Farm machinery, boat, riding mowers
3 BEDROOM house east $100? Call for facts
and farm related items.
of Murray. Owner today! (615) 269 6701
transferred. Must sell. Ext. 259.
Mid-20's. Call 443-9960
50 Used Trucks
after 6p.m.
3 BR, 1 bath, carport & 1978 FORD 150 Ranger,
breeze way, new vinyl black with chrome
Todd Cash and Thomas White
siding, roof, furnace & wheels and white letter
Auctioneers
sewer lines. 1627 Miller.
tires. ps. pb & tilt. $3500.
3 BR, 2 bath, central Call 759-1965 8-3, after
heat & air, brick house 6p.m. 753-9164.
on a well shaded 3/4 1985 4 WHEEL drive
acre lot. Close to North Chevrolet Scottsdale.
Elementary. $43,000. Call 753-0747. Best offer.
Call 753-7870 for an '71 DODGE van. 318
• motor, 4 barrel carSATURDAY, AUGUST 2-10 a.m. appointment.
401 S. 10th, 2 BED- buretor, 3 speed, $700.
173 ACRES IN 3 TRACTS
ROOM, new carpet, '73 LTD, 400, motor,
drapes, stove, ief.. "good fishing car. $300
FARM MACHINERY
carport, attached bldg., firm. See at 309'Apt-E.
Location 19 miles south of Mayfield. Ky., 16 miles
large lot, fenced in. Call corner cif S. 5th le Elm.
west of Murray. Ky 19 miles north of Paris, Tn.,
759-4620. Moving must
asell.
at the Kentucky/Tennessee state line on Highway
r-wn
ori
97
bath, garage. .18' pool.
Farm 41 • fbt acres. lllre or le..
large -deck, wood stove.
This farm lays level to genUy rolling and has
paneled bsmt. Reduced
several hundred feet frontage on Highway 97. It
to 36,000. Call 753-9553.
has approximately 70% of cleared ground.'that
CEDAR LOG HOMES
has been used as row-crop and pasture land. This
Northern white cedar
is an ideal combination farm. It is made up of
No rot, no bugs. You
the very best soils of the county, which include
build or we build
Memphis. Grenada and Collins silt loam.
901-644-9052 Brenda
This is not a farm that has had everything
Munson.
taken out and nothing put back. It has been taken
LOG home on Ky. Lake.
approximately 2625 sq.
care of by the book: and has had fertilizer and
ft., 2 story with full
lime applied accordingly. Improvements consist
basement, large deck &
of a five-room frame house,a metal stock barn,
porch. Extra lot. Great
tool shed, and other outbuildings, and it is fenchouse for large family
ed and cross-fenced. This farm will sell inMust sell. 436-2573 after
dividually and will not be combined with Farm
8p.m. or weekends.
02
LOG homes. Over 40
F•artri ..! Tract *1 57 ;it ri•.. 'noir, air lei.%
standard models. Free
This tract is located on county road 1270, just
brochure. Honest Abe
one mile east of Highway 97. It lays level to gentLog Homes. Route One,
Box 84CK, Moss, Tenly sloping and has approximately 70,
7,- cleared
nessee 38575. 48001-231land. The major portion of this tract is permanently-sown-in-mixed- grasses, and has been _ .3695REDUCED for quick
used for hay. It is made up primarily of Memsale- 2 bedroom brick
phis and Loring silt loam, and has been cared
house, newly decorated.
for the best. Improvements consist of a six-room
629 S. 4th St. Priced in
frame house,.some ien.ctng.and a tobacco barn.
the- 1OW-30a. Carr '751
6612 or 753-5200.
This tract has approximately 50% being used
SECLUDED 3 bedroom,
for-'row-crop and pasture, with the balance in
2 bath, brick home on 15
young timber. It has some bottom land and is
acres. 8 miles east of
made of Calloway. Collins and Vicksburg silt
Murray. $84,500. Phone
loam. Improvements consist of n combination
436-5574.
stock barn, and is fenced and cross-fenced.
47. Motorcycles
This litUe farm is located on a paved road, well
1967 C8160 HONDA.
off the main highway, and is set in a very quiet
good condition. Call
and peaceful setting. The two tracts will be ofafter 5:30p.m.
TOMMY SANDERS
fered individually and then in combination.
1982 YAMAHA 400
There is plentiful water supply for livestock on
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE FOR
Special,
3000 miles.
all tracts.
faring, windshield. Call
BROWN
& BIGELOW
This farm would be ideal as a combination
753-7933.
farm,a hide-away/get-away place,a retirement
1984 YAMAHA Virago
Specialty Advertising
farm and many other uses. It certainly deserves
1,000. 8,000 miles. Peryour inspection.
(502) 753-3299
fect condition. Asking
Mr.. Rice is a professional farmer and has
$2,400. Call 753-3155
Norman Rockwell Calendars
Balloons
taken care of his farm and farm machinery the
days. 435-4444 after
Pens - Matches - Yearly Date Planners
5p.m.
very best. He and his family have relocated and
4000 Specialty items to choose from
1085 200X 3-wheeler,
therefore have no further use for this property
good condition. Call
435-4479.
1979 MF 265 tractor, in excellent condition - MF
HONDA 350. extra nice
205 combine w/10' grain table - 222 2-row corn
115 South 13th Street
Call 753-8370 after
header - 165 bushel grain wagon - New Idea 309
Murray, Kentucky 42071
5:30p.m.
1-row corn picker - International 122 8' disc
502-753-3492
Hirett-14Y-2"--pidt-up-disc---5 bushel -3- pt-.- Mk*
seeder - MF 82 316 plow - 2-row cultivator
1961 AUSTIN Healy. bughydraulic post drivef'--MF 25 PTO driver - 150
eyed Sprite. Body regallon 3 pt. hitch spray-rig - 6' grader blade - 5'
stored. Call 753-0718 or
bushhog - modified Ford 3-row planter - #18 pull
753-4478.
type manure spreader - New Holland 271 hay
1968 VOLKSWAGON
Pamper Yourself With a
baler - 14' hay wagon - 12' hay/box wagon - 24'
convertible. New paint
REGENCY SPA
elevator - 1982 Sears 10-horse 30" riding mower
and top. Real fun car
Available in a wide range
Call 376-2521.
MF 41 counter balance sickle mower - boom
of shapes, sizes, and colors.
1969 MERCEDES
pole.
\IINI /II
220D. Best offer over
$1000. Body very re3 pt. hitch utility carrier - 8' easy flow - 300
asonable. Engine needs
gallon diesel tank - 250 gallon gas tank - Lincoln
valve & ring work. P.O.
electric welder, 225 amp - Smedley Super 8 hog
Box 1040-H, Murray.
Hopkins Insurance Agency
feeder - numerous electric fence supplies - 110
Ky.
gallon truck tank - 6-hole hog feeder. several 55
197'3 LINCOLN ConLIFE
gallon dtunis - 1 row mule planter - 1-row
tinental, new tires.
culUvator • 2 portable catUe troughs - Poulan 308
SUPPLEMENTAL CANCER
leather Interior. Call
chain saw • portable grain dryer inch PCI
INTENSIVE CARE
759-9660 if no answer
pipe. 200 ft. - steel catUe racks for long wheel
keep trying
:
_
HEALTH
base truck -2 rolls heavy gauge bob wire -2 roils
19T4 CElY Malibu.
heavy gauge6" stay, 32"fence wire - 10% ft. cabPS, pl.), auto., air cond..
Corner 13th & Poplar
350 Cu. in. Green with
over camper,'-wiAC/DC refrigerator. porta115 South 13th
black vinyl top. Call
potty, 3-eye stove - 200 gallon stock tank.
Murray
Ky 42071
759-4696.
TERMS: Real Estate • 201,down day of sale
1974 CFIEVY Nova, fair
with balance on delivery of deed within 30 days.
15021 753 6202
condition. Recently
Personal property - cash or check with proper
serviced.,call 753-0925.
identification day of sale
1974 VOLKSWAGON
Owners: William and Joanne Riee.
Super Beetle, blue, verN
'All information contained herein was derived
clean. Call 753-9802.
from reliable sources and is deemed to be cor
1977 PLYMOLITTI
reel, however, it is not guaranteed and does not
Volare wagon, blue, ps
constitute a part of a subsequent contract and
pb, air. auto. $600 or
is for informational purposes only
o.b.o. Call 750-1758.
1984 BLUE Corvette
loaded. Call 753-0053
C
Orr
98.4 CAMARD Z2-8
SWIM
Stilt leITSTSa Si•TKIN C41.
71-2,000 miles. loaded
•24 Hour Wrecker Service
Nights & weekend 436
••• our war Om.
2623.
Car-O-Liner Frame Machine
III P.* lord
tadRol •••
•II 11.
ms1• MN.f•
1984 DATST N 3(107N.
Yen41.0 t La
"•••••• II um,
2112 Coldwater Road
•1••••
p•••••
l••••• iglAn 42"40
blue, ac. am fnl
stereo, 14,000 actual
••••••• Yaw
miles Cali 753.9240

THOMAS WHITE AND SONS
AUCTION SERVICE

PAGE r

753-9440

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

753-9224

We're

on
Murray

ALUMINUM
SERVICE CO.

Newly listed 3 bedroom, 2 bath home
with central heating & cooling $50's.

Large and roomy family home fresh
on the market Owner's leaving
town Phone 753 1222

Aluminum and vinyl
siding. Custom trim
work. References.
Coll Will Ed Bailey
753-0689
l.E - 'S CARPET
CLEANING. For all
your carpet & upholstery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Electrician
for residential and
commercial. Heating
and air condition, gas
installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
MITCHELL Paving.
Commercial, residential. Large or
small. 30 years experience. Call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME
Specialist Repair and
preventative maintenance. Roofs. floors._
plumbing, wiring,
hurrie-ane straps. 7594850.
MOODY•S Mower
Repair- pickup and
k
guaianteed. Call 753566s

Three bedroom brick rancher on two
acres with seve`ral outbuildings
$46,000 Phone 753-1222

Large family home with lots of quali
ty in lovely wooded sving $80 s
Kopperud Realty.

Excellent business address with lots
of square foot.3e $50's. Contact
Kopperud PealtY

2400 sq ft living area -quality older
home. 535.900. Phone 753-1222

Four bedroom home reasonable
price located near downtown $30 s

3 bedroom home on lovely wooded lot
$30--A,_.Phone Krapperitid Realty--

Maintenance Free brick home with
basement apartment 530-s Contact
Kopperud Realty 753 1222

Friendly little home with new roof cen
tral heat & arr and reasonble price $20 s

Just listed, this quality brick home and
15 acres lust west of city 753 1222

Attractive 3 bedroom home with lovely
in ground swimming pool Low $60 s

•

Irrpation Residential

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKenzie. Tn
Cell Collect
901 352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Free Estimates

MO‘N INC,. hauling,
bushes & trees pruned
or removed, spray unwanted weeds, etc Call
759-4808 or 759-9661 7
evenings per week.
t•DD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical.
plumbing. fencing. You
name it. I do it. You
buy. I install
You
break. I fix Call 43A'N
2888 evenings
PAINTING Paper
hanging, commeriral or
residential. Free es•
timates. References. 25
rears experience.
Tremon Farris 750-1987
1100PING. Siding.
Concrete work, Additions. Painting.
Geiperal Carpentry
P
Molony •753•86::,
Free EctImates

ROOFING
Metal & Shingles
Aluminum & Vinyl
Siding
Free estimates

Call 759 1600

711
Main

7531222
HOMeS FOR uvunG.

INNOMAiinai
Amos McCarty Jr.
Geri Andersen
Tom Hopkins
Frankie McNutt

_ stkApAsiecietos

Awl.° Moody
Bill Rayburn
Ann Roberson
Warren Shropshire

Berbera Erwin

•
•

•

•

PV.t.IS
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TIMES

Inland Press executive selected
to head publishers association
Reginald E. •'Reg"
Ivory, who will move
Ivory, executive direc- to Atlanta by September
tor of the Inland Daily
1, has 17 years of exPress Association since
perience in association
December 1983. has
work. 11 years of which
been named executive
have been devoted to the
director of Southern
newspaper association
Newspaper Publisher work. l'rior to joining
Association and the Inland in late 1983, Ivory
SNPA Foundation. served as executive
Ivory succeedS Reed director of the Florida
Sarratt. who died Marc-h----Press- Association - for
15..
eight years.
SNPA President Toni
J. Hardin called Ivory's
During his years with
appointment a "positive
the Florida Press
move to the future," and Association anti. Inland.
noted that the new exIvory had the occasion
ecutive director brings to work with many of
with him ''a proven
the publishers of SNPA
track record."
meMber neWspapers.- -- I
Hardin said that am very pleased to be
Ivory's "experience and
coming to SNPA." he
k.nowledge oi said. "and look forward
newspaper press' to:working-with
associations enables,,, Southern publishers
him to step in and keep again."
this organization going
Ivory. 47, graduated
and give it leadership." from Florida State

rSity with a
bachelor's degree in
journalism communications in August 1962. He
minored in broadcast
journalis m and political
science.
The new head of
SNI'A and the SNP:\
Foundation is married
to--the former Catherine
thick of St. Augustine,
Florida. They have two
children: Raymond.
two: and Beth. six months. They currently
make their .home in
Glen Ellyn. Illinois.
Ivory's appointment
follows a four,month
search by a committee
appointed by the SNPA
Boa rd of Directors
following Sarratt'S
II Lrdin,
d e
t h
publisher of the Alexandria (l.a. I Town Talk
and chairman of the

president of Harte, president and Co. Multi-media, Inc.
Hanks Communica- publisher of the GreenVince Spezzano
tions, Inc., San Antonio, ville (N.C.) Reflector,
(chairman of the SNPA
Rhea T. Eskew Foundation Board of
Texas.
David J. Whichard II ISNPA past president), Trustees), president of
ISNPA past president J. senior executive of the Gannett Northeast

search committee, ex
tended his thanks to the
seven other committee
members for the work
they undertook.
In addition to Hardin.
the search . committee
consisted of:
Ruth- S. Holmberg
I c•hairman Of the SNPA
Board of I /ire-eters
--publisher - of the- -Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times.
Cecil B. Highland Jr
SNI'A president-elect).
president and general
.m a n.ag_e r o_f- t
.Clarksburg 4W. Vil
Exponent Telegram .
Creed C. Black
(SNPA treasurer).
chairman and publisher
of the Lexington (Ky.,
Herald:Leader.
Larry D. Franklin
(nominated for election
at the upcoming convention as treasurer of
SN I'A 1. executive vice

r GM QUALITY
LSERVICE PARTS
NINON NOTOOS CONDONATION
Keep The Great GM Feeling With Genuine GM Parts

1973 Chevrolet Wrecker
1979 454 Engine, a.c.. p.s., p.b., auto.
transmission. AM/FM radio, Holmes wrecker,
red In color.

65,000.00

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, INC.

•

PAPER
TOWELS
Jumbo Roll

wart) $ lb 00 it, 411te
Additional
Port base r kchinfrig Tobacco
Dairy & Drinks on Special
_

Sunkist Krispy

CRACKERS

Lb Box

69

8 Pk. 16 01 Plus Deposit

PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS

$ I59

Bama Apple or Grape

0041
DEALER

WHEN IT COMES TO TOP
VALUE.. WE ARE THE...

8•

We reserve the right
to limit quantities.

We Accept
Food Stamps

•ale

•J

Swanson Chunky White

69" CHICKEN
79' ICE CREAM
1 19 OLEO

CAKE MIX
Keebler Graham 9 Inch

99

50z.

Bryers Y2 Gal. All Flavors

CRACKER CRUST

$
2
59

Blue Bonnet

MEAL

$ 100
I Limit 3
3 Lb.

5 Lb. $

oz
PORK & BEANS

Wesson
4

PURCHASE
AREA

.01%
.

Sunflower Self-Rising

L imit 2

r

1407 Main St.
753-4682

Pillsbury 18 Oz.

Bounty

441 S. Alkorvey

713-1447

Prices Good
07-17-86 Thru
07-23-86

cococl.1%1E46.1r1Lc.hwt.
Kkmaitex.D - FROM OeD

Newspaper Group and
the president and
publisher of the
Rochester (N.Y.)
Democrat and
Chronicle/Times-Union

$
4/
79
99"

Hyde Park 15

OIL

38 Oz

Hunt's Squeeze Bottle

Rippen Good Assorted Flavors

KETCHUP

320z

$19

Kraft Lite 32 Oz

COOKIES

10Y? Oz.

Prairie Farms /
1 2 Gal

MAYONNAISE

$ 159 2% MILK

79
LEMONADE MIX
$ 199 LOFAT MILK ... $169
ORA
7r°P NGE
819'
TUNA
59
PEPSI &
PEPSI PRODUCTS
99'
89! $28?, $ 149
PRODUCE iipeachr
effeelahr
JELLY

16 Oz.

Country Time 8 Ot

Flav-o-rich Gal.

ana64OzCa

rtontiliICE

Owen's Best
Family Pack

U.S. Choice

Chicken of the Sea

6%2 Oz.

ROUND
STEAK

GROUND
BEEF

2 Liter

3 4 Lb. Pkg.

U.S.D.A. Boneless
& Skinless

Extra Lean

CHICKEN
BREAST

PORK
STEAK

$ 1 49
Lb
Boneless $1.59 Lb.

Eckrich All Meat

Fancy Head

49° & 59°
4/$ 100
BELL PEPPERS
GRAPES
89°
OKRA
99°
3/$100
CARROTS
LETTUCE

S

Ho.i‘f

1,ir(it,

White Seedless

LA.

lb

No

1 Califormi

TOP ROUND
U S Choice Boneless
SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

$
lb

89

$219

U S Choice Boneless

SIRLOIN TIP STEAKib. $239
Fields

lb

bilge

Owens Best

Owen's Best

It)

BACON
Extra lean

'219
AMERICAN CHEESE11) '219
BBQ BEEF
'298
DELI ROAST BEEF
'429
BOLOGNA

U.S Choice Boneless

Roston

12 oz pkg.

$

39

t

PORK ROAST

lb $

39

Owen's Best

BBQ .CHICKEN

11)

$ 1 89

Owen's Best Deli Made

COLE SLAW

ANTIAIWAIr

Pt

$

Alr

1°9

